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(718) UL 5 · 4400 540 A T LANTIC AVENUE • BROOKLYN , NEW YORK 11217 

January, 1986 

Dear Friend: 

For Americans, 1986 bodes to be a year of joyous celebration! 

1986 marks the lOOth birthday of the Statue of Liberty ••• that 
magnificent Lady, who graces the New York Harbor and bids welcome to 
all who come . 

"I've never seen anything that looked so good as the Liberty Lady 
in New York Harbor" wrote 34 year old Captain Harry s. Truman to his 
sweetheart Bess Wallace in 1919, on returning from the first World War. 

Daniel Boorstin, the Librarian of Congress, who grew up in 
Oklahoma says, "I become an American all over again each time I see 
the statue." 

Between 1891 and 1954 nearly 17 million izmnigrants passed through 
Ellis Island -- ancestors of more than 100 million Americans today were 
welcomed by the Lady. When I was three years old that wonderful Lady 
welcomed my parents, my sister and I. For me, she remains the light 
left on at home when we go out at night. For me , she is home! If you 
haven't already taken the excursion boat tour to Liberty or Ellis 
Islands make it a must. The disuse of Ellis Island is heartbreaking 
soon to be restored. The sight of the Lady brilliantly lighted -
brilliantly green and ten times bigger than one can imagine from a 
distance is awesome. Each time I see her, she welcomes me anew. 

Happily, on May 18, 1982, President Reagan announced formation of 
the Liberty-Ellis Centennial Commission and appointed Lee A. Iacocca 
its chairman. As a businessman myself, my respect and admiration for 
Mr. Iacocca is boundless. In my over forty year career, I too have 
experienced severe strains but the assurance, fidelity and integrity 
with which Mr. Iacocca handled the Chrysler situation was extraordinary. 
I just finished reading his book. I recommend it highly. For me, 
Mr. Iacocca is Mr. Americana himself! 

Under your leadership, Mr. Iacocca, after two years of repairs by 
outstanding artisans, our Lady will make her formal debut on the weekend 
of our Independence Celebration -- and that will be a celebration indeed! 

(continued) 
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This annual letter is also celebrating a birthday. Twenty years. 
ago, when looking for an appropriate greeting to welcome a New Year, 
the 'year-end' letter was born. The responses, each year, have been 
most gratifying. So, once again, to those of you who are the warp and 
woof of the fabric of my life -- my fCill)ily, my friends, my customers, 
my suppliers, my employees, my associates in all of my communal 
endeavors -- once again we share some thinking. 

I am obsessed with the countless natural disasters that have 
occurred in 1985, aren't you? 

Doesn't this tell us something? 

If, with our advanced technology/technocracy that has walked a 
man on the moon/that launches space satellites for communication/that is 
planning to build a space platform, we still cannot foretell, forewarn 
or prevent the earthquake that devastated Mexico -- the volcanic eruption 
in South America -- the gruesome mud slides in Italy -- all of which took 
countless thousands of lives -- had we not better see to ourselves to 
ensure that man made disasters MUST be brought under control. 

I am disturbed with the situation in Nicaragua -- in Afghanistan 
in the Philippines and even more disturbed that the Middle East remains 
a tinder box giving rise to terrorism on a world scale. 

When are we going to heed the admonition 'to beat our swords into 
ploughshares '? 

Sometime this spring a demonstration is planned of people holding 
hands from one end of our country to the other . They will be holding 
hands to demonstrate their care and concern for their fellow human being. 
I strongly believe in the power of love. Let ' s reach out -- l et's speak 
out -- let's let our voices be heard. Perhaps the caring, sharing and 
loving will make our world a bit better place to live in. 

As we join together to bid welcome to 1986 -- as we look forward 
to celebrating the Lady's birthday -- let's do so in warmth and 
fellowship -- in gratitude for living in this blessed land that has 
inscribed on its statue base -- "From her beacon-hand/Glows world-wide 
welcome" •.• Enuna Lazarus. 

To each of you, my heartfelt good wishes for a year of peace and 
plenty -- good health happy occasions. 

Sincerely, 



~ ..... i ...... \~E AMERICAN JEWISH COMMIITEE 

. f 1 MEETING SCHEDULE 

~ftf January l - 10, 1986 

86-102-1 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY l 

NEW YEAR'S DAY 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 2 

2:30 P.M. International Relations Department Staff 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 3 

12:00 Noon 

MONDAY, JANUARY 6 

9:15 A.H. 

12:00 Noon 

TUESDAY , JANUARY 7 

4:30 P.M. 

WEDNESDAY , JANUARY 8 

12:00 Noon 

12:00 Noon 

2:00 P.M. 

3:30/5:30 P.M. 

THURSDAY, JANUARY9 

12:00 Noon 

FRIDAY. JANUARY 10 

10:00 A.M. 

* 

*NAO/Black-Jewish Relations 
(7 people) (G.Rubin) 

* * * * 

STAFF ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETlNG 

*Oral History Library Volunteers 
(20 _people) (I.Krents) 

* 

*Commentary Publications Conrnittee 
(15 people) (P.Shamis) 

*!RD/Israeli Intergroup Relations 
(10 people) (H .Milkman) 

*JCAD/Noon Forum 
(35 people) (Gladys Rosen) 

*NAO/TV & Extremism 
(10 people) (C.Moskovitz) 

*!RO/Israeli Visitor 
(30 people) (G.Gruen) 

*!RD/Israeli Foreign Official 
(10 people) (H.Milkman) 

*NAO/Acculturation Task Force 
(25 people) (G.Rubin) 

*Outside guests expected. Please send attendance list to Receptionist. 

Proskauer Room 

Room 800B 

Room 800A 

Room 200C 

Room BOOB 

Room 800B 

Rooin 800A 

Proskauer Room 

Room 800A 

Room BOOB 

Room 800A 

. . ' 
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UNITED ~ · . ~NATIONS 
~ iff 

COORDINATION 

NEW JERSEY OFFICE 

Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
New York, N.Y. 

Dear Rabbi Tanenbaum, 

_/ .. ,-
89 Van Ness Ct. 
Maplewood. NJ 07040 
(201) 761-4607 

January 8, 1986 

We are about to embark on the opening of a model Global 
Communication Center, whose ultimate goal is to help bridge 
the gap between science and religion, in order to raise the 
level of world consciousness and contribute to heading off a 
world conflagration. 

When the Industrial Revolution ushered in a whole new 
technology it promised to solve the world's problems. Instead 
it brought on far more problems than it solved, and then failed 
to take responsibility for the effect of its technology on our 
environment, polluting the very air we breathe, the soil that 
produces our food, and the rain that quenches our thirst. 

In our dismay at the multitude of present dilemmas crying 
out for solution, we search about frantically for someone to 
blame: Who robbed our coffers of money for social reform? Who 
failed to bury toxic industrial wastes in leakproof containers? 
Who depleted our soil of richness with excessive chemical sprays? 

As life on earth becomes increasingly interdependent, it is 
neither safe nor sensible to indulge in blaming others for the 
conditions we ourselves have created: Christian blames Jew, Jew 
blames Arab, white blames black, Moslem blames Christian - the 
list grows daily, and the blame leads to violence. We now face 
the prospect of Doomsday. 

One of the most serious manifestations of scapegoating is 
the new wave of anti-Semitism, which we believe cannot be 
overcome by rational means. Current research has indicated that 
prejudice is a psychosomatic condition, i.e. a mental stress 
causing irresponsible and irrational behavior. 

l 
I 
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NEW JERSEY OFFICE 89 Van Ness Ct. 
Maplewood, NJ 07040 
(201) 761-4607 

Many Jewish leaders believe that the juggernaut of hostility 
can be stopped by rekindling the flame of remembrance with such 
movies as "Genocide" and "Holocaust"; by recreating concentration 
camp experiences in classrooms; by tracking down neo-Nazis; and 
even by government lobbying for protection of Jews. While these 
efforts can be deeply understood, they have been known to bring on 
negative results, as witnessed in Germany, where the showing of 
"Holocaust" triggered a rash of anti-Jewish violence. It would 
seem that other methods calling for basic alteration in human 
thinking must be uncovered. 

One is compelled to ask s Can some of the Christian bias be 
attributable to that gruesome crucifixion image which has been 
burdening the unconscious of the believer since Christianity began? 

Whatever the origins of prejudice, it has become apparent to 
us that genuine communication is the only hope in a world of chaos 
and confusion. With true dialogue we can make the miles of sepa
ration narrower, and the barriers disappear. As the Global Com
munication Center suoceeds in this purpose, others like it will 
be opened around the world. Our survival hangs in the balance. 

The Center's initial program will offer young men and women 
from 18 to 24 college credit for training in satellite communi
cations technology, and with it eligibility to enter jobs in this 
significant new field. With further expansion, workshops in com
munication between husbands and wives, parents and children, 
corporations and communities they affect, and young and old will 
be given , followed by training programs in multi-level marketing 
of useful products, which will provide valuable new skills as 
well as a more humanistic approach to income for members. 

We look forward to your inspiration in making this plan a 
reality. 

Sin~ly yo~ 

~/~ 
R~~~~ 
Marcel Bau and Rosamonde Ritt, CCC-UN 
Co-coordinators for the first Global 

Communication Center 



January 15, 1986 

Dear Colleague: 

The Geneva Summit is now over. It is perhaps ~oo early to conclude 
whether or not the discussions of human rights issues and about Soviet 
Jewry in particular will bear fru.it. In the short term, however, it is 
clear that little or no change in emigration policy is to be expected. 

The buoyed spirits of Soviet Jews and the hopes and prayers of world 
Jewry for a reversal in Soviet policy may go unrequited. The condition 
of our brethren in the Soviet Union has surely not been ameliorated. 
If anything, the struggle within the refusenik community has become 
even more desperate and disspirited. Ordinary day-to-day harassment 
and discrimination has not been alleviated. Jewish intellectuals and 
student-age youngster s are, in particular, subject to psychologically 
painful acts of exclusion and i 'solation. The struggle· to maintain and 
promote a semblance of Jewish social and cultural community life, not 
to mention ·religion, today requires acts of extraordinary courage and 
determination. · 

We Ainerican Rabbis, perhaps better than most, understand these things. 
Many of our colleagues have been to the Soviet Union and many of us are 
involved in the movement to help Soviet Jewry. And we also know how 
critically important public opinion is in our struggle. · 

Confidential reports of the Summit meeting indicate that the subject of 
Soviet Jewry was discussed by President Reagan for a far greater amount 
of time than had been anticipated. · The fact that Jesse Jackson, in his 
meeting with .Premier ~orbachev, also raised the issue was helpful. We 
understand, however, that these things happened only because of the 
persistence of public pressure and concern. This is precisely why we 
have joined together to write you today. 

. . . 
We would like to remind you that the largest continuin~ P.olit:!-cal 
lobbying effort conducted in Washington, DC is that of the Student Coali
tion for Soviet Jewry. This year marks the 10th annual lobby program. 
It 'will be held in February and as many as one-thousand Jewish college 
students will converge on Washington to meet with nearly every member of 
the House and Senate along with key members of the Administration. The 
Washington Lobby highlights the international efforts of the Student 
Coalition for Soviet Jewry. Together with tl:ie B'na-i B' .rith Hillel 



Foundations National Student Secretariat, these two national student groups 
coordinate an impressive and unique Soviet Jewry advocacy program. Personal 
meetings on Capitol Hill are reinforced through a constant process of com
munication and related activities involving political and governmental 
leaders with students and faculty people on hundreds of college campuses 
throughout the nation. 

The annual focus of this tremendous advocacy effort is the Lobby itself. 
To make it happen we need your help. Because of you, this program for 
Soviet Jewry has been maintained and deepened year in and year out. It is 
vigorous, hopeful and inspiring. The Student Coalition for Soviet Jewry 
reaches Jewish students better than any other Jewish advocacy effort we 
know of. Won't you help us make certain that it works for Soviet Jewry 
this year too? Please, join us in sending a check today at least for 
"Chai," in multiples if you can. These young people deserve our help. 

Sincerely, 

~s-• 
Rabbi/Joseph B. Glaser 

Rabbi Wolfe Kelman 

/ 

/~ //~V;~_?_ 
/ Rabbi Binyamin Walf ish 

/ 
( 

JBG/WK/BW:rae 

' I 



Dear Colleague: 

Enclosed is my/our contribution in support of the 
magnificent work of the Student Coalition for 
Soviet Jewry. 

Amount enclosed: 

$18.00 ] $36 ] $72 ] $100 

Name: 

] Other 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

· [Please Print] 

Zip Code 
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CONFIDENTIAL 
(Not for Distribution) 

January 22, 1986 

MEMORANDUM RE 
LUNCH WITH AMBASSADOR RINALDO PETRIGNANI (Italy) 

The lunch was a follow-up to a meeting at the Embassy 
attended bv Bookie, David Harris, et al., in the aftermath of 
the Achill~ Lauro highjacking. - -

Petrignani recited the action Italy had taken in 
response to the Rome airport killings, distinguishing Italy's 
actions from those of other Western European countries which 
have done little or nothing. Italy has stopped arms sales to 
Libya, and announced that it will not seek to fill any voids 
created by Americans leaving Libya or by the termination of 
trade between the two countries. Further, Italy will consider 
taking further action at the behest of the United States, or as 
circumstances may warrant. As an aside, Petrignani commented 
that until recently Italy was not certain of the U .. S.'s true 
intentions regarding Libya. This dates back to the Carter 
period when there were conflicting signals from the White 
House, but also during the current administration, with Reagan 
making harsh statements concerning Kaddafi and Libya but with a 
rich back door channe l remaining open. This has now stopped 
and Italy can be expected to adjust to the firmer U.S. 
position. 

Kaddafi did not support the Red Brigade (in fact, the 
Red Brigade was anti-Kaddafi for this reason) nor did Arafat. 
Petrignani insisted that the Italian government had not madera~ 
deal with Arafat banning PLO terror in Italy in return for -, 
Italy's political support of the PLO. Returning to the Li9.yan 
question, there are currently some 14,000 Italians in Liby and 
Italy buys much of its oil from Libya. Moreover, there i ...... _..... 
historic relation between the two countries spanning the as~ 
hundred years, not all of which has been peaceful . But the 
proximity of the two countries, together with the history of 
the region, has led to the present relationship despite Italy's 
distrust of Kaddafi, whom it sees as unstable and dangerous. 
Petrignani mused about the possibility that American military 
action could lead to a Libyan strike at American military bases 
in Italy. 

As for the 'PLO, Petrignani recognizes the damaging 
nature of Craxi's statement in the Chamber of Deputies in which 
he referred to the PLO as freedom fighters, likening them to 
Massini, an Italian patriot and hero of the Republican Party to 
whom his comment was addressed in a parliamentary exchange. 
Privately, Craxi has questioned whether the PLO remains a 
viable force and whether Arafat can serve as an effective 
leader of the Palestinians. The government coalition agreement 
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calls· on the PLO to abandon violence without distinguishing 
between actions within and without Israel. This was a condi
tion to Spadolini's joining the government. Craxi, who has a 
home in Tunisia where he visits with Arafat, had thought that 
his support for Arafat would strengthen him in his struggle 
with the PLO extremists. Craxi now doubts this will work. 
Most significantly, the Italian government is now prepared to 
support a peace process that does not include a role for the 
PLO, at least at the initiation of negotiations, but still 
believes that the Palestinians must participate at some point 
in the negotiations in order to achieve real peace. 

Petrignani sees no fundamental conflict between the 
policies of the United States and Italy on the Arab/Israeli 
conflict. Both support an independent , secure Israel. The 
only difference is one of tactics, with the U.S. refusing to 
talk to the PLO until it agrees to U. N. Resolutions 242 and 
338, whereas Italy has taken the position that direct talks 
with Arafat were preferable. 

At our previous meeting with Petrignani we had urged 
the Italian government to take tangible steps to reduce the PLO 
presence in Italy following the Achille Lauro highjacking. 
Petrignani assured me today, after checking with Andreotti, 
that the PLO has only a one or two-man off ice in Italy anCL.j:hat 
the Italian government had no intention of inviting Arafat to 
visit any time soon, for obvious reasons. When Arafat was 
previously invited, the visit was upstaged by his audience wyt-h 
the Pope, which gave Arafat more attention than the governm~rit 
had intended. As for the Vatican, Petrignani recognizes t~e ·' 
importance of recognition of Israel if only to persuade the 
Arab world that any change in the status quo can be broug1t 
about on~y by peaceful negotiations . He commented favorao~y 
Spain ' s recognition and added a word about his admxration for 
the survival of the Jewish people, with whom he identifies in a 
personal way for reasons that will be left unsaid in this 
memorandum. 

He will be pleased to meet with our people in New 
York and if David Harris will suggest some convenient dates, I 
will try to make the arrangements. 

A.Ji./ll(jses 
cc: Mr. Hyman Bookbinder ~-# ~ 

/ 

Theodore Ellenoff, Esq. 
Howard I. Friedman, Esq. 
Dr. David M. Gordis 
Mr. David Harris 
11-r. Leo Nevas 

~Rabbi Marc Tanenbaum 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE . 

date January 22nd '1986 

·t'<> Marc Tanenbaum/ George Gruen 
. from M. Bernard R·esnikoff 

subject 

·. ·. 

I am attachinq a full set of materials that were distributed 
yesterday i~ fhe ~nnual meeting of the Israel Interfaith 
Association. 

D~spite their appearance, I ihirik you and Ja~~s Rudin 
should give this ~aterial a full reading. It reflects 
our current concerns· in the Ecumenical world, refers to 
the . recent events at the Temple Mount ·and outlines s9l'qe of 
the 'things that . we plan to d6 in the imffiediat~ future. · · 

Not at all incidentally, ·on the occasion of ·my retirement, 
I was named an Honorary Fellow of the Association. 
A formal ceremony will take place at a later date. 
While this title will not get me ad:rn:j.tted 0n ~n Egged 
bus, I cannot p~etend to be indifferent to this h~no~. 

.- .. ") 

•
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date January 22nd. 1986 

to Marc Tanenbaum/ George Gruen 
from M. Bernard Resnikoff 

subject 

I am attaching a full set of materials that were ·distributed 
yesterday at the annual meeting of the Israel Interfaith 
Association. 

Despite thei.:r:= appearance, I. think you and James Rudin 
should give this !naterial a full reading. It reflects 
our current concerns in the Ecumenical world , refers to 
the recent e.vents at the Temple Mount a,nd outlines s'QI!\e of 
the things that we plan to ao · in the immediate future. 

Not at all incidentally, on the occ;:isi<;m of my retj_rement, 
I was named an Honorary Fellow of the Association. · 
A formal ceremony will take place at a later date. 
·while this ti.tle wi.11 not get me ·ad·mi tte.d 0n ~n E.9'ged 
bus, I Cqnnot p~etend to :be: .tndiffe!t'·ent to tn;i::_s .hqno::i;- • 

. c:c ~ . .Dqyi,d Gq;r;-di.~ 
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THE ISRAEL INTERFAITH ASSOCIATION 

P.O.B. 7739 Jerusalem 91077 

Report of the Executive Committee Submitted 
For the General Meeting (22.l.86} 

******************************************* 

G E N E R A L S U R V E Y 

."1. summary of the four years since the pa.st General Meeting arouses in us on the one .hand a 
£eeling of great satisfaction for the many e.nd varied activities we succeeded in doing despite 
all the difficulties, and on toe other profound concern for the future due to our unsuccessful. 
attempts to create a guaranteed fiscal base for our work and the liquidation of financial reser
ves with which we were helped durino this period. 

During those yP.ars the following active and veteran members passed away : 
:Father Altred Delmee (Tel Aviv), Mr. Baruch Heyman (Beer Sbeva), Prof. Uriel Ta.l (Herzlia), 
Mr. Ben;yamin Jaffe (Jerusalem), ?tf?-.'Abed Ala'ani (Taibeh), Dr. Pinhas Rosenblitt, Mr. Gabriel 
Stern and two of our Honorary Friends : Mr. Ya.acov Y·:::hoshua and Mr. Ha.nan Sidor. May their 
memory be blessed. Their contribution to our 'W'Ork and to the advancement of interfaith dialogue 
and human relations will not be forgotten. 

We remember our friends, the righteous gentiles who died during this period : Father Rudolph, 
Ms. Maria Baxiu and Dorothy Parkes, and Dr . Fay Karpf (from Los Angeles) who for several years 
dona. ted our annual avards. Their memory will s.l-ways be ~th us • 

During this time, after many years cf active involvement in our work, the !'ollowing members 
and friends bid us farewell and returned to their countries : Dr. Wesley BrOlla vho was appointed 
President of the Baptist Seminary in Berkeley, California ; Dr. George Giacumakis, Rev. Hobert 
Craig who vas the head of the Scottish Church ;. rether Laurentius Klein ·who is serving a cent:ral 
ecumenical role in Germany and Prof. Donald .Nicholl who is teaching in ecumenical colleges in 
:Birmingham and other places . Just recently we vere sorry to hear that Prof. Lorenz Volken wil.l 
be leaving soon. We trust that the deep ties of friendship that were made with all of them will 
continue and that we shall see them as frequent visitors here. · 

These four years were noted for the Lebanon War which had severe rW!lifications on relations 
betveen Jews and Arabs and on Jewish-Christian dialogue in the vorld . Extremism and intolerance 
increased. The election of a Knesset member who stands for racism and the activities of his 
movement. arouse great concern. On. the other hand, there rose, to our Joy, greater awareness o.f 
the importance of dialogue and co-existence between peoples and the vitalness of such activity. 
The entire time we stood in the sho.dow of severe economicprobles:is vhich greatly influenced 
the possibilities and scope of our activities . 

THE ASSOCIATION 

Dl the spirit of the Association's aims, and within the economic and fiscal possibilities 
(which became more and I!lC're limited) the Association continued during this period many a.nd 
varied activities in Israel and abroad. In Israel i~ tried to increase its membership and bring 
its message to different groups, mainly educators, communal leaders and communications media 
people. It activated branches and initiated various projects of which the important ones during 
the period were meetings of Jewish and Arab educators end the preparation and trial. period of 
"Neighbours", the program for the study of co-existence in junior high schools • .iUso, the Asso
ciation made public declarations and reacted to events in its area of interest and activity, 
and published a variety of publications. In the beginning of 1983 the Association celebrated 
with an impressive ceremony the move to its new offices . Do.ring this period the process of 
being register.ad as an "amuta" {friendly society} w-as completed. A delegation of the Association 
was received by the President of Israel and its representatives maintained ongoing re.!-ations 
with many vital contacts. The Association continued to participate in interfaith dia.l.ogue in 
international settings, and also provided hospitality and help in organizing speci~l programs 
in Israel. 

In the last tvo years there occuried a slowdown of ac.tivities, to the extent of a complete 
interruption of certain projects due to bud~etary and organizational difficulties • 

. Tii ISRAEL - BRANCH ACTIVITIES 

A wide variety of activities were carried out especially in the JERUSALEM branch. In the past 
four years there took pla.ce in Jerusalem several series of meetings and lectures : the meaning 
of the holidays and ideas associated with them in the three faiths ; visits and discussions 
with religious congregations and institutions ; religion in the modern world, and also lectures 
and meetings on other subjects such as : a study meeting on the attitude to minorities es a 
moral test of our soci~ty (Judge Hai.It Cohen) ; and tha relations between Israel and the Vatican .--. 

2/ ..• 



(Dr. Meir Mendes) and on interreligious relations in the peace process with Egypt (Prof. Shi
oon Shamir). In the branch there took place in cooperation with the Buber Ins+,itute of the 
Hebrew University, ~eetings of the Jewish-Arab Circle (rena:ned at the end of the period t 
the Jewish-Arab Forum) and a circle for the study of the sacred sources of the three faiths. 
Among the special. events that occurred in Jerusalem were : a symposium on the social and 
political doctrine of Martin Buber in commemoration of twenty years since his death (in 
cooperation with the Buber Institute), a symposium on the Armenian genocide and holocaust 
(in cooperation with the Hillel Foundation) ; study evenings devoted to St. Francis of 
Assisi , Martin Luther and Maimonides (in cooperation with the Hartman Institute). There 
were two annual James Parkes memorial lectures (in cooperation with V{!.rious organizations). 
Jointly with the Buber Institute there took place two summer seminars on "Aspects cf Jewish 
Thcl.18ht and Experience11 (in English) which won great interest. 

In the TEL AVIV branch 

Throughout these four years Dr. Mendes coordinated a monthly program of lectures and meetings 
on a wide variety of topics with i .ecturers from the different faiths. In the other branches -
Haifa, Nazareth; Beer Sbeva, the Tri.angle - we carried out more limited activity, especially 
last year, due to organizational. problems which arose. 

NATIONWIDE ACTIVITIES 

As was mentioned, our central projects in this period were Jewish and Arab educators seminar 
l!leetings and the "Neighbours" progr!Ul!. 

EDUCATORS MEETINGS AND SEMINARS 

District meetings took place : in the South, North , Center and Jerusalem districts. (We tried 
to have one district meeting a year.) The Seminar meetings were devoted to the their.e of 
co-existence education in the school in theory and practice and included lectures, discussion 
groups and workshops. Participating in them were supervisors, principals and teachers. Special 
seminar workshops were organized for youth workers (jointly with the National School for 
Youth Workers) and lately also with teacher seminary students. 

"NEIGHBOURS" 

During this period the program was completed and published in a limited edition. After the first 
tri~l yeaz: - with the approval of the Division of Study Programs of the Ministry of Education 
and Culture - an amended edition was released ~hich is being taught during this second trial. 
·year in many more classes than last year. Special training programs for teachers and educa-
tors were held and many teaching aids for teachers and pupils were prepared. We trust that 
after completing the trial period (two or three years) the program wil.l be e.dopted by the 
Ministry of Education and recommended for all juni~r high schools. The Arabic edition of the 
program is presently being printed, and efforts are ::>eing made to begin a parall.el trial 
period in Arab schools this school year. 

Besides the above we ce..rried out : young adults meetings (two national tbree and two day 
seminars and a series of evening meetings in Jerusale!!!) ; atud.y dafs on the attitude to 
.Arabs and co-existence in the communications media (cne in Jerusalem jointly with the Insti
tute for Communications and one in Beit Berl in cooperation with th6 Arab- Jewish Institute) 
a Jewish-Moslem meeting i a seminar for getting to know the Arabic speaking Christian com
:muni ties in Israel ; meetings with southern Beduins (we conducted a tour and visit in the 
Negev and hosted Beduin trite representatives in Jerusalem at the University) ; a stu~·.~ 
Eeeting on 11Intolerance in Israeli Society and Ways of Coping With It" and or. "TP.e ~fica
tions of Missionary Activity and Hebrew-Christian Activity on Christian-Jewish Relations" 
(jointly with the Israel Office of the American Jewish Committee) ; we appoicted. a sub
COl!ll!littee to study the Temple Mount issue. Al1 of these are parts of wider projects which 
can be conducted in the future provided that there will be the necessary means . 

The Association awarded prizes to creativ"e writers, individuals and organizations who contri
buted to undc;rst~nding 'between tbe :fdths !l.nd peoples : at the end o:f l.982 and 1985 (the Gabriel 
Stern Memorial Prizes). As part of the Genera1 Meeting we shall pre~ent the Dr. Israel Goldstein 
Award which henceforth will be an annual prize . We continue to present annually a prize to 
an outstanding student in the prepatory courses of the David Yellin College (in the name 
of Buber). The Association initiated and took upcn itsel:f to help in organizing the distribu
tion of awards to eleventh grade pupils for outstanding ~inal papers on the subject of 
understanding between Jews and Arabs (by the Marcus Fund). 

INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES 

Representatives of the Association participated actively in the international Jewish and 
Christian committees for interreligious consuitations. Our permanent representative in the 
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International Jewish Committee on Interrel.igious Consultations, Dr. Geoffrey Wigoder, parti
cipated in all the meetings with the Christian organizations that vere hel.d during this 
period and occasionally he was accompanied by oth~r members according to the theme and setting 
(Prof. Tal.mon, Dr. Rosenak., Mr. Abramov). Prof. Werblowsk,y participated as one of the 
observors from the Inte:-na.tional Jewish Committee at the World Council of Churches Assembl.y. 
Father Prof. Marcel Dubois was appointed a member of the Cs.tholic-Je#i.sh Relations Committee 
of the Vatican and participated in practically all of the meetings it held. Rev. Ake Skoog 
and others participated in th€ meeting with the Wcrld Council of Churches. 

The Association participated most actively in the work of the "International Council of 
Christians and Jews". Mr. Joseph Emanuel participated as a. member of the Executive and a.s 
Chairman of the Planning Committee in all of its meetings. Association members participated 
in all. of the annual conference!? which were held during this period (in Berlin, Amersfoort, 
Florence and Dublin) and also in the meetings of the young adults which the Council sponsored, 
and made important contributions to these conferences as lecturers, discussion leaders and 
discussants. We always strived to include 8.l!long the participnnts from Israel Arab members 
and young adults. An Israeli delegation al.so participated in ~ special conference that was 
held in Budapest in November 1985 devoted to the possibilities of Christian-Je-.ri.sh dialogue 
between Ea~t and West. 

The Association also fostered relations with other international bodies. Dr. Jack Cohen 
participated as our representative in the Nairobi conference of the "World Conference on 
Religion and Peace." We are in contact with tbe "World Congress of Faiths" and other organi
zations. 

Our internationaJ. activity included hosting and helping to prepc.re programs for groups and 
meny important people. We prepared special progr~for a leadership group from the swiss 
Association of Christians and Jews and also for the Christian-Jewish Relations Co!l!lllittee 
of the Protestant Chrrch of Germany (on the mecning of.the Torah idea in our time). We helped 
organize the annual seminars of the Dutch and Belgian theologians, and hosted clergym\?n and 
ecumenical groups from many lands. 

In 1982 and 1983 we held summer seminars for clergymen from African countries. In 1984 and 
1985 they vere not held for lack of budget. We are ma.king every effort to renew this project 
as soon as possible and to astablish P. parallel one for Christian clergy from Asia. 

In 1982 a.pd 1984 ws ran two semit:iare for Sp9.uish speaking clergy in Israel and in Spain 
(jointly with the Institute for Jewish-C!lristian Studies in Madrid). At the moment prepara
tions a.re being ~ade for the comiDG seminar which will be held in Israel at the beginning 
of April. During this time , members of our Spanish speaking sub-committee participated in 
many activities with clergymen from Spanish speaking countries in cooperation with the Central 
Institute for Cultural Relations and with "Casa Argentina". Mr. Nahum Schutz, Dr. Nathan 
Lerner and Dr.. Haimi tovsky, member.s of the Spanish sub:-commi ttee, have maintained mo.ey signi
ficant contacts on topics of our concern and interest in their visits in Spain and Latin 
Americn. 

PUBLIC DECLARATIONS 

Public declarations released by the Association in this period include public statements 
ngainst intolerance, violence t>.nd racism and also an appeal to all the political parties 
before the Knesset elections to commit themselves to legislate for human and civil right3 
and against racism. The responses were most positive and we received many inquiries from 
the public at large. 

PUBLICATIONS 

During this period we vere forced to cease publishing our "Israel Interfaith NP.wsletter" 
for budgetary reasons. (There are signs of n chance to renew the public~tion possibly under 
f'.nother name) . In contrast to this we did continue to publish the bulletin "Christian Life 
in Israel", nnd already seventeen issues in six languages have been relec~sed. This publication 
has aroused great interest and its distribution grows persistently. 

We also released an Arabic information booklet on the Association ; annual collections of 
"Oikoumenikos11 ("Christian Comment Columns" i'rom the Jerusalem Post) various mineograpbed 
col.lect{ons (lectures, information for members) and al.so two editions of the study program 
"Neighbours" for junior high schools (including teaching a.ids for teachers and pupils). 
We pul>lished the book "Here and Now", a collection of articles on the social e.nd rdigious 
doctrines of Buber (jointly with the Buber Institute). Presently ve are preparing a second 
edition of the book. 
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SUMMARY ·. 

Again in this period the Association did not succeed in solving several problE!!!!S which ll.?'e 
on its agenda for mc.ny years : -.rhat is the proper COJ:lbination between the long range educational 
and social activity and relating to c~ent urgent questions without becon:ing overly involved 
in political controversy and other actual issues ; how t o bring the loog range: activity s.nd 
our work in general to the consciousness of Israel public opinion ; what is the apprcpriate 
way to activate members and involve them actively so they wil1 see themsleves as responsible 
partners a.nd not j~st passive :participants ; e.nd above all how to gua.re.ntee for our aork 
a proper organization and financial base tbe.t will allow us to operate without improvisations 
and unbearable pressures. The ne;r governing bodies which will be elected in this meeting !lild 
~er it will have to deliberate on these subjects. 

And last but not least : during this period we vorked in cooperation with many different 
institutions and organizations some of which financially supported our work. These include 
Jewish organizations like the World Jewish Congress, the Worid Zionist Organization, the 
American Jewish Committee, the Hebrew University and especiall.y its Buber Institute ; government 
and public agencies in Israel , church bodies in different countries and organiz~tions or 
Friends th.at organized or were being established. Our work vould not be possible if not for 
the cooperation and support of all. of these. To ~11 of them, those that we mentioned and did 
not cite and to all those who fostered and built these relations _our t hanks. 
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TmOJ .:t!l•oac;i •J1>'1 '1 ::i.1 D'"TZ>PlDO"I niz>'"P"'I ,i'l'D?n:i:i nlpJi'I ,nin"l"Ti'I me 01"'1::i.n7 ac•san n1"'l•:na:t 
n"TD1P ni,•:>Tail .n•??:>i! ;i!)•aac::i 11•"T? oac•::i.i1?1 '1:>1 n1J1'P"'I ,n1J?Z);i ,nlpx:i o•"'l::i.n:i TD c~ ?::i.p? 

. o•"'ll"'l•l7l p"T•Z> n"'l'DZ>? D'"'lln:t n1~i? 

On beha.lf of the Executive Conm.ittee of our Association we cordially invite you to the 
GENER.AL MEETING of the Association which will take place on Wednesday, January 22, 1986, 
at 3:30 p.m., in the Auditorium of the Zionist Confederation House, Emile BC'tta St. (Yemin 
Moshe quarter, behind the King David Hotel), Jerusalem. 

The Agenda 

1. Greetings and remarks in memory of departed Members 
·2. A'WBXding .the Israel Goldstein Prize for 1985, and announcemnent of the conferment of the 

title "Honorary Member of t~e Association" to veteran Members 
J. Executive Committee repbrt 
4. Financial report 
5. Suggested resolutions and amendments to the Rules •f the Association 
6. Discussion. 
7. Election of Members to the Council and to the C¥ntrol Committee 
8. Miscellaneous 

Our Rules stipulate that the required quorum to open the ~neral Meeting is a third of the 
Members. If there is no quorum present by 4:30, an hour after the time publicized for the 
start of the General Meeting, .the Meeting will be reconvened and the formal business of the 
Association (items J to 8 on the agenda) can be conducted legally ·with whatever number of 
members are present. This pa.rt of the Meeting is for Members only. 

The secretariat will provide members with reports; suggested resolutions, lis~s of candidates 
etc. before .the Meeting. Ve will be happy to 'receive from Members ideas, suggestions, 
recommendations etc~ and bring them to the discussion at the General Meeting. The secretariat 
is at your disposal to provide further information and answer any inquiries concerning the 
General Meeting. 

Sincerely yo\ll's . 

.R. J.z.· Werblowsky J . Emanuel ?tt,>DY •' 'PDll7l"'ll .s.•.i 
The Chairman of the Ex-. Comm ttee !he Gen. Secretary '7 11:>tD 70"IJD;'1 ,PlO"I ,.,,, 
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,n'11'll p1D•D 1Wl'li1 ,nx ,so ll:l ,,,,o nzi,ipn n•??:::>n i1!1•oxn 707 ,,:iyw o•Jr.1 Pl,x 01:::>•0 
,.'l•npn n~,p; :ip101 i1lM'll ,o••wpn ?:::> ,M ?y o••p? lln?sno nllllDi11 n:iin n''1'P!li1 ?w:i 

n)~)Oj:'I· nlYlhJ:'l '1•· 1n1'1onnn1 lln,1:ip? no:i10 '!ID:> o•ol ,,1.,? l>nn'1lli1-'M ?o:i ,•l~ 'TSO 
.lT i1!1lPlU li1l ll,TPlW 

:o•p•n1i1l o•?•YDi1 ll','lTID D•"TTIM 00?11'1 l:::>7i1 i1'1Mi1 C•lWit 'PDl 
,(:i•?:s,:'I) ?o ?ai•,11< '!ll,!1 ,(J:M:7-,1t:i ) lD':'I 1"1"1:l "ID ,(tt"l'i) i1D?"T ,,D'1K lMit 

?M•"lll ,D 1o•?:i111i D~l!I , .. , ,(;i:i••o) •11<'Y'1M ,j, "TDTID ,o ,(0•'101i•) :'l!I' T'D'l:l ,o 
•1l"ll o?l:::> 'ljT ,.,, . • ,l"T'D lln ,D, POli1• lPP' , D :1l'10 'll:l:::>i1 •n•opo 0•101 ,7,00 

.n:::>o•n K'1 •011K1•:in1 •n"TJ':li1 n•o-1,;i 01,•p?1 1ln'l1:i1? onoiin 

:lT i1!1lpn:i l,O!ll Di1 ,KO o71Yi1 nlDlM ,,,on ll.,,,, MK Ol "ll:::>Tl 
n1,nx o•Jo 1t7D:l 1J'n7 o•o,!ln no,,,,., nM Dl ,op,x~ •n1'll'll 7•op:i .,,,o 'lli1 ,,,,,,, lit:'! 

.llDP 'l•on i1'i1' D'ljT .,•:>Tl (o?'llK 01?0) ,,MP ••o , .. , 'lli1 

ll''l''l'l ll•,•:ino o•'lnK nil, o•>o •inK on•nis,tt? ,,,n, llMKZ) ,,,!ll ~?x;i o•>1im 1t:ml 
, •?p,ll "tllPD!lli1 ,l'D0i1 1t•o1? ,nllO ,J.,M,l •?on , 19, :1lM'l\!ly~ D''''!I 0 •~:110 l';'IO 
;n•t11po;i n•o1:i;i .,x,; npj n•;io ,l'',f o,:;i,, .,l, ;o~pop11t•'l l.,,.l ,,,, ;i1•l'll!l•?p 

.,,,D;'I ;?1p•1 'l?ll'l '!11,!ll ,n•lD,ll •Tl,D • 1•01p•1t 'l•p!lnl n,'"1Di1 , 1••?p Dl'Jl,,, :ll<i'I 

?o i1ll,Pi1 lnl•Tp .,, ,:9lll llPDO i1?1<· D•l:l•:l .o•,nM Oll oin•zn•Jl D"l'Olp•tt':'I D'l''np:i 
onllt i1K'll0l ll00' ' 0'11:::> DY iop,lO o•p101:i Ml'l''l'i1 •'lopo 0•1po llM ·TP'1l !I Tl,1'1 '!ll,!I 

.71<:::> D'"IPlD Ml!llln o•ny? 

o•::i,,, o,.,,.,., p:i o•on•:i "?p rrn:ip ni:i?on n? ,,.," ,ru:i? · n?>n?.1:> ll"ll oi?tt:i o•)tm si:iix nit 
· '1ll"li1 :i"n ;., 1n,•n:i .nu?:no:i ,01n1 :i1:11p:i:i l'l:llni1 .0?1:v:i ,,su-•"11n•:i n•Q-l'l:i ;,, 

n•iT.1-l'l n1J•on? n,,,,o., Ol ,11nnco? ,nn?:p ,,,ICD .:iJ, nl~, , ,,,, 1n11Jn n1?•pg1 n111Tll 
,nop:i •?:i?:in lx.1:>n ?g l?s:i i1'l.l:>Y i1!1lpn:i ?:i .1110? :i?iy!l:i n1•J1 •n'11 o•o:v:i l'l ,01•p;i-1'l1 

.:in•p:ii ni?•yn;i n1•1,o!l1t ?p n1::1i p•niT.lo 

,(1j?i11 lOSD~x:io) n1•!1Dji1l n1•7j7:::>i1 Ml'l,ODKi1 n'llOD:ll ,i1'lllMi1 ?o :i•nl,D.I) n1'l::I 
nM '1•'lli1'1 :i?"lmm yix::i .'1"1n:i1 T,Ml nnuo1 ;i::i,- n1?•9n nn1pn:i ?:::> 1tn:l:l :"l'lllKi1 :i:::>•w:i 

.n,1opnn1 ,1l•lli1 •QJM ,11>•n:i •011< ?x ,,,,:i 0•11., D'lln ?x .,,;i, nx K•::i:i?1 o•,:in:i ,!loo 
o•:>lnDi1 •Pl!l'll 1•n lT i1!11p:U o:i:i o•:i1Jn:io ,0•110 o•op•1,!I i1DT'l o•n•10 :i?•J!li1 K'11 
."0•1:::>'711 0••1•:i;i ni:i•on? 01•p~1,01 ,,,!),., n•J:>ln ?o :i•lO'Jl nn1:::>111 o•:l'l:S1i11 o •"l1:i•;i 

p•o10,g ,, • .., ~••sloi1;nn?1pn 01nn? O'Pl1Ji1 0•1<011::1 n1::11lnl ny'l ••1'1•l i1'lllM0"1 :iooi•!I t:::> 
0'01:i '' :inipn~ .o,win D''li~? ,J:pcn nK o•oic oJo:l n'l1lKn i1lln 1983 nl~~i:i .a•;'o 

D'YlD lD''P i1•1•Xll i1J•,Di1 1t•Ql ?xx ;i?::ipnl .,,,lKi1 ?o nn?"70 .i1nlDVj i1DlO•'l i•?nn 01 
Ml'llDDl •n'll':li1 11ll7N•'l":i ,nm:m? i1'll.lKn n:i•oo;i }j .D•'lnl< D'l, D'D'll.l DY o•!!DlO 

.f'lK:l nl'lnl•o nl'l::lln fll"TK1 n1,•1t •"p Dl ,n1•.1:>1~?l•::li1 

a••Pp '17ll ,o•.1:>•100 o•op•l'l~ ?o ;i,1.1:>l :ipo~:i ,,::i ,, ,nl?•yg:i noKi1 ;i?n n11l,nNi1 o••n>o::i 
. D''lll1Nl o••:i•spn 

f , K :i 

C'!l'JO:l ni'7•y!lil 

ni'l'l'D :i::i lo••pn:i l 'llyw o•ltm 1:i,1<::1 .0•?01,, ~·10::1 no••pnn 'lnl•.1:>::1 n1111.1:> n1?•p!I 
n1n•o1 o•iip•:i ;n1n'l:i 01?o:i o:i::i o•'l1op;i nlJl'Y'll o•lni1 n11000 :nlKX,:"ll o•ol!l•o ?~ n1,nx 

:pl:> o•,nx D'ICOllJ. O•Ol!l'l!ll n1KX'l0"1 Oll ,.l,,lDi1 0?11:i ni:i ;n1'lblD1 n1?•:ip DP 
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?K,0' •on• ?y ljl ;(7nj o••n O!llv.'l) lln,:in? ,,OlO 7nJOj O'OlY'D' on•n ;y ll'Y Ol!l'O 
• ('i•!>o PJ'DO 'gi,!1) o•,:so oy aim i•'mn:i o"ml':::in u•on•n ?11 (0, 10 ,,ICZ> ,,,,) 1p•ni;n 

•po.::i ,; llit,po) •::i,v-•,in• lln ,m:Po,::i •1i1tn ?o ,:ll:l fj,t> oy •pn•u:i ,o,,pnn 'l'lO:l 
0•11 , ,xn 1•::i .nin,n 01?0? o•oiipon ni,ipo::i 11•y? llni (• :i,v-•iin• 01,,g :n!l1pnn 

,:ii:i 1•0,0 ?o n•J•,on1 n•n,:inn lnlOD ?y ll'Tl!lo•o :i•n a•?ol,':l lle• •po o•,ni•on 
'l'O,Kn oy;i n:s,, nition ?y ll'Tl!lo•o ;(,:ll:l fj,O av ')in•o:i) in,•on? nlo o•, oy nit?DJ 
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.,;,,n:ii n:iono:i o•p'iD" ?1 Y'P ,,l'DO 'lO 1D"pnn ,;i1:i. fj, D oy ')ln•ro .(0•1 lo n1,010 
.;i::ii,o n1J•Jynn? l:lTW ,(n•?lJKl) 11n•,1n •n 

7111 :in, puo ?v 0•"1l!l•1J\ nix:s,n ?o n!li:n ni?•yg ;i?itn 0•1v.i 7:l n1:>"pnl N"n ')'lD:l 
- o•,nKi1 D' lPlD:l .O,lO ., .. ., '"' lnllPl:l nlllQ:'I nini;i 'l:l O•ll,Z) nHlnrn:r.'l:ll O'KDll 

??l:l ,n11,nxn nJoJ "lP'J':l ,,n1• nZ>JDlJD ni7•yg llO''P - o?ioon ,v=>o- ,KJ ,ni:s1 ,n!l•n 
?111 n•1Z>n1 n:ionon oinn::i o•Jio 0•1to1l oy , ,,!>nn? yoito i1n 1N ,i iiiynJo ni•Jl l ,N ni•v:i. 

• un,1:::iy 

n'1:l)~,, o•:>i11 o•,1;,• O':llnD 'Ol!l'O :1•n 11 '1!11pn:l 1J?o o••Tj,D'1 o•op•i"l!l'1 ,,101t:::i 
."O•Jj011 

n1n!I? 1•;,•o 11?inu:m) .o ~T.11,, r1no::i1 Tj,!)J ,71!l:s~ ,01,i:> :o••,1TN o•ol!l'D 1o••pn> 
i??j1 ,n•oy1;11 n'l l'J' :il'n:ul o"n•:i:i 0Pp-1i ? 11l'n:i irou? 1tnpi:i o•ol.D•Dn .(nn1? nnK 

, (o•,11;11 o•?nJo ,o•np!ID) n11:>,., ?:::i1:> ii>•n •oJK on:i o•!lnnt1r.> .n11t>io1 71•"1 n1:si:>p ,n ixJ,n 
O'lll,nKn ;ig1pn:i1 (o• j•,,o; n•s"M:i ;io,"1!>'1 oy ')ln•o:i) ,y11 •j•,iZ>? 1ll,lN u•"ln1•1:> o•o.l!l'Z> 

.u•,l•DO •i•Z>?n? Ol 

:"o• J:::iu" 

,,o•lQ - '1llON,n 'lO'lO'I n10 ,nit? .nDJO l :SO .,,11'1D:l ,,N., nNJlO'll n•J:l1n'1 '1D701'1 lT n!llpn:i 
;i•g? o•io?oo , nlpinz> .,,11;,o ,,K; '1KJ' - n1:i,n;i1 1ll•nn ,,tn:i ?o o•i10•? n1•J:::i1n? ')lK'1 

,11J•n •111J1t?1 o•,10? niinN n1• 1!>?non ll>' lP .nin•j ?o '1!)j '!I 71,l L!lOD:l ;,•Jon •io•Jn n1ro 
(n •o•?tr.1 lK n;lOi1 '1lo::i) •1c•Jn no?o;i "lnN?c> c•1po .c•"!•o?n;i o•"liz:>? ::i, iry ,l>ln 7:::i1n1 

.D"l ' :l'1 ni::i•on ;j; y;o1ni 11l•nn ,,t:n;> '"Y n•1:::i1nn yo11tn 
•n:l:l 7•:> pD •10•1:1 ?•nn:i? o•:soxo o•OJ' ll ,;iog,;i;i nyj nK~l n•Jjlnn ?u n•;i,y;i .,,1,nl>n 

.n1o;i ,,, o••:i,yn ,go;i 

;(0•?01i•::i niv•l!l n,,,01 O"J,K 0 ',l'ZlO 'lO) o, ,,,x 'tll!l'D :l lO"P ':o 11 l'1 "!:l?D 
T 1:::i1:>n oy ')ln•o::i o•?o i , •:i i nt<) n,1upn01. 'YJZ>icJ 01 •p-,,;1 o•::i,y? on•:i ?si T 1 'Y •1:>, 

,l•oo ;•!>?010-•,101• Ol!l•o ; ( •:i,y-•,101•n J lj~n oy ')1n•o:> ;,;i n•::i:i "ln1<1 n•:sp•sJ•o1p7 
:ll l:l ,,,o 1Jo••p) 01,,::i 0•1C1,•::in oy o•ol!l'D ;n•:i,y;i n1,::i1, n1•,x1J01 n1':o•;ip;i ni:in? 

n•71t,o•n .,,:in:i n1J;::i1on ,oin" !roll ';ly 11•1 •vl!l'O ;(no•o,J•l11<:i c•?vi,•::i onix 1ln,•1C1 
O"n'1i1Zl o•ii;i• ?1:1 cni7•yg ?oi n•,Jl •o•o:i ;i?iy!ln ?t:1 o:i•ni j':otm" .,Y, " 1oy i·n on:i7 o•:::i,,.,, 

Ol 1lO"P ;( •1p•il:lttn '11:'1' '1 .,,, ., ?o ?1<,o•:i ,,tn:ln oy ')1n•o::i) 110•,1:i•--0•,si1 •on• ?y 
, ,.ny:i o:::i•oZ>;i':o .,,.,, 7n•Jo ,,nP o•::ini o•op•l,!lZ> o•p?n :i?t< ?j .n•:i:i-i;i NOll 110•':1? nnJ 

. o•s1n1:i O'J'JOKO'I ,,.,, OK 

; o•l:l1\'ll nin,;i 7•:1 ;i3::in;i 011 •p? ll:l,no o•l1J.,1<?1 o•OJK?i o•,:si•':o o•o,!l ;ip7•n '11llK'1 
t111Y Ci!l:'I nK p?nl n•;;j;i :'l!PDK'10 p?nj .( pco .,N,,:ll 011 3' Oi!I) 1985 ') 10:l1 1982 ')1 D:l 
J"OJO ;i/ , ,.o?n? o,!l '1lt.7 ,,,o nn? O'!Poio llK .•nlt:1 o,!l nn:pz:i 01•;i •t:1 ,T"Otl171l , .. , 

p.l,KJ ,n1? :i•':oy ;i?:i•pi 010?' '1"11lN'1 .(i:ii:i o"y) p;• o":p :i??:::ion ?o nl'J,J'n nll':lD:l 
.(oip,o 1,P •":r . ). o•:i-,yi o .. n:i• 7•:i :iJ:inn K01l:l nil••oiio , DJ. ni-i i:iy ;y N"' •i •o?n? ti'O,!I np17n 

. o"n"ll'J O'Yl1J7 n1•,Xll'1l n,,,.,,., n·1,D1K71•::i:i n1,11:i :i?•y!l ni.!lnnon 1Dnntr.1 01-iil1t'1 •J.•:.r> 
n!n pn::i p;io n1t7'l!l'1 ?jJ ')nno:i ,ii ll'l •"l!l'l ., .. , ,n•l:llN7P::i:i n•i1:i•:i niyi:i yi::ipn lll'Sl 

r ll!>?o ~!l1i!I) niloo:i1 l'lY'1 •g? o•,ntt u•,:in ,o•n1? ,1•':o1t o•i?nouj ,o•,Xll '1 o•"!oo•o:i oy ll 
n•Z>11t7l'J:i n•"11;i•;i .,,yi;i •!l•ptn10 ,nK:l ')nnv.i •po:i1;;i,, ' DnD . (:i10,:i1< io ,pnn , .. , 

n•"11 :i•-n•? 1npn ,,u•p;i n1y1 ,;in';I n1Z>nl ;iici::i• i ?o,l:l '01,!I JKn .n1•01:::in n:sYlD 7o n,JJ':l 
nsyio oy Ol!l •o::i l!lnnt7n o•,n1<1 lipo :ipit ,,::i, .i•;io o•Ol!l'Z>n 7:i:> t>J'Zl:l ')nntr.1 1 1p•ni:i 7o 

. ni•ol::in 
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·"~•"'ll;'l'l D',lill ..,';] M'Z>HC?l'l;'l il~)nz:m" M"'lllY:l O.l ;i?•y!l ni::innr::m Ol!>nntm ;'l"'lllK;'I 
o•,:in nui:ip .ni:i•o•;i ?::i:i Jlll::>nil n"Tyi ,.,,,::>, :i?;irn;i ,:in:> ,')nntm ?1011.JY ')DP ,Z> 

(p?:i"T:ii illtl,'!>:t' ,1:1,H1oi1.JN:l d'·,,::i::i) · n il!>ipn:i l1.J"pn10 ni•nJo:i nn•yi:i ?::i:i l!lnntm 
D'nll.J::> ,o•xio::i ;i::i'"" ;i1.Ji,n 7:i? 11.Jini · . iljyizin ilC''PO (o','Yliil) 1Vllilil ,,"T •o.l!>•o:i 7::i1 

.o•i;yx o•i:in1 o•::i,y o•,:in D.l "T•on l'il' D'~nnonn 1•:io "1•1.Jn ll?"Tntm ,0•1••"Tnz>::>l 
ll?it•"T:i ni ·n,li>!>K? O"TpH101 1985 i:i1.J:i11:i '0:.7!l"Tl:l:t O"pnnu Ol::>:i O.l il!lnntr.1 n•?Nio• nn?o1.J 

.::iiyl.J1 n,TO l'::l >"'11:'1'-',lillil 

')nrnm 7;i::i ::ipy• i"; . o•,mc O"l.J1K?~; :i !l"l')"T l':l 0•!>1.i uv o•,op O.l iln!l•t1 il"Tl.lKn 
1:>,.l11pi111 ,oy o.l otD••pnr.> o•y.ll.J ."£11?'11 n"T ?y n•1.J?1yn :i"T•yi";i ?"7 •:i1,"l ni•yi::i 1.l.l•x1::i 

,o,,11K O'lU,K DYl "nll~l.Jl(il ?o •zi?1yil 

n1•1::i1n . o•:ii . D'O'Kl ' nixi:ip? ni•1::i1n n1::in::i yl'Dl nl,'K :i??::i n•1.J1K?1•:ii1 i1ni?•y!> 
,,:in? 7::>1 Y''ltr.1 n•"T1il•-n•,~11 :i1::in? ;i;i.iic:i ?o O'.l'illl.J nx1:ip? 1T ;aDipn::i 11::i;i n1"Tn1•1.J 

. (umnpn:i ,;i,)n;i .io11.J nlYl.Jtro ?y) n•Jl.J,.1;'1 n•?.ini;;i ;'1'01::i;i ?o o•i1i1•-0•,):lJ o•on•? il"TY1il 
rn-•OlK 'Til,'K::ll ,o•.i?::ii O•"TJ?i;i !J'.ll?HPn? O"nltm o•,J•l.Joil' p.l,K::l ll}l"O 7::> 

.nu10 ni:n1<1.J ni•P.:np•K nixi:ip1 

1985 _, 1984 O'JO:l .;ip•,!>K nlll"H\O n"T 'OlK? y•p;i , , J'OO ' nK lll.J"P 1983 _, 1982 •D'lOl 
t!P',,!l io•? O.ll O"Tp:i::i ;'IT op•,,!) Oin? O'ltOKZl 0'V1Y llK .:i•xpn ,oin ni:i•oo lO''Pnl K? 

. ;1'010 0',311 r:"T >OJK? ?•:tpZ> 
•pn•"1:i) ., ,110~1 y, K:t n • "T,!>D •-: :i i i n"T-'OHc? CP,l'OO • Jo O.l 11.J"pnl 198t.. nJo:ti 1982 nlO:l 

yiK:i c••pn•o Kl n i1 •1.Jo; n11::in ny::i n1~y1 .( "T •,"Tl.Jl O',X l J-o ' "'l1il' 0•"111.J•~? 7i::>1.J:1 oy 

n"T-•011< oy n1:i, ni•i? • y!>:i 11;0 n•"T,!lo;i ,,:ii; .l1n ,,:in l!lnl1"..m il!llpnil iozi:i ,;',!>K "''-'K,:t 
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Dear Friend: 

.......... --"" The American Jewish 
_ __..._ _ _.Committee 

MEETING ANNOUHCEtENT 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York ·10022 
212 751-4000 

January 22, 1986 . 

We are pleased to invite you to an informal luncheon discus
sion with Dr. Avraham Rozenkier, the International Secretary of 
Mapam (the United Workers Party of Israel), on Wednesday, January 
29 at 12 noon in the Proskauer Room (7th floor) of The Institute 
of Hllllan Relations, 165 East 56th Street, New York City. 

Or. Rozenkler will be speaking to us about the options for 
Middle East peace, Israel's economic situation, and ~at is being 
done to combat Kahane's racist approach in Israel. 

Born in France, Or. Rozenkier ls a University of Haifa
trained ~ociologist and anthropologist. He ls a member of the 
Western Galllee kibbutz of Yehlam. Host recently, Dr. Rozenkier 
co-authored Educating for Democracy and Coexlstance, a proposal 
for a comprehensive educational project to be undertaken by the 
Givat Havlva Educational fo!Jndatlon. He· has represented his 
party at meetings of the Soeiallst International and met with 
prominent Palestinians. 

We hope · that. you wi 11 be able to Join us for what promises 
to be an enlightening and timely discussion of crucial issues 
facing Israel. Please contact Mar.ilyn. Rogers (212-751-4000, ext. 
311 or 310) to indicate whether you will be able to attend. 

~incerely, 

George E. Ph.D. 
Director 
Israel and Middle East Affairs 

Gf.G/sm 
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WASHINGTON REPRESENTATIVE •.2027 Massachuseus Avenue, N.W. •Washington, D.C. 20036 • (202) 265-?000 

January 22, 1986 

To: Milton Himmelfarb/David Singer 

cc: David Gordis 
Irv·ing Levine 
Mort Yarmon 

\.'~·M~·::~ T.{_~_e~B~~ _ ~ 
Jim Rudin 

Fr: Hyman Bookbinder 

Subject: Black Poll 

In case you all have not seen the latest Washington Post . . 
poll on American Blacks, I recommend it strongly . (Washington 
Post 1/18 and 1/19) It h~s much useful data, including Black
Jewish data. 

I was intrigued by the "ideological" profile of American 
Blacks reflected in the poll. Of those who expressed preference, 
36% accepted the ~liberal'' label, 35% the "moderate" label and 
29% the "conservative " label. 

This 36 - 35 • 29 profile compares with the 36-38-16 profile of 
Jews in recent AJC polls. Pretty close! Both are to the le f t 
of the general American profile but not that far left either. 

This may all be a matter more of semant~cs and labels than 
of substance, .. but it ·is intriguing nevertheless. Shows a poten
tial for consensus. 

By the way, I think the whole polling profession ought to 
be concerned about the ritter contradictions between th~ recent 
T.imes-CBS p'O_J .1 and the more recent Post one. That Times poll, 
showiti~ 56% · R~agan approval by Blacks, never should have gotten 
all the attention and acceptance that it did -- with so few 
Black respondents in their standard sample. There are a lot of 
colum~sts and commentators who should be feeling rather ashamed 
of ~hemselves for rushing into print or onto the tube with "pro
found" explanations for the tremendous increase in Reagan popu
larity among Blacks. Now the Post tells them it's 23%, not 56~! 

more 
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How could 'Adam Clymer at the New Yo.rk Times b.ave pe.rmi tted 
them to go so far in interpreting th~ir me~ger fi~ures? 

HB:dw 

P . S. I assume "clippings" can get you the two articles from 
the Post. It's too difficult for me t o send you full 
pages. 

• 
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Sunday, January 26, 1986 

Leora Isaacs, Program Specialist in AJC's Jewi'sh Communal Affairs 

department is scheduled to be interviewe4 on the WNEW-AM (1130 dial) 

radio program, "The Jewish Concept." 

The program ·airs Sunday, January 26, 1986 at 6:30am. 

Ms. Isaacs will be discussing the AJC study on " Single & Jewish." 

The second part of ~ two-part series. 

8~-968-5 
1/24/86. 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE, Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56 Street, New York, NY 10022 
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THE A .MERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date January 27, 19.86 

to Harold Applebaum 

from George E. Gruen 

subject NJCRAC Propositions 

Attached are the NJCRAC Israel Propositions. Aside from ~inor changes and 
corrections, which I presume they will accept, I have made two changes of sub
stance: 

Proposition S. In the first paragraph dealing with the PLO, I don't like 
their fonnulation "that the PLO commitment to terrorism is· a fundamental and im
nrutable element of its nature, ... " cµid would substitute something alorig the lines 
of .the following: "that the PLo use of tez:rorism is~ fundamental and continuing 
element of its strategy tQ destroy Israel, •.. " 

Proposition 8 on Anti-,Zionism. I find :this too self-congratulatory ~d optim
istic. It completely .ignores the serious issue we confront, and which,in fact, was 
discussed at . lengtn· by NJCRAC at its Boston meet~g last year, namely. ·the attempt 
to prove that Zionism is in fact racism by. emphasizing the links between Israel and 
the racist regime of South Africa. . -I have drafted the following two inserts as 
suggested additions to this proposition: 

Insert "A"· to Proposition . 8 JS·: 
I 

However, a new tac~ic has emerged in recent years in which those groups 
seeking to del~gitimize .Israel haVe grossly exaggerated the links between Israel 
and South Africa :i.Ji an attempt to portray Israel as a racist .state allied to the 
pariah apartheid regime of South Africa. This ~a:i,gn has exacerbated Black
Jewish relations in the United States and has also found a responsive chord 
among anti-South African activists on campuses. 

Insert "B" tmder Strategic Goals p. 8 after last paragraph---

· -.- continue to prepare .arid disseminate infonnation placing the quantitatively 
minimal nature of Israel-South African relations in relative global perspective 
and noting the double standard being applied to .Israel by it"s critics, while at 
~e same time urg:irig I~raeli officials to·COntmually highlight their country's 
clear .opposition to apartheid and to insure that the actions of Israeli insti
tutions and individuals are consistent with this policy.· 

GEG:mr Enc. J 
cc: D. Gordis -- M.H. T~nbaum -- D. Harris 

. ·: " ... .. . · .· ·"· 
. . . . ~ : .. ' ... ' 

. ·· .. · ... : . . .. · · .. : .... 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH . COMMITTEE 

date 

to 

from 

subject 

. . ., : . .. . ' ' 

January 2, 1986 

George Gruen 

Harold Applebaum 

NJCRAC Joint Pro.gram Plan 

Would you kindly review the attached ."Israei Propositions" 
for the NJCRAC Joint Program Plan. 

The process for ~t-ional agency response is described in the 
attached memo. Pleas~ note · that we are asked to submit proposed 
revisions by February 3. 

Could we handle this as follows: 
/ 

1. Please review the material and identify sections requiring 
a response. If all of the draft propositions are accept
able, note that fact on the response form. Please complete 
thi? segment of the review by January 15. 

2. In order to meet the February 3rd deadline, please send me 
your p_roposed changes on or before January: nth. 

Your cooperation, as ever, is appreciated. 

HA/lb 
cc : D. Gordis 

M. Tanenbatnn 
·D. Harris 

Fnc: Propositions 1-6; 8 

. . . 
, · . . 

•" . .. ··: . 
' • I ·' 
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Response Form£!! WCRAC Propositions for 1986-87 Joint Program~ 

ro: NJCRAC 
443 Park Avenue South -- 11th Floor 
New York, NY 10016 

Attn: ~ Sinms 

The Plenum will diseuss and act upon only those propositions which ~r 
agencies have requested in advance of .the Plenum .be placed on the agenda of the 
Plenary Session because they differ with the judgments set forth in .the proposi
tions· either in terms of ChaB3ed conditions, catments or strategic goals. You 
must enclose a brief statement stating your agency's position on the issue to be 
placed before the Plenom in regard to each proposition that is checked below. 
All~ sl.lbnisslons, in writirg, ~be in £!:!f office _!Elater~ Monday, 
February 3rd. Otherw~se, it will be assumed that the propositions ate accep
table to merrber agencies. 

.Propa;itions ~ Reflecting 2!:!!:_ Disagreement 
Plenlim Should Discuss 

1. IS: u.s.-Israel Relations :i 

2. IS: U.S. Foreign Aid· 2 

3. IS; Arms Sales tO Arab Countries 2-3 

4. IS: The Peace Process 3-4 

s. IS: The PU> s 

6. IS: Kahaneism 5-6 

7. JS: Anti-Semitism in the o. s. 6-7 

8. JS~ Anti-Zionism 8 

9. JS: ~ttacks on ~ill of Righ.~ 9-10 

10. JS: Constitutional Convention 10 

11. JS: Right to Reproductive Choice 11 

12. JS: Censorship 12 

13. EN: Energy 12-13 

14. CS: ~ligion .and Public Policy 13-14 

15. CS: Jewis~-<:atholic Relati0ns 15-16 · 

... 

.• 
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Prcp?Sitions 

16. SFJ: Feder al Policy and Poverty · 16-17 

17. SE.1: C~vil Rights Enforcement 17-18 

18. ·S&J: Black-Jewish Relations 19 

. 19. SEJ: Inmigration 20 

20. SEJ: UN Nairobi COnvention on Wcmen 21- 22 

21. IN!': Solliet J&lry 22..:23 

22. Im;': Ethiq)ian Jewry 24 

23. Im': Apartheid 24-25 

24. INr: International Terrorism 25-28 

Reflecting C>Ur Disagreement 
Plenum Should Dicsuss 

Enclosed is a brief explanation in reference to those prqnsitions checked 
aboie. 

_Enclosed are_ additional propositions which we are reocmnendi~ for 
· Plenary SessiOI) debate and action. 'l'bey deal with-~-----------

. . , · ', I ' . . ' . :: .. .. 

.• . 
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Draft Joint Program Plan Propositions 

For Action of W'CRAC Pleruim, February 16-19, 1986 

('lbe Plenwn will discuss only those propositions 
with wbich member aqencies disagree and have so 
advised NJCRAC in writiD; by February 3, 1986.) 

ISRAEL PRoFQSITIONS 

PROPOOITION l IS: Israel and the Middle East - U.S.-ISRAEL RE!ATICNS 

Changing Conditions: 'lbe relationsl"1il;) between the United States aJ'.ld Israel, 
whicn the U.S. gaverrurent has described as n.ltually beneficial, continues to 
grow into one characterized by an extraordinary aeqree of cooperation and trust. 
't'he relationship is likely to oontin1.1e along this path for the foresee~le 
futtlre. · 

Backgrruna: 'lbe United States and Israel have embarked on new ventures which 
enhance and deepen the degree of cooperation between them. '!'he Free 'Y'.'raae 
Agreement of 1985 enables each nation greater access to the other's markets and 
should prove beneficial to both eoonc:mies. Similarly, the Strategic Coooeration 
Agreement, signed in 1981, provides the United States with seo.ire military 
access in a troubled and volatile region of vital importance to American 
national interests. · · · 

Under the coalition agreement reached followiD; Israel'? October 1984 elec
tion, the National Unity government will transfer its leadershi? to Yitzhak 
Shamir in October., 1986. Given the good workiN; relationships which Mr. Shamir 
establishea with American officials dllriD; his previrus term as Prime Minister, 
the scheauled transfer of the Prime Ministership is not likely to have s'ignifi
·cant impact upon the overall contours of U.S.-Israel relations. 

The only major difficulty to arise between the United States and .1srael 
during 1985 emerged in the wake of the arrest of an American naval intelliqence . 
official wbo was Charged with l.lllaUthorized passaqe of classified information to 
Israeli diplanats. Both nations m:wed quickly to minimize potential aamaqe to 
their relationship, and it is expected that temporary frictions will be over-
come . 

Strategic Goa.ls: 'lbe Jewish CCl'llTILlnity relations field should: 

-- continue to empnasize that Israel is the United States' nost reliable 
strategic ally .in tne "tiddle Ea.st and sh0t.1ld continue .to receive 
American political, mral and eoonanic supp:>rt; ' 

-- encoura9e increased people~to--people exchanges ?:)etween Israel and the 
Uniteo States through tourism, leadership missions, and academic, 
c~ltural and .scientific exchan;Jes. 

.• 
. ~: . . . 
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PROPCSITI~ 2 IS: Israel and the Middle East - U.S. FOREIGN AID 

CharEil'XJ Conditions: 'llle Administration and C~ress 90ntinue to be favorably 
disposed to assist Israel in achievi113 econanic re<X:Nery • . However, enactment of 
the Gramm-Rudman bala.nceO buciget legislation may have ramifications on the 
amount of the foreign aid package. 

Background: Despite intense budgetary p~essures, CoD3ress's approval of the 
-Administration's package of $1.8 billion in defense and $1.2 billion in econan.ic 
grant aid to Israel duriJl3 Fiscal Years 1986 and 1987, alOJl3 with suppl~ntal 
grants of $750 million in both years, dem:::>nstrated the U.S. qovernment's nearly 

-' '( universal r~nition of Israel's status -as a strategic ally and of the need to 
.. ~'l provide assistance\ its econanic re<X:Nery plan. Strong bi~tisan support was 

also manifested for a proposal introduced by Senators Inof/9e and Kasten to 
reduce interest on outstanaing u.s. loans to Israel, which a!'IOlnt to approxima
tely $1 billion per year. 'l'he proposal was withdrawn in return for a .cam1itment 
by Secretary of State Shultz that in 1986 the Administration would submit 
legislation providill3 for across-the-board reductions in interest rates for all 
recipients of foreign aid loans. 'Ibis carmitment is consistent with the 
Administration's previ°'1S revision of the foreign aid ~rocess so as to provide 
aid in the form of grants only, in recognition of the overwbel.mill3 debt bordens 
of 1TOSt recipient· countries. 'lbese welcane developnents have been cl~ded by 
the as yet '1ndetermined iJrpact of . the Granm-Rudman balanced budget legislation. 
'Ibis measure, designed to reduce the nation's federal deficit ~ 1991, provides 
that in the event Ct:n;ress arid the President cannot agree on budget packages 
which meet predetermined ceili113s, autanatic across-the-board cuts will be made 
in appropriations accordiJl3 to fornW.as set forth in .the legislation. Since 

: foreign aid is oot exempt fran the legislation's provisions, assistance to 
. tJJ:ic.. 

1 
Israel may be affected • 

. '!S'faJ.·30. . ~ While the recent appropriation assures that foreign aid to Israel will oot 
·la.f<:val"" be the occasion for CoD3ressional action for another two years, Arab Americans 

Jn·~ I\", lobbied against the legislation and their anti-Israel aid campaign is not 
1e.s ·)J1(1'"1 expected to abate, despite its notable lack of sucess or public i.npact. 
jj{ ( fYI' J< . 
1 

~ vl ba· Strategic Goals: '!be Jewish oarmuni ty relations field sh~ld: 

-- continue to interpret to the Administration, Co1'¥3ress and the American 
people ·the reasons why assistance to Israel is in America's national 
~nterest; 

support measures to reduce interest pa~ts on foreign aid loans; 

- - continue to nonitor and develop appropriate responses to media campaigns 
directed against U.S. aid to Israel. 

PROPCSITIOO 3 IS: Israel and the Middle East - u.s. ~ ~ ~ t 
ARAB CXXJNl'RIES . \_?ostpo"~"Jt., of flc- ./ . 

O\aJl3ing Conditions : CoD3ress, by cwerwbelmingly appr01Jill3 in 1985 th°Xale of -
sophisticated American arms to Jordan, apoeared to establish the principle that 
Arab countries ITUSt ~nter into direct and meanirigful negotiations with Israel 
before suCti sales will be authorized. In agreeinq to defer its propcised sale to 
Jordan, the Administration accepted this position. 
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Background: In response to President Reagan's formal notification of the 
Administration's request for an authorization to sell $1.6-1.9 billion of 
sophisticated arms to Jordan, Congress, by OJerwhelmi~ majorities in. both the 
Senate and House of Representatives, t<X>k the position that the sale would be 
disallc:Med unless the Administration withdrew it. On taki~ this stance, 
Conqress· appeared to establish the principle that it ~ill apprOJe future arms 
sales to Jordan only if Jordan is engaged in "direct and meaningful nego
tiations" wi th Israel. Con:Jress's action ITO\Tes in the direction, l0f'X1 advocated 
by the Jewish 0CJTI1001\ity relations field, that American arms Should be sold only 
to those Arab s tates that have oonc:luded peace treaties with Israel. The 
President's l.lllWilli~ness to withdraw his ~roposal indicates that the 
Administration has oot yet abandoned those considerations which in the past have 
led it anci previous ·administrations to prooose other arms sales. 

Strategic Goals: The Jewish camll.lnity relations field should: 

-- qJpOSe the sale of sopnisticated American arms to any Arah state not 
actively ~aged in direct and meaningful negotiations with Israel. 

, .y,~ . . 
_,, a~ °'ff b' (OOl'E : During 1986, Congress and the ,Jewish CXITm.lnity will face 

qs rl1"' two critical tests: (1) renewed Congressional consideration of · 
- the Jordan Citftb fk!.CKlltj~ and (2) final determination as to 

pc.cN.o. • "':~ whether or oo.t Saudi Arabia has met the conditions previously 
~ set forth for final delivery of the NllACS. ~ Executive Cmmittee 

" svy> .k ~(ill~; 2£.~ Ple~ . will make ~ ultimate judgment ,S!1 .!:h! wordirg of 
O.{"'J "' . • this proposition.) 

f\-.'l>~'Q J . 

PR:>Pa;ITICN 4 IS : Israel and the Middle~: 

Cl'lan:Ji'!3 Conditions : Greater diplanatic activity than at arrt time since the 
late 1970s was devoted last year to initiating direct talks between Israel and 
Jordan. Israel again dem::>nstrated its willingness to be flexible in accan
rrodating sane of the preconditions set forth by Jordan in order to undertake 
direct peaee negotiations. However, the obstacle to peace continues to be the .J.1 f 
l.ll'lWillingness o~ _Jordan and _pther Arab ~tates to ~ to the negotiatin;J table~ Wt I 'Jo" . 

"Mt k~.:..1 .f Ya~s~ tt...-~-tqf'1 Pdlesr·?f: l:1ty.J,·w. 0'1f'l1·1..~;., . . 
Background: Nineteen eighty-five saw an intensified rourid of di'r;>lat\atic ini- • 
tiatives designed ~ bring about direct peace talks ·between Jordan and Israel. 
While Serving to produce sane favorable media carment about Jordan's and Egypt's 
roles as •moderates" in tbe Middle East conflict, consultations involving 
President Reagan, Secretry of State Shultz, Assistant Secretary Hur1:Jby, Prime 
Minister Peres, Ki~ Hussein, President .Mubarak, and PU> Chief Yasser Arafat 
yielded little that was positive or sobstantive in 11011in;J the Arab side toward 
direct peace negotiations. 

Inaeed, in sane respects events declared indicative of l'IDl/ement toward 
peace talks often ·evaporated within days after bein:;J proclaimed. Despite the 

· fact that it once again generated a flurry of intimations about· readiness to 
accept UN Security Council Resolution 242, the ~ continued to rej ect it. 
Hussein' s insistence on coordinati~ Jordan's IOOYes with the PW, despite such 
continual reversals anci embarrassments created tJr.,r Arafat, has caused the oonarch 
to deaalock his own proposals. 

• 
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Searching for ways to gain acceptance for his proi;x>sals, Hussein reopened 
diplanatic relations with 'Fljypt during 1985, hoping that the only Arab state to 
have a peace treaty with Israel would, in return for Jordan's restoration of its 
status in the Arab world, exercise leverage with the United States and Israel. 
President Mubarak's reiteration of support for the PI!> and Arafat as essential . 
partners in the peace has served only tq stalemate forther Jordan's advance 
toward the negotiating table, and to '1nderscore Pl;ypt's ambivalence about its · 
relationship with Israel and about its role as a force for peace and m'.)deration 
in the Middle East conflict. 

In marked oontrast to the actions ·of Jordan and ~t, Israel has 
demonstrated increasing readiness to be flexible in meeting a number of key 
demands set forth by Jordan as preoonditions for opening direct negotiations. 
Reiterating his gOV'ernment's readiness to meet King Hussein without setting a.Ir/ 
preconditions, Prime Minister Peres ~ed the occas~on of an ·address before the 
UN General Assembly in October, 1985 to re~nd to aussein's call for talks 
under UN Security COuncil auspices. Israel, the Prime Minister declared, 
welcaned the support of the COuncil • s · five permanent members for direct 
Israeli-Jordanian negotiat.ions--an indication that Israel w~ willing to search 
for a way to accannodate a key preoondition of Hussein's While still preservi!'l:J 
Israel's insistence (with respect to a .Solliet or C'linese role in the r:>eace pro
cess) that other parties involved in negotiations nust have diplanatic relations 
with Israel. (On this point, too, Israel demonstrated flexibility. Prior to 
the N01Jember, 1985 u.s.-Solliet summit meeting, Prime Minister Peres indicated 
that if the USSR allowed Soviet· Jews to emigrate, Israel would be readv to 
accamodate Soviet participation in the peace process without pressing-the USSR 
to restore diplanatic relations.) '!be critical element is that whatever inter
national arr~ement is utilized, it nust inmediately lead to direct nego
tiations between Israel and Jordan. Israel's g01ernment is also open to the 

.active participation of a Palestinian delegation in soch negotiations so lol'l3 as 
such a delegation does not include members of the PLO. · 

In 51.lm, Israel remains ready to find grounds upon which to IOO\Te the peace 
process forward with Jordan. For his part, however, Jordan's JOOnarch. seems as 
yet llnable to understand that his articulation of an intention to negotiate with 
Israel is no substitute for the actual act of negotiati~. · · 

Strategic Goals: 'lbe Jewish oc:mnunity relations field should: 

-- continLle .to support and interpret to the American public the reasons 
why the United Stat~ insists that any Middle East negotiations l'Ol.lSt 
take the form of direct, bilateral talks between Israel and eaeb of 

· its neighbors; 

-- continue to interpret to the American public the reasons why. the 
United States refoses to deal with the PLO: 

-- interpret to the U.S. 901ernment and the American people that KiD;J 
Hussein hOlds the key to Middle East peace negotiations, and that his 
continued insistence that the PI.D be accorded a role in the ·peace pro
cess serves only to block progress toward negotiations; 

-- highlight Israel's flexibility on details of preconditions demanded~ 
King Hussein for opening negotiations, eSl;)eeially as denonstrated in 
Israel's readiness to acca1111:xiat~ in sane fashion oartici!;)ation by 
Palestinians and sopport by the international CCITl'nllnity. 
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terrorism is a fundamental and · lement of its , the At:ab states 
and a significant number of western 1?.ur~an g011er~nts continue to invest the 
PIJJ with the status of "the legitimate represe~tative of the Palestinians," and 
therefore an essential partiqfpant in any Middle East peace ~otiations. 

Background: Revelations of the Pr.D' s ccmplicity in planning and carrying rut 
the hijaeking of the Italian cruise ship Achille Lauro pr011ided graphic conf ir
mat ion that the PID remains fundamentally camdtted to terrorism despite· 
attenpts to portray itself as pursuing its ends through peaceful, diplanatic 
initiatives . 'Ytlen pressed by Jordan and Egypt to repair damage to the PU>'s 
image wrought by the Achille Lauro incident, PW Chief Yaser Arafat issued a 
statement in Cairo that, invoking a pledge made in 1974--but never observed-
the PLO would not conduct attacks against civilians outside of Israel. · Apart 
f ran being a bald reassertion of the PID's carmit.rnent to the use of terror 
against Israelis--no Israeli civilians, including children, are innocents, 
according to the PID COllenant--two days later Arafat declared to the ·Arab Press 
during a visit in Abu Dhabi that his statement was merely intended to placate 
adverse western reactions to the Ad'\ille ~affair. 

Ttle Uniteo States sees the PU> for the terrorist organization it is and 
remains -the only major western nation to have a clear, firm policy rejecting aey 
recognition of the ~ 1.1nt.il it acceptS UN Security Council ~lutions 242 and 
338, recognizes Israel's right to exist, and unequivocallv .renounces terrorism. 
France, however, continues to reaffirm its supp:>rt for a PU> role in the peace • 
process: and e11en after the attack on the Achille ~, one of Italy's 'l!PrnhiiA' -G>"e11_se, 
ships, that nation's prime mi.nister was willin:J to weather a cabinet crisis in 
order to reiterate his belief that tbe PID's use of violence was legitimate. 

so lor.;J as Arab states, includin:J Jo/rdan and Fl;ypt, continue to sanction 
the PID as "the sole legitimate representative of the Palestinians," they will 
continue to give the PLO a virblal veto ewer arrt peace process. Such a posture 
suggests the unwillin:Jness or unreadiness of Arab governments to make concrete 
st~ps toward peace with Israel. · 

Strategic Goals: The Jewish ocmnunity. relations field Should: 
. ~/r"'/~.1;,,/ 

·-- expose attempts to Characterize a ~ /1 the PID as "moderate": 

-- educate the public about the true terrorist and intransigent nab.lre of 
tne ~ arid i~ factions. 

PR:>PCSITION 6 IS: Israel ~ ~ Middle ~ - KAHANEISM 

O'lanaing Conditions: Members of Israel's qcwernment and Israelis in general 
have derronstrated increasil'l3 recogni tioo of the need for programs to impr011e 
relationships between the Jewish and Arab citizeris of Israel. Th_is need . has 
been brrught hane partieolarly ~ the findings of public opinion s11rveys con
ducted in Israel which attest to the small but troubling expressions of synpathy 
am support for the anti-Arab policies advocated bi{ Meir Kahane • 
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J Background: . 'lbe continuing pressures dislcx:ation upon Israel, . created by 
unremitting war and terrorism, politi~ iso a ion, and econanic difficulty, 
were manifest in disturbing incr~ases of suppcrt for anti-Arab policies advo
cated by Meir Kahane. 'lbe Brooklyn-born founder of the Jewish Defense League, 
Kahane is l'¥)W a membe~ of Isrqel's Knesset after receiving barely 1% 

. (approximately 26,000) of the votes cast in Israel's 1984 general elections. He 
now takes advantage of his parliamentary status to seek leqitimation of his goal 
of expelling all Arabs fran Israel, the West Bank (Judea and Samaria) and Gaza. 
Alleging that Judaism and democracy .are incanpatible, Kahane seeks to appeal to 
the fears -and insecurities of Israelis, particularly those born since the 1967 
war, whose attit.Lldes toward the possibilities of Arab-Jewisp coexiste~ have 
hardened. 

Ouring the past year, Israel's g011ernment and all the nation's major 
political parties, along with major American Jewish orqanizations, have for• 
cefully repudiated such policies and supported mecl$ures to reinforce the 
denocratic and pluralistic qharacter of the State of Israel. A growing number 
of citizen groups ana universities within Israel are rrM finding increased 
demand for their interC1.1ltural eaucation proqrams designed to foster better 
c.mderstanding and relationships aroong the nation's Jewish and Arab citizens. 
In ·the wake of Meir Kahane's demagogic activities, Education»Minister Yitzhak 
Navan has ina\lgurated meetings with these groups to indicate the 9011ernment's 
support for and enco.lragement of their work. Their work follows traditions 
established by the founders anci early leaders of the Zionist. JtDYerent, including 
The<Xk>r Herzl, and Israel's Prime_ Ministers beqinni~ witp Oayid Ben~rion. 

Strategic Goals: The Jewish ocmnunity relations field should: · 

-- continue to speak out forcefully against Meir Kahane's policies and 
anti-deft¥)cratic forces in Isra~: 

-- encourage programs lai.mched by the 9011er-~nt and private grour;>s in 
Israel to counter anti-dern:x:ratic forces which seek to abridqe the 
civil rights of ~srael's Arab citizens: . 

-- interpret to the American J~ish carm.inity the dan;Jers of ·Kahaneism: 

-- interpret to the American public the efforts being undertaken in 
Israel to maintain the .pluralistic, ~ratic nature of that country. 

PROPaiITICN 7 JS: 

Olan::;ing Conditions: The act1 ities of extremist groups farm 
belt and positive· responses to is Parrakhan in America' black carm..mity nm 
counter to the 1Q0:3-term deCline f anti-Semitism durirY;J the t four decades 
and are a ·matter for intense nati ~ertheless, the status and 
secority of American Jews remain str 

'· 
. ·· ..... 
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PR:>FCSITIOO 8 JS: Jewish Security !!!!_ Individ1.1al Freedan - AN.l'I-ZICNISM . 

Chai;ging Conditions: We11-founded concern anong Jews that expressions of 
anti-Zionism are LlSed to cloak anti-Semitic attitudes and actions have not pro
ven to be a major problem in the United States. While such manifestations have 
been noted on the nation's canpuses, the media and public q:>inion reject 
anti~Zionism as a legitimate category of political belief or opinion. This is 
in sharp contras·t to the sit1.1ation in western Europe, Africa and Latin America. 

Background: The final docl.lment adopted by the UN End of Decade of wanen 
Conference, held in Nairobi, Kenya during the sumner of 1985, reflected none of 
the anti-Zionist references contained in previous statements; indeed, the entire 
conference, incl1.1ding both the official sessions and their parallel non- · 
goverrunental forums, were marred by far less anti-Zionist rhetoric than nost 
close observers had expected. 't'hat this was so was attributable to two factors: 
extensive coordination amon:J American Jewish wcrnen in preparing for par~ 
ticipation at the gathering; and the f irrn resolve of the official American dele
gation to accept no such conduct or language in the final document. 'l'his stance 
on the part of the American representatives was an outgrowth of a policy 
established under President Ford, and subsequently adhered to by -Presidents · 
carter and Reagan, to grant no legitimacy to the doctrines of anti-iionism pro
pounded brj the SoJiet Union and other supporters of the PID cause. Indeed, in 
November, 1985, on the tenth anniversary of the UN's adoption of its 
anti-Zionism resolution, President Reagan announced that the u.s. delegation to 
that international body will seek. to have the resolution rescinded. 

In similar fashion, American public opinion and t:pe. media have rejected 
the notion of anti-Zionism as either a meaningless categocy of political · 
discourse, .or a code'#Ord for anti-Semitism, which remains in wide disrepute. On 
college can;;>uses anti-Zionism mani~ests itsel~ineffective · political 
fringe groups. . ~i.,p 

·This is not the case, however, . in many nations throughout western Europe, 
Latin America and Africa. There, active <:armunist parties, the presence of PID 
officials, and the existence of or syrrpathy for Thir~-WOrld liberation JtCNements 
or ideologies canbine to ensure the injection and diffusion of the anti-Zionist 
ideolcgy into the media, student political activity and, in sane cases, official 
g011ernment policy. 

Thus, while American Jews remain relatively unscathed by the impact of 
anti-Zionism, the security ~f Jewish OClll1Wlities abroad, dependin:t upon their 
particular locations, are oore vulnerable to its insidious manifestations. · 

Strategic Goals: The Jewish conmunity relations field should: 

--· encourage the United States to analyze the changing nato.re of allian
ces within other international for1.1111S in order to utilize oppor
tunities to block pranulgation of or to secure rejection ·and 
repudiation of anti-Zionist statements; · 

-- support the United States gavernment. in pursuin; diplanatic initiati
ves that encourage other governments to JtCNe away fran S\lporting 

, anti-Zionism in their international diplanacy; 

-- encourage the United States to seek support fran other western nations 
in its carrpaign to oonvince the. United Nati.ons .to rescind its infaroous 
anti-Zionist resolution. 

• 
··. ·~ 



MONDAY, JANUARY 27 

9:15 .A.M·. 

11 :00 AoM. 

3:00 P.M. 

TUESDAY, JANUARY 2B 

10: 00 A .M. 

4:00/5:30 P.M. 

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29 

12: oo Noon 

12:00 Noon 

12 :00 Noon 

THURSDAY, JANUARY 30 

FRIDAY, JANUARY 31 

THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITIEE 

MEETING SCHEDULE 

January 27 - 31 , ·1986 

Staff Advisory Committee Meeting 

International Relations Department Staff 

*I~D/Visiting Israeli 
( 20 people) (M. Tanenbaum) 

*Interrel igious Affairs Meeti"ng 
(6 people) (Jo Rudin) 

*MILTON HIMMELFARB RETIREMENT PARTY 

*Media· Meeting 
(35 people)" (G.:Gruen) 

*NAO/NOW Lega 1 Oef.ense 
. (10 people) (S.Rabinove) · 

*IRD/Israeli Visitor 
(12 people) (G.Gruen) 

NO MEETINGS SCHEDULED 

NO MEETINGS SCHEDULED 

*Outside guests expected. Please send atten~ance list to Receptionist. 

Room· BOOA 

Room BOOB 

Room BOOB 

Pr.oskauer Room 

Engel Aud. 

Room BOOA 

Room BOOB 

Pro.skauer Room 
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Alan C. Greenberg 
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Ann P. Kaufman 
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Robert l. Pelz 
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Dallas 
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David I'. Squire 
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The American Jewish ~Committee 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212 751-4000 

January 28, 1986 

Dear Fri'end: 

We hope that you will join us at the. next showing of 
Judaica on Tape at the Jewi'sh . Communal Affairs · 
Commission's Lunch Time Learn·ing series. 

********************~********************* 

* * * Date: Fe~ruary s. 1986 * 
* * 
* Time: 12: 1 5 - 1 : 4 5 P.M. * 
* * 
* Place: The American Jewish Committee* 
* 165 East 56th ·street * 
* New York City * 
* * 
* · Coffe_e, tea and cake will be served * 
***********************************~****** 

. . . 
In the second tape of the series The . Bible Speaks to 
Contemporary Concerns, we will continue to explore · 
what our ancient texts have to say to us about issues 
of continuing concern. · The focus of the. taped dialogue 
between Dr. Neil Gillman, Associate Provost of .the. 
Jewish Theological Seminary and Dr. Jeffrey H. Tigay, 
Professor of Hebrew and Semitic Languages and 
Literature at the. University of Pennsylvania will be 

.. that of evil ·a.nd suffering · as epitomized by the Book 
of Job . The. two scholars examine · the. text and explore 
the. various rabbinic interpretations of the telationship 
between ~in and suffering as well as the ·mystic aspects 
of ·Job's experience . 
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We suggest that you bring a transla~ion of the Bible ·with you 
so tha.t you · can follow the. taped comments. A discussion under 
the guidance of a staff ·member of the. JCAD will follow the. 
viewing. 

On February 19, the featured videotape will address the impact 
of the biblical narrative on western civilization and the· role 
of the land in the. history of the. Jewish peopl~. We hope that · 
you ·will be able to come to both sessions to e.njoy the : 
fascinating insights which emerge from the ·dialogues between 
Dr. Gillman and Dr. Tigay .- · · 

Please use the enclosed card to indicate that you will join us 
on February 5 as well as on February 19. · 

I look forward to your continuing interest iri· the. Academy's 
innovative ~xperiment in adult ~ewish educatio~. 

HAG/gk 
enc . 

86-750 

Cordially. 

Howard A. Gilbert. Chairman 
Jewish Communa~ Affairs Department 
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THE AMER I CAN JEWISH COMMITT EE 

date January 29, 1986 

to Marc Tanenbaum/James Rudin . 

from M. Bernard Resnikoff 

subject 

The other day , on an informal v i sit to the International 
Christian Embassy in Jerusalem, I ' managed to secure ' · 
the attached two pages of a larger document prepared 
by the embassy staff . 

These two pages talk about the proposed candidacy 
of Pat Robertson for U. S. President and some of the 
spin- off that might take place . 

I am not i n a position to evaluate the full i mplication 
of these two pages but I have a good fee l ing that the 
two o f you can . 

Best regards . 
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There-. wiJl come a time .of tremendous tension among the Christian 

and Jewish supporters of Israel in the West, especially in the U.S. 

More and more Christians are becorr.ing concerned about the increase in 

immorality all around and seek to remedy these situations very much . . 

on the pattern of the exarr:ples expressed by · God's people in the Old 

Testament. Prophetic warnings, days of prayer and fasting,. petitions, 

support for family purity, God's Jaws and ·God-fearing men in government. 

This movement that in part showed itself active in support for President 

Reagan will in all likelihood become even more involved in the case that 

Dr . Pat Robertson, President of the Christian Television Network , will 

announce his candidacy for the Presidency of the U.S. for the upcoming 

1-988 presidential election. 

It could have far-reaching effects on this huge bastion of biblical 

Chris·tian support among a potential of mi.Jlions of American voters, 

many of whom are simple-minded believing folk that will not be able to 

understand the complexity of political realities in the U.S. 

Although this huge bastion of biblical Chrristian support for the young 

state of Israel may be one of the last remaining friendly movements among 

the Gentiles, it may, nevertheless, be torpedoed by sorr:e for the folJowing 

developments and th i s will be terribly sad for Israel, which needs 

the support of these groups-. 

The two possible reasons for the breakaway of many supporters of Israel 

are the fol lowing: 

J. Many liberal-minded Jews resent the s~rong emphasis by these Christians 

on Judeo-Chr i stian standards of morality, as they feel mroe corr.for table 

in a world of liberality to any man's ways and opin i ons believing 
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in that world to free themselves to pursue their ways of life. 

2. The other reason for the breakaway being the strong antagonism that 

is felt by may Jews against the possibility of missionary interest 

in all these expressions of Jove and support for the Jewish cause 

and state . 

These two negative reactions among many Jews, either on the l iberal 

side or on the more orthodox side, will cause many Jews not to lend 

their support to these Christians even fighting what is of holy concern 

for them with tooth and nai l even though they are the most Joyal supporters 

of Israel's cause in the U.S. 

When this becomes increasingly clear to them, it w~J l undoubtedly set in 

a negative reaction among many and turn much o f their dedication to 

. Jsrael sour because of the negative experiences that they will have been 

faced with in their own home situations . 

This all will, in all likelihood, be climaxed when they will see that 

"their candidate~' a pro-lHael, pro-moral and God-fearing statesman, will 
. 

be fought by the very people for whorr. 's state they are willing to fight. 

It is a serious possible prospect and we Christians and Jews should, in 

Jove for Israel, do everything to prevent a further erosion of true, even 

if it be sometimes rather naive, support for the enbattled state of 

Israel being careful to distinguish between true and dangerous . bigots on 

both sides of the fence and warm-hearted Christian support based on a 
Book, part of which we both claim as "ours". 
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·I thought you would like to see 
the· attache.d statement issued 
by the International Christian · 
Embassy in Jerusalem in response 
to recent events at the Temple 
Mount. 

Regards. 

. : 
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The foJJowing staiemc:-nt \\'as sen t by the JnternationaJ Christian 
Em baHy · Jerusalt-m 10 Jsrat-J 's Ambassador t o · t he l:njted Nations, · 
Mr. Benjamin. Nt-t<:n)·ahu. . • .. • •• ••• • • ' I •' • .· .. . 

. Stat emen t bv the·· l CEJ . 

:· Th.e l nte rnat ieina J Christ ian Embassy Jeru.salem ferventJy hopes and p·rays 
ihat the clay will soon com.~ that the Tem;:>le Mount - o r as the · Bible 
ca lJs it, the ·'~oun t ain o f t he l or d - will no longe r be a reason for 
re ligious divisivt-ness bu t a place wt.ere alJ mankind wiJJ un ite in. 
worship to G -d e:ccor .djng ' to His decJe:rc-d purposes. 

The Bible foresees the day when alJ nations wiJI flow to the mountain 
of the l ord ir re spC:ctive of race or color, and says that: ' 'H is house 

. ~hall be called a house of prayer for aJJ nations." 

It is again~ t bibli ca J and historicaJ truth for the \1uslims to d~mand 
that the Temp le · Mo'unt is the.ir sole. property - " onJ)' aJJowing the _ 
ddheren t s of their faith to pray there. 

The Embassy hopes, therefore, that this mountain wiJJ not c ontinue 
to be monopoJi ze d exclusively b)· any g roup or rel igion as if it were 
their sole pos se ssion, but that under G-d it will become t .he m.ost 
exalted place to which all mankind can come up and learn the ways· of 
the Lord and \l.'orship at His . !oou.tool, in accordance . with the words 
of the prophe t · Micah: 

" Jt shal l come to pass in the latter d.ays tha t the mountain of the· 
house of the lord shal J be este:bJ ished as the highest of the . ••• 
mountains and ~hal I be ra ised up abo\'e the hi l"Js a nd peoples shat f :· 
11ow to it e:nd man)• nat ion s s·ha'JJ come · and say , Come Jet us go .. ·up 
to the mour1tain of the Lord to the house of the G·~d of :Jacob that" He 

·. 

me:y t each us His way s and we may walk in His paths. For out of 
Zion shal J go for th .the Jaw and the \l.'Ord of tne lord from Jerusa lem ••• 
and they shall beat thejr spears into plowshares isnc;j their !>pt>ars· : into 
pruning hooks. Nation ·shaJJ · no t li ft up . sword aga inst nation neither 
shall tt1e)' Jee: r n ""·ar ~n),. more ." 

The Board Of the · Jntc:rn<lt ionar Chr i s·t ian Eri1ba.ssy · Jeru s·aJem 

. ' 

·-

. ··u orennc-1 ::>11e.~t .•P.O. B:: ll.. , , 92 ~·c-·u~oi~m 91010 ISriH:I . T~I . i~~·1£69~23 '699~e9. Tele• 25376 IC:EJI IL . . ~ . . . . . . . . . 
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THE ·AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

date January 30, 1986 

to Area D.i rectors 

trorn Sonya F. Kaufer 

aubJeot GOVERNMENT INFILTRATION OF CHURCHES 
BRAVO, ··ARGENTINA 
TERRORIST VICTIMS. IN LEBANON 

Attach~d· are three op-eds touching on three dif-· 
ferent areas of AJC concern. · 

I am sending them to you at one time because all 
three .issues are currently in the news __ .:. and 
these op-eds provide us with multiple opportu- . 
nities. f9r AJC corrment an~ visibility. 

Please. try to place these .over different signa
ture~ an~ in different newspapers, if there is 

. mQre than one in your community. 

Please remember, too, that these make useful radio 
conunentary if your local stations carry ·such brief 
editorials, either in response to station conunent or 
·on the i r owri • 

I g·et frequent clippings .from .some of you. and hear 
·nothing at all from.others. Additional feedback . 
-would be most welcome! 

Regards. 

sfk/dr 
att. 
86-965 
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UfNfOIRMA ~~EON GOVERNMENT INFILTRATI.ON OF CHURCHES 
PUBLICATIONS SER 

Two major religious denominations (Presbyterian Church, U.S.A. and 

American Lutheran Church) and four of their Arizona congregations have sued 

the U.S. government. They ·are charging that the government has secretly 

intruded on their worship in its search for illegal aliens and those who may 

have provided sanctuary to them.' The suit claims that the gQvernment, in using 

paid undercover informers to make hidden tape recordings of church services, to 

take down license num_bers Ctworship~rs_:; . and to infiltrate church meetings and 

Bible study classe~, violated constitutional guarantees of religious freedom, 

protection against unreasonable search and seizure, and due pro~ess of law. 

These activi'ties were conducted by the government without warrant and in direct_. 

violation of explicit wri·tten guidelines for undercover operations involving 

religious groups. The goverm:nen_t, however; claims that it has done nothing 

wrong, that it has the right to use any means necessary to gather evidence 

against illegal aliens and those who harbor them. 

Whatever one may think about churches providing sanctuary for aliens who 

are fleeing persecution or warfa.re in their own countries, the sanctuary move-

ment is very public .and very open. Hence, the government's tactics in this 

case are ine~cusable . Its practices here reek of the police state, .not the 

United States of .America. In fa.ct, they are very much analogous to ·similar 

government practices in churches and synagogues in the Soviet Union_. They 

ought to be stopped, with apologies from the U.S. government to the churches 

i.nvo 1 v.ed. 
r----=CTillll=-=\'Am=· ="', 

~ 

....___"--"'""_THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE, Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56 Street, New .York, N. Y. 10022 



A N D OPINI O N TO POND SONYA KAUFEA.Oirector 

ON /FORMAT IO N .. 
PUBLICATIONS SERVICE 

BRAVO, ARGENTINA 

Argentina ' s two-year-old civilian government has again demonstrated 

its exemplary convnitment to justice and democracy. 

When · Raul Alfonsin became president in December 1983, he pledged to 

bring to justice the generals and admirals who, as rulers of the country_ 

since 1976, had cond~cted the "dirty war" against alleged dissident.s, during 

which thousands of Argentinians were kidnappe~, t~rtured, .and murdered . An 

amnesty that the military rulers had engineered for themselves before relin

quishing power was revoked. And when a military tribunal refused to try the 

officers, -the case was transfe.rred to a civilian court as the constitution 

directed. 

The court has now returned guilty verdicts against the nine leading 

defendants. These verdi.cts have be~n appea 1 ed to Argentina's Supreme Court. 

And other trials of ~ilitary and civilian personnel implicated in the massive 

human rights violations of the 1970s are still under way. Although the 

f inal outcome of .these cases is still uncertai,n, Argentina's conmitment to 

human rights and the rule of law should be an inspiration to all of Latin 

America . 

....___........"--""'-...... ntE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMlmE, Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56 Street, New Yort, N. Y. 10022 
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p 0 ND f R SONYA KAUfER. Director 

BNFOFUVlATBO . 
PUBLICATIONS SERVICE 

TERRORIST VICTIMS IN LEBANON 

The continuing carnage in Lebanon, which has claimed thousands of 

innocent victims over the past decade, now includes the murder of two 

Jews abducted by terrorists in March 1985. 

Haim Cohen and Isaac Tarrab were not American or French citizens whose 

kidnapping might serve to humiliate the West. Nor were they associated with 

any of the private Lebanese militias whose warlords regularly make and break 

truces and kill one another with abandon. They were two Lebanese ~ews, one 

a department store employee, the other a retired professor of mathematics. 

And they were .singled out for abduction and murder simply because they were 

Jews. 

The Jewish community of Lebanon has existed since Biblical times; it 

is one of the most ancient Jewish enclaves in the world. Though its numbers 

have dwindled in recent yea r.s, those Jews who ha·ve chosen to remain fn Lebanon 

have always taken pride in their Lebanese identity and lived at peace with 

their Christian and Muslim neighbors. 

That Shiite terrorists have chosen to prey on their fellow citizens for 

no other reason than t hat they are Jews is a moral obscenity and must be 

condemed as such by the international conmunity. 

u.-__._::........:::..__, THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITIEE, Institute of Human Relations, 165 East 56 Street, New York, N. Y. 10022 
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The American Jewish 
s--.... -- Committee· 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212 751-4000 

Ja~uary 30, 1986 · 

Dear Friend, 

It gives us much pleasure to invite .,you .to a reception in honor of 
Hi s· Excellency Ambassador ·Moshe Vegar, Consul General of t·s rael ·i n 

. New York, on Wednesday, February 12, 4 p.m., at the American Jewish 
Commi t ·tee headquarters. · · 

Ambassador Vegar has had a long and distingui .shed career a s a 
scholar and career for.eign service officer. He served a s an Israeli 
diplomat in Ma 1 ays i a and wr.o.te his Ph .0. thesis on 11 1 slam in Ma 1 ays i a . 11 

He also served as Consul General in Philadelphia and Los Angeles. 

In his last post, Ambassador Vegar was Director of the Ministry of 
Information of the Israeli Foreig~ Ministry in Jerusalem, and played 
a key role in interpreting Israel's foreign policy to the wor ld 
media. 

We are inviting a select group of leaders from the major poJitical, 
foreign policy, religious , racial, and ethnic groups in this area 
in order to afford an opportunity for estab1 ishing personal communi- · 
catio~ with Ambassador Vegar. 

Kindly let Rita Reznik know that you will be ab1e to join us • 
Please telephone her. at 2·12-751-4000, Ext. J14. 

With· warm good wishes;-we ·are, · 

Sincerely yours, 

Leo Nevas, Chairman 
International Relations Commission 

LN/MHT:RPR 

l~ 

R~bbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director 
International Relations Department 
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The American Jewish ~Committee 

Institute of Human Relations 
165 East 56 Street 
New York, New York 10022 
212 751-4000 

January 30, 1986 

Dear Friend, 

We are pleased to invite you to attend a reception in honor of 
His Excellency Manuel Sassot, Consul General of Spain in New · 
York, on Monday, February 10th, 3:30 p.m., at the headquarters 
of the American Jewish Committee. 

Ambassador Sassot will speak on "Spanish-Israeli Relat ions - It s 
Heaning for Middle East Peace." 

The Spanish official was formerly the Director of the Middle East 
Desk of the Spanish Foreign Ministry, and played a key role in 
the establishment of diplomatic relations between Spain and Israel 
on January 17th. 

Kindly let Rita Reznik know that we 
ance at this interesting meeting. 
Ext •. 314 . 

With warm good wishes, we are, 

sz.y yours, 

Leo Nevas~ 
In ternational Relations Commission 

LN/HHT:RPR 

may look forward to your attend
Pl ease ca ll her at 212-751-4000, 

- c. 

Rabbi Ma rc H. Tanenbaum, Director 
International Relations Department 
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AMERICAN JEWISH WORLD SERVICE 
National Office: 29 Commonwealth Avenue Suite 101 Boston, Massachusetts 02116 (617) 267-6656 

Telex: 6972685 (Answer Back: 65 02774684 MCI) 

MEMORANDUM 

DATE: January 31. 1986 

TO: MEMBERS OF T~ARD 
PROMi LARRY SIMON • 

SUBJECT: RECENT DOING 

1. Just a short note to accompa»y three wonderful 
articles about AJWS. Two are written by members of 
the board in their synagogue bulletins and the 
longer p~ece appeared in B'nai B'rith's Jewish 
Monthly. 

2. My recent trip to Colombia was very rewarding. 
I was greatly impressed by the progress on the 
Bricks for Colombia project and will send you a 
trip report soon. We have wired an additional 
$9800 to support the project bringing our total to 
$119.800 in direct aid to Colombia. 

3. I'm off to Israel this weekend for a week of 
intensive investigation of small-scale technologies 
appropriate for field application on some of our 
projects ·. 

4. Our accountants have completed an audit of our 
books which will be sent to all board members in 
the coming weeks. I wanted to note her e that the 
audit wili show cash receipts through December 19 85 
at almost $407.000 and in kind donations (medicines 
and hospital equipment) a~ $750.000. Not bad for a 
partial year with few fund-raising systems i n 
place. 

Best wishes. 

Enclosures 

Resource Development Office 
1290 Avenue of the Americas Suite 1276 New York, New York 10104 (212) 333-5708 
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A Mozambiquan woman works on an American Jewish World Service project to build latrines for shanty dwellers. 

THE LIT~EE THREE 
New groups that fulfill the Talmudic maxim: 

'Charity knows neither race nor creed' 

-----------------------------------~--------------------~~~----~---
"I will scatter this people 

among the Gentiles that they may 
do good to the Gentiles." 

Apocrypha: 11 Baruch , 1.4 

On a September afternoon in 
Maputo this year, Larry Simon 
waited with n group of American 
Jews to meet the leader of one of 
Africa's most beleaguered nations. 
Mozambique had already lost 
100,000 people to the drought 
affiicting the African continent. 
Several million others were threat· 

Pamela Menckls is a New York·based 
freelance writer. 

BY PAMELA MENDELS 

ened, and basic medicines were 
scarce. 

Simon, a tweedy and bespec· 
tacled veteran of development 
work in the Third World, arrived 
with supporters of the newly. 
formed American J ewish World 
Service as part of what they call 
Operation L 'C hayim . They 
brought $750,000 worth of medical 
supplies - including drugs as 
essential as penicillin - donated 
by pharmaceutical firms and pri· 
vate groups. 

President Samora M. Machel 
greeted the visitors at his resi· 
dence. Simon recalled the Presi-

dent's comments with emotion. 
Machel told them that Mozambique 
was facing a severe economic crisis 
and that the drought jeopardized 
the lives of nearly two·and-a-half 
million Mozambiqans. 

Then, welcoming the visitors 
to his country, he added the words 
that most struck Simon: "You . rep· 
resenting the Jewish people of the 
United States, bring life to our 
children." 

For years Simon had noticed 
the involvement of Jews in develop· 
ment groups such as the Peace 
Corps, and had been struck by the 
lack of a formal Jewish develop· 

16 DECEMBER 1985 
AMERICAN JEWISH WORLD SERVICE 

Nl1ioaal Oftic~: HCommonwuhh A\Tnur Sui1r 101 B~1nn. MuurnuKll• 02116 (6l;12r.; ·"6.'>n 



ment agency. With Machel'e com
ment in the far-off capital in 
southeastern Africa, the Jewish 
community unofficially entered a 
new era in its long history of good 
works: offering charitable 
assistance from a distinctly Jewish 
organization to people in need, 
regardless of who they are. 

In fact, American Jewish 
World Service is not the only 
ground-breaking Jewish charita
ble endeavor to be founded 
recently. Two other organizations 
are convinced that there is plenty 
of room in the neighborhood for 
them and their more established 
peers, such as the United Jewish 
Appeal. 

One might call them the "little 
three": American Jewish World 
Service, New Israel Fund and the 
Jewish Fund for Justice. 

Although the mandates of the 
three groups are vastly different
one works in Israel, the second 
domestically, the third in develop
ing countries - some common 
philosophical threads bind them. 
They favor small-scale projects. 
They tend to be liberal in outlook, 
representing an attitude toward 
the Jewish community and world 
at large that came of age in the 
social justice movements of the 
1960s. 

"(This] form of Jewish con
sciousness broke forth during 
Abraham Joshua Heschel's march
ing alongside Martin Luther King 
in Selma," said Lawrence Phillips, 
president of the Phillips-Van 
Heusen Corporation, who provided 
some of the seed money and 
inspiration for American Jewish 
World Service. 

Of the "little three," American 
Jewish World Service (AJWSI has 
the most global ambitions. "Our 
own organization," says the pro
spectus for the group, " . . . will 
allow us, as Jews, to exert a visible 
presence in the developing nations, 
thus sowing the seeds of good will 
for our own people while acting on 
our deepest moral obligations to 
others." 

AJWS is examining how it 
could assist in agricultural projects 
in Sri Lanka, and is exploring pro
grams in Zimbabwe, Simon noted. 
By May 1986, the group hopes to 
raise between $1-$1.5 million for 
its work. 

For the moment, AJWS is con
centrating on Mozambique. In 

addition to shipping medicine to 
that country, the group plans to 
help in the construction of a plant 
to produce IV equipment (supplies 
are severely limited in Mozam
bique) and has awarded a $5,000 
grant to a local cooperative that is 
building latrines. 

One reason AJWS has devoted 
time to Mozambique is that two of 
the group's key figures, Simon and 
a Harvard Medical School doctor 
who works with the organization, 
know the country well from their 
involvement with past develop
ment projects there. It also helped 
that relations between the African· 
nation and the West have recently 

from this fund so far has been 
unnecessary," Simon commented, 
but "had we been in existence sev
eral years ago, we might have 
made a case that Cambodia under 
Pol Pot would have qualified." 

Like American Jewish World 
Service, the Jewish Fund for Jus
tice formally began operation this 
year. The group makes grants to 
antipoverty and community
organizing efforts in the United 
States, from a project for the home
less in Boston to a rural develop
ment program for the poor of 
Mississippi. 

Simon Kahn, acting chairman 
of the Jewish Fund for Justice, is a 

Holocaust survivor and author Elie Wiesel, founding member of American 
Jewish World Service, reviews Mozambique airlift plans with Lawrence 
Phillips, national chairman of the charity. 

improved, although Simon is swift 
to add: "I can't say that was the 
major factor in our decision. We'll 
work anywhere we believe there is 
a significant chance for develop
ment. We are a nonpolitical organi
zation. Therefore we will work in 
countries regardless of politics , 
unless those politics interfere with 
our ability to operate." 

Simon did note, however, that a 
country's expression of "open hos
tility to Israel or working to endan
ger Jews or Jewish interests is 
obviously a factor for an organiza
tion of our kind." 

The Jewish component of 
American Jewish World Service is 
also evident in its decision to allo
cate special funds to help survivors 
of genocide. "Dispersal of money 

41-year-old North Carolina-based 
community orga.nizer who has 
spent his adult life working to help 
the poor of the South. He was 
always proud of the large number 
of Jews involved in such work, but 
felt something was missing - an 
official Jewish organization reach
ing out to America's under
privileged. 

Kahn was bothered by "seeing 
so much of a Christian presence in 
terms of funding, and want[ed] 
more of a Jewish presence." 

The Jewish Fund for Justice. 
which by mid-1985 had allocated 
$37,000 in grants to 13 projects 
around the United States. has 
launched that Jewish presence. For 
example, Jewish representatives 
now sit on the Ecumenical Review 
Board, a group of religious organi-
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zations that considers requests for 
grants from antipoverty groups, 
and that, prior to the Fund's forma
tion, was comprised of represen· 
tatives from Catholic and Protes· 
tant organizations. 

Unlike many charitable 
oz:ganizations, the Fund did not · 
begin with a check from one gener~ 
ous benefactor. "We are not the 
child of a philanthropist or an 
established Jewish organization," 
said executive director Lois 
Roisman. "We are the product of a 
group of people, none of whom was 
wealthy, who similarly realized 
this need." 

In fact, the first major contri
bution to the group came from out· 
side the Jewish community: a 
$60,000 grant from the Veatch Pro· 
gram, the giving-arm of a Uni· 
tarian Universalist congregation 
on Long Island. The Veatch group 
supports numerous projects run by 
religious groups, from Quaker to 
Catholic-operated programs, as 
long as the projects are nonsec· 
tarian. 

said, many American Jews have 
reaped the benefits of the struggles 
of their immigrant forebears, and 
consider themselves "tenders of 
the dream. We have the luxury now 
of reaching out formally and par· 
ticipating as partners with other 
groups in solving the common 
problems of our democracy." 

·The group's goal is to raise 
about $1 miJlion a year over the 
next three years to donate to pro
jects that fit the Fund's goals of 
working to combat poverty "and 
the systematic disenfranchise
ment of low-income people in the 
United States." 

New Israel Fund has been 
working since 1979 to support pro
jects that strengthen democracy 
and tolerance in Israel, from pro
grams to help battered women to 
.efforts to improve relations 
between Jews and Arabs. 

In an interview at the offices of 
New Israel Fund (NIF) in Sep
tember, Jonathan Jacoby talked 
aboutthegroupthatheoverseesas 
executive director and that, in 

Schoolchildren from Hebrew day schools help pack boxes of medicines 
bound for Mozambique, where 100,000 people died of famine-related 
diseases last year. 

Since receiving the Veatch 
grant, the Fund has been sup· 
ported by a number of $15,000 to 
$20,000 donations from Jewish 
family foundations, as well as con
tributions from individuals and 
private groups. 

Roisman explained the need 
for the Fund by pointing to the 
make-up of the American Jewish 
community in 1985. Today, she 
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1984. donated about $750,000 to a 
range of organizations in Israel. It 
was the week before NIF's annual 
meeting, and the group's small 
offices near Times Square buzzed 
with activity. 

"Our primary grant-making 
goal ," Jacoby sa id in a room 
crammed with papers and filled 
with the sound of ringing phones. 
"is to help Israelis strengthen the 

democratic fabric .of their society, 
either by promoting civil rights 
and liberties or lessening tensions 
between segments of society." 

A glance through NIF bro
chures gives a detailed look at the 
array of institutions that New 
Israel Ji\tnd has supported with 
grants ranging from $2,000 to 
$25,000. Here is a sampling of 
activities that received.NIF contri
butions in 1985: 

•Pirchei Shalom, which 
"trains community leaders in the 
area of Jewish-Arab cooperation." 
The group intends to sponsor four 
soccer workshops each attended by 
about 500 children, to be led by two 
well-known Israeli soccer players, 
one Arab, the other Jewish; 

•Woman to Woman, a group 
that operate.s a shelter for battered 
women in Jerusalem; 

eChemdat, the Committee for 
Freedom of Science, Religion and 
Culture, "a nonpartisan coordinat
ing committee of public organiza
tions that seeks to neutralize 
extremist views in the areas of sci
ence, religion and culture and 
thereby foster improved relations 
between Israeli secular and 
religious groups." 

Jacoby noted that NIF sup· 
ports many groups that seek to 
ease tensions between Jewish and 
Arab Israelis. There are two rea
sons for this: "One, Arabs of Israel 
are citizens and are entitled to the 
same rights as Jews. In order to 
help them achieve those rights, it's 
important to break down stereo
types Jews have of Arabs and 
Arabs have of Jews. Two, the hos
tility between Arabs and Jews 
feeds on the general hostility 
between Israel and its Arab neigh
bors," Jacoby commented. 

An Israeli visitor to NIF's New 
York offices said the recent 
increase in the popularity of Rabbi 
Meir Kahane, who believes that 
Arabs should be expelled from 
Israel, has lent particular signifi
cance to NIF's work. Kahane's rise 
"has given us a great sense of 
urgency about our mission," com
mented Gila Brand, a tall and 
articulate woman who heads the 
Jerusalem office of NIF. "One hears 
all the time 'I agree with Kahane.' 
and it's frightening. There is even a 
greater awareness by the Israeli 
government lofthe need) to imple
ment programs for tolerance and 
pluralism in schools. We at NIF 



believe that they are not enough. 
They are a drop in the bucket." 

Brand is particularly proud of 
the lsrael-U.S. Civil Liberties Law 
Program, sponsoredjointly by NlF 
and the Washington College of Law 
at the American University in 
Washington, D.C. The program 
brings Israeli lawyers to the 
United States, where they spend a 
year studying at the Jaw school and 
working in local civil liberties 
groups. Upon return to Israel, the 
lawyers are expected to spend a 
year interning with civil liberties 
groups in that country. 

NlF has also donated major 
grants to the Association for Civil 
Rights in Israel, an Israeli version 
of the American Civil Liberties 
Union. 

Though few could argue 
against the humanitarian visions 
of the little three, the emergence of 
the charities raises some ques
tions. Could the newcomers divert 
funds from more established 
charities? Officials of all three 
groups share a firm belief in the 
importance of not supplanting the 
work of more established charities, 
from the Council of Jewish Federa
tions to the Joint Distribution 
Committee. The newcomers stress 
that the work done by the older 
organizations is important to 
Israel and Jewish communities 
around the world. 

Rather, the newcomers say 
they fill a void by supporting with 
overtly Jewis h organizations 
charitable causes that are worthy 
of help but that would not 
ordinarily receive institutional 
Jewish funding. 'J'.hey argue that 
the American Jewish community 
can support many organizations. 
And they believe this can be accom
plished without harming the fund 
raising of the established 
charities. 

"We start with the belief that 
there's no such thing as a finite 
amount of giving by American 
Jews," Phillips noted . Jacoby 
emphasized that NIF officials are 
careful to avoid fund-raising drives 
when established groups launch 
their ca~paigns . 

Officials of several local 
federations said they had not seen 
any significant decrease in contri· 
butions because of the newcomers. 
In a few cases, commented Steven 
Nasatir, executive vice president of 
the Jewish Federation of Metro-

politan Chicago, there has been an 
.. awkward competition" for funds, 
but, he added, .. it doesn't amount to 
significant amounts." 

"All in all," Nasatir said, .. I 
don't think there\ been any great 
upheaval or havoc from an estab
lishment point of view." 

Another question is whether 
the new groups will duplicate work 
of the older charities. Nasatir 
expressed concern for the potential 
of the public's "confusing" the work 
of World Service with that of the 
Joint Distribution Committee. But 
Simon maintained that the man
dates of the groups are different 
because the J.D.C. concentrates its 
efforts with Jewish communities, 
while American Jewish Worid Ser
vice does not. 

A third question: Beyond 
charitable aims, do the groups 
have political goals? NIF literature 
stresses that the group does not 
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Participants in a workshop to pro
motr Arab-Jewish undustanding 
- a project supported b}' Ne"· 
Israel Fund. 

support political parties in Israel 
or groups affiliated with parties. 

In the case of the other two 
groups, one could ask whether the 
donations are a way to improve 
relations between Jews and others. 
For example, the Jewish F\ind for 
Justice supports Minnesota 
COACT, a group that helps farmers 
threatened by foreclosures on 
mortgages on their property. Was 
the F\ind's support of this group 
motivated by Jewish alarm over 
the appearance of fringe, anti
Semitic groups in some areas 
where the farm crisis has hit? 

Director Lois Roisman 
anJ;wered firmly : "(Minnesota 
COACTJ is a good group that 's 
doing some cutting· edge work to 
help farmers stay afloat. That's 
work we care about. There may be 

aecondary benefits [to these types 
of grants], but that can't be the 
tune that we dance to." 

Simon of American Jewish 
World Service emphasized that his 
group\ primary goal is to help oth
ers. He added: "We also felt a visi
ble Jewish organization involved 
in a humanitarian effort in 
developing nations would not go 
unnoticed. It surely will not hurt 
the image of Jewish people [that 
aid] going overseas clearly be aid 
from the Jewish people." 

Perhaps the most interesting 
question raised by the groups is 
"'why now?" What is going on in the 
psyche of the American Jewish 
community that a flurry of new 
charities has come into being? 

Steven Shaw, director of the 
Radius Institute, a New York
b88ed group that has helped 
numerous new Jewish organiza
tions get started and a board mem
ber of NIF, offered some insights. 
"'For one thing," he noted, "there 
has been a trend in the world of 
philanthropy in general in recent 
years, and not just in the Jewish 
world, toward the establishment of 
small foundations." 

Another factor, he said, has 
been a degree of concern among 
certain American Jews about a 
rightward tum in the community. 
.. Jewish idealism often takes many 
forms, not necessarily religious," 
he said. "There is a liberal idea of 
Jews as 'a light unto nations.•" The 
new groups, Shaw maintained, 
give a forum "for those Jews who 
still have a liberal agenda upper
most." 

He also noted that larger 
charities cannot tackle all the 
world's problems, so the smaller 
groups serve to support projects 
"not dealt with under that 
umbrella - Council of Jewish 
Federations/United Jewish 
Appeal ." 

Warren Eisenberg is one indi· 
vidual who straddles both the old 
and the new charities. In addition 
to his work as director of the Inter
national Council of B'nai B'rith, he 
sits on the board of American Jew
ish World Service. 

"I think ther:e is enormous 
diversity in the Jewish com
munity," he said. "(The new
comers] represent different ide
ological departure pojnts or areas 
not covered by the other groups. I 
think theres room for all." 0 
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"AJC'S .KEY AREAS' or:: ACTIVITY 

AJC's key areas "Of activity can be divided .. .. int~ two _· major .categories·. The 
.. '.first ·group · o,f -.activities ar.e ~hqse .mandated · b,y /~he ov~r,rid1ng~ip~>1: . 
concern~ of world Jew'ry and" require attention from-· every. Jewish"("futf~rise'~ 

. organization~ These include Israel & the Middle East ,. ant.i-Semitl:sm and 
.extremism, and world affairs.. Our approach is · to offer un~que strategies· 
and competencies, and we make signi f .icant coritributi'ons in each of these 
areas; y_et we are one player among · ·ro9oy otb~ · The second ·category of 
activities comprises those emanating directly from our unique organizatio~al 
history, our beliefs and dist~nctive ~alues and particularly our skills and 

· traditional modes of . operatio·n. · These areas are inter religious and inter-
. ethnic affairs. American and Jewi~h .. public policy · issues; and· research and 
strategic planning. Our distinct objectives, programs and . strategies in these ~\Jo, 
areas set us apart from other Jewish or general organizations. In each of · 
t~Jre~S · We. ate or can he the leadiR~ feFee a11d have a decisive impact · 0~((. .( 

.. WhHe · it - is useful to refer to t~ese . two broad pro~rammat~c categories, it. f la\ c.
must be noted that in re'ality they are constantly and inextricably · inter- "-""' "'..,.i 
related.. · ~·"' 1 
The~ description of our dep.artmental .program· plans within the context of these 
key. area's · of ~ctivity represents . our int'egrated prog~am approach and our 
comprehensive concept-ion of ag.ency objectives . and activities. 

The agency's o6jectives . in each of these si~ areas of activity ~re .impl~mented 
by ·the national program departments, ·our field "and our· Washington office . 
through various strategies .. ·arid m.odes of operation: · stµdies, surveys and 
publications; coalition building; 2ublic .~ducation; political activity~ legal 
action; monitoring developments; &Htivating relations with key influe.ntials; 
and s~aff and ·leadership · traini.ng. 

Many . of our activities are shaped by unforseeable events Our ability to . 
sustain our ongoing 'programs' even as we react responsibly to crisis 

. situations, reflects the organic nature ·of .the . agen·cy ' s strength. maturity, 
effectiveness · and creative : powers ,' The plans outlined in this · document' 
demonstrate the interrelationship of the · elements of our wo~ and their 
foundation ih our " organi'zation' s philosoph.i.cal premi·ses, ot?jectives and 
operatin.g . principles. \ 

--:-- .. ·-: . 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

ANTI SEMITISM & EXTREMISM 

While the status and security of Jews in the U.S . continues to be strong and 
there has been a substantial decline of anti-Semitism in the past fe~ decades, 
there is a perception of vulnerability in the grass roots of the Jewish 
community. In tha last few years, this cor.cern with ~~ti-Semitism has become 
intense and central due to the activities of extremist groups i n the nation's 
farm belt, demonstrations of anti-Semitism among Blacks, concerted assaults on 

• the principle of separation of church and state, and the emergence of small 
extremist groups engaged in violent activity. 

The status and security o~ Jewish communities in various parts of the world 
notably Ea§~rn Europe and the Middle East! is fragile, and even in Western 
countrie[""there have been numerous anti-Semitic incidents involving individual 
Jews and Jewish institutions. 

Because of our traditional role in combatting and analyzing anti-Semitism of 
ideological and political significance and other forms of bigotry and the 
credibility of our distinctive point of view, AJC has a special responsibility 
and opportunity to become more visible and active in this area. 

General Objectives 

Our aim is to sensitize the general public to the danger that anti-Semitism 
poses to society at large. We plan to systematically monitor and assess anti
Semitic trends and occurrences. focusing in 1986/87 on problems emerging in 
the farming and Black communities. When the situation calls for it, we will 
mobilize and/or organize Jewish and general groups to combat these occurrences 
effectively . We plan to improve our capacity to respond rapidly to events 
that arise in the communities through tightening staff responsibilities and 
through the creation of regional lay-staff teams and networks (modelled after 
the Midwest pattern). 

Research & Information 

Our plans call for increasing our research and analysis activities to focus on : 

- New worldwide trends and sources of potential anti-Semitism and extremism. 

Jewish attitudes toward anti-Semitism -- the nature of Jewish vulnerability 
and the intense concern with anti-Semitism. 

~\,~ «_., .. \• - The impact of Israel as well as anti ·Zionism, on the secur~ of Jewish 
to.•/ . communities. \ / 
) ,.,,.. I 

'-,~· ; 

- The origin, ideology , political organization and membership profile of 
extremist groups and individuals, both nationally and internationally. 

- The impact of the media on anti-Semitism and extremism. 

We plan to continue monitoring and collecting data on individuals and groups 
through the use of more sophisticated computer technology and available 
i~formation systems. 
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Media (Print and Electronic) 

We plan to initiate a major media campaign using interviews, articles, 
press conferences and editorial meetings -- . aimed at delegitimizing anti
semitism and related attitudes, sensitizing the public about the dangers they 
pose to the fabric of democratic societies, and preventing them from being 
used for political purposes, particularly in the farmbelt and among Black 
Americans. 

Coalition Building & Cultivation of Relations 

We plan , to enhance our outreach efforts to targeted religious and ethnic 
groups and others opposing such trends, and encourage them to publicly condemn 
them. 

We plan to convene statewide interreligious conferences on anti-Semitism and 
extremism in Kansas, Colorado, Iowa and, possibly, Georgia and Texas. 

Political Activity ... 

We plan to cultivate our new relations with the fBI for the purpose of vo1c1ng 
our concerns and exchanging information. In the area of legislation and law 
enforcement, we will identify and advocate legislation attempting to limit the 
activity of criminal hate groups and individuals and continue to encourage law 
enforcement agencies to vigorously prosecute anti-Semitic extremists who 
commit violent crimes. 

We plan to continue monitoring the impact of possible friction between the 
U.S. and Israel resulting from the Pollard affair and its aftermath~ and to 
evaluate its effect on the public image of American Jews 

Long-Range Strategy & Program Formulation 

Our plans call for formulating a long-range strategy and program for the 
agency based on the recommendations of the Task force on Anti-Semitism and 
Extremism. This may entail phasing out or curtailing programs dealing with 
anti-Semitic attitudes directed at individuals, which are currently of lesser 
·concern. 

.j 

-... _ - . 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

ISRAEL & THE MIDDLE EAST 

The Geopolitical Arena (The Middle East Conflict) 

The relationship between Israel and the U.S. continues to be characterized by 
a growing degree of collaboration and trust and a deeper understanding of the 
compatibility of our strategic interests , even in the wake .of the Pollard 
affair. There is also a greater recognition in the U. S. of .Israel's concerns 
and needs, as well as an appreciation for l ts advocacy of the peace process. 
We plan to continue our assessment of new developments and players in the 
Middle East, as we also monitor possible ramifications of legi slation on U.S. 
foreign aid to Israel and other Middle Eastern countries. 

Research & Information Gathering 

We plan to increase our research and focus on: 

Changes in the Arab world and the Palestinian movement in terms of 
ideologies, groups and individuals and their impact on the peace process. 

- The impact of Islamic fundamentali sm on the Mi ddle East conflict. 

- American Christian attitudes toward Is rael and the Middle East and how they 
are affected by recent events and "trends . 

The status and condition of small, endangered Jewi sh communities in the Arab 
world. 

Based on the conclusions of t hese studies, we will review AJC's policy on the 
Middle East . 

Public Education & Interpretation 

We plan to initiate a media campaign aimed at highlighting the · shared 
strategic interests and common democratic values of the United States and 
Israel and interpret i ng Israel' s concerns and needs in light of the 

-deterioration of pro-American and democratic forces in the Middle East. This 
campaign will i nclude increasing our volume of op-ed piece's, letters to the 
editor and articles, as well as providing briefings for columnists, editorial 
boards and other media influentials. 

We plan to continue our work with CAMERA (Committee for Accuracy i n Middle 
East Reporting in America). 

We plan to i nterpret and advocate Israei's concerns in our work with religious 
and ethnic leaders, including encour~'ng visits to Israel by key ethnic and 
religious influentials and groups . 

Political Activity c f t f c./.)'<1Wti...~<v~ , ~~c. .. ,.~t<t 
- y\J .~y('~~I C:H .,..~, 

Our plans call for reinforcing our ties with foreign diplomats and leaders 
stationed in t he U.S. and abroad on behalf of Israel. We will also make a 
concerted effort to advocate Israel's interests with diplomats and represen
tatives of internat i onal organizations in the local communities • 
. V·~- £ .... lo.-q 1cr 

1 
t.1.r (.I ( ,,'"<,,.~f 
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We · p"ian to c·ontinue our work wi'tli · congr~ss and the ·Administration ·by exchang
ing background information and advocating policies that strengthen U.S.-Israel 
ties. · 

· lsrael-Diaspora""& American Jewish~lsraeli Relations 

As the principal architect of the· etween_Diaspora and Israeli , 
Jews, we p1an on in1,1e to reinforce tnese relat-ionships and to enhance :.m-

. -aerstanding and appreciation in Israel for the vitality .of Jewish life abroad. 
The main conduit for our .work in this area is the Institute on American 
Jewish-Israeli Relations, and we hope· that professional leadership changes in 
our Jsr~el office .will facilitate better integration of the Institute'.s work. 

! 

. W~ .Plan to . ir;ic~ease .the, ~~volveme.~,t of -~h·e ' ¢h~ap:t¢·r;s ·in t _h-e s·~im;t.~ ·work ·of the 
IAJIR through the Institute Is Commuhit y Associates net'work' members of which 
will encourage local American Jewish-Israeli dialogues and distribution of 
IAJIR materials. · 

- We plan to pursue studies and dialogues probing the attitudes of American Jews 
and Israelis and identifying .the perceptions· and misperceptions of each. 

We plan to reach out to emerging Israeli ·leaders in all segments of society by 
sponsoring an annual delegation to the U.S. '(the Matthew & Edna Brown Young 
Israeli leadership Program) • . 

,~!! p_l~n ·to . ~fl~.tifl!;J,e .off..erip~ -~~s.~~on prP.9,r.~~s in I~rael tp ~.~lec_~ed · g_ro~'i's " 
. among our leadersh"ip and membership·. ··· · · 

We plan to m~rge our two Hebrew~English publications in Israel into a major 
magazine which will highlight our common social, ideological and political 
concepts · and .ideas. 

Israel '.s Domestic life 

Our plans call· for contributing more vigorously to the domestic quality of 
life in Israel, particularly in intergroup and intragroup relations . (between 
Arabs · and Jews, Eastern and Western Jews, Jews and Christians, Orthodox ·and 
non-Orthodox Jews), through the inau uration of AJC' s Israel Institute for 
.Human Relations. The .PX:Ofessior:ial changes in qur srae o .ice w1 

enable us to ·assume a more v'isible role and p~r form a political function. 

We plan to study and encourage programs to promote . ~eligious plural~sm as well 
es. to · counter extr.emist and anti-democratic ·rorces in Israel amt speak 
.forcefully - and publicly · against them. We are also considering a major 
publication on· the emergence of the radical right in Israel. 

:~ We plan to interpret the· ef fo_rts being undertaken in Israel to maintain its 
plur~listic and democratic nature to the media and public in the U.S. 

(

We plan to continue exploring ways ·t~ ass~st Israel .with its economic develop-
ment. . . 

. . . . .......... · 
We will -contiriue publishin·g · Israel ~ress Highli_ghts, while explorin'g special 

. funding _for and increasing . subscrip~ions to this publication. 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

WORLD Aff AIRS 

Our work in the international arena will focus on the enhancement of human 
rights the world over, the protection of civil and religious rights of Jews 
and othcro, the development and cultivation of relationships with world 
leaders to help assure the future of all Jewish communities and the enrichment 
of the quality of Jewish life abroad. 

The main issues we plan to concentrate on are international terrorism, human 
rights, Soviet Jewry and endangered Jewish communities. (Of course, virtually 
ever international activity AJC is invol · -beacs du.ect I y or indirectly 
on 

We plan to pursue our international concerns with foreign diplomats ~ govern
ment officials and international organizations, and we will conduct our 
programs in the U.S. and abroad through AJC offices and a network of 
correspondents . 

Overriding Concerns & Issues 

International Terrorism 

As the scourge of international terrorism continues, it is vital that we 
assume a major role in the area of public education, as well as take the 
following steps : 

- focus our research on the connection between international terrorism, 
Islamic fundamentalism and Palestinian groups. 

Publish backgrounders to reinforce understanding among key opinion molders 
and the general public of the threat that terrorism poses to all democratic 
Western societies. 

- Continue to work closely with the U.S. Administration's Task force on 
Countering Terrorism, and press the Administration and Congress to pursue an 
active, comprehensive anti-terrorism policy with our Western allies and the 
entire commun.ity of nations. 

- Form a National Citizens Coalition Against International Terrorism. Recog
nizing the constraints affecting the policies and actions of world govern
ments, we will seek to mobilize citizens of goodwill and significant leaders 
from all walks of life against terrorism and extremism. The coalition will 
act as a conduit of public education through a major media campaign. 
Chapters will be encouraged to form comparable local coalitions with other 
ethnic and religious leaders and groups. 

Hl.lnan Rights 

We plan to continue promoting international human rights standards and 
adh~rence, including religious tolerance, human rights education, the right to 
leave and respect for civil and political rights. 
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Through the work of the Jacob Blaustein Institute for the Advancement of Human 
Rights, we plan to . sponsor research, publications and educ.~tional programs 
whic~ focus the ·-. attention of governments and human rights adyocates on human 
rights abuses and international efforts to foment ant'i-Semitism. We also plan 
to develop a human rights public education prog~am. 

We plan to focus special attention · on the human rights struggle in South 
Africa, and we will continue to monitor ·the situa.t .ion thrc1;1gh our co0tacts in 
the Jewish community there and, ·possibly., through .special fact finding mis
sions. We also plan to participate in· community ethnic and religious 
coalitions which are pressing to abolish apartheid • 

. Genocide Conventio~ 
:: . 

We· plan to work with the Administration and the Senate leade.rship, in conc~rt 
with other national and international .organizations, to ensure that support · 
and momentum for the ratification of the United Nations Genocide Conv_ention 
are sustained. 

World Jewry .· ~ . 

We hope to continue to engage in activities which strengthen the security of 
Jews the world over and to protect endangered and otherwise vulnerable Jewish 
communities, including those in the Soviet Union, Ethiopia, South · Africa, 
North Africa and the Middle East • . .. ...... 

We plan to assist fn the enhancement and enrichment of the ·quality of Jewish 
life, parficularly in the smaller Jewish communities of Latin America and 
Europe, by conducting training workshops for Jewish leaders . and distributing 
educational material~ and videotapes. 

Soviet Jewry 

As one of the most critical issues facing us, programs related to Soviet . Jewry 
should receive major attention. _ Our planned objectives include: 

- Reinforcing efforts to ease restrictions on Soviet Jewish . emigration and 
amelior~te the· denial of cultural and religious f~eedom for Soviet Jews. 

-... 
-~ Jncrea•ing the visibility of AJC's efforts in this area by intensifying . our 

political activities and seeking to interpret the issue to the Administra
tion and foreign governments, thus enhancing the perception in the U.S.S.R. 
of an American Jewish conununity with real political power and · leverage. 

Our efforts in this· area will include the following: 

- Monitoring and ana~yzing political changes and emerging trends in the 
· U.S.S.R~ for their impact on Soviet·~ Jewry, -and consulting with Soviet 
affairs speciaiists to assess· trends, policy alternatives. arid strategies 

· which might influence the Savi.et government. -.:" 

- .Encouraging officials of the U.S. and foreign governments to continue to 
press the Soviet Jewry issue in all .. COr\tacts with Soviet . officials, and 
consulting w~th them on possible cours~s of action·. 

- . Seeking to develop · relations with Soviet officials and diplomats. 
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- . Encouraging chap~ers to. stress ... Soviet Jewry and ·religious liberty in 
consular visits, during contacts with . the media, through life-line letters, 
and by planning . visits · to the U.S.S.R. (In connection with the BOth 
Anniversary Celebration; we wil~ begin coordinating monthly yisits of Jewish 

· and Christian leaders to· the U •. S.S.R.) 

Press'ing· the cause of ·soviet Jewry with· our . ethnic arid religious aifies and 
st~pping -UQ the .. activities of .:the Inter religious T~sk F:orce on Soyiet J~l[fry, 

three of whose key leaders recently visited the U.S.S.R. We also plan t~ 
· encourage chapters to create lo~al task forces· based on this model and 

· . continue our "Action Day" p~ograms in New York City and other communitie~. 

Twinning 

As . a reaffirmation · of · our comm.itment to · the well-being of Jewish communities 
around the world, we. plan to encourage chapters to initiate a pilot project 
(to be co-sponsored by their local Jewish community), of twinning with . a declin
ing or threatened Jewish community overseas. (To a limited extent, some ties 
have al~e.ady developed between Southern and Southwestern chapters and Jewish 
communities in ·Hexico and Central America.) 

Ethiopian Jewry 

Although radic.ally altered political conditions in the region have . deeply 
diminished the future rescue of Ethiopian Jews, we plan to persist in our 
concerted ··· effort to keep lines · of !=Ommunication open with . this community and 
to explore with others effective ways to facilitate their emigration. 

International & Diplomatic Relationships 

We plan to give additional attention to the development and cultivation of re
lations with foreign diplomats stationed in the U.S., building these relations 
on a variety .of levels, including offering diplomljits a platform to address 
Ame~ican Jews as ~ell as other religious and e.thnic ·groups. 

We pl_an to continue developing a core of lay leaders in key cities who will 
cultivate prganizational and social relations ~ith foreign diplomats in 
embassies, consulates and U.N. missions. 

To facilitate the advancement of our objectives, we .plan to make concerted ef
forts to · develop relationships with . top officials _. of forei.gn governments, 
international organizations, .religious_· leaders and other ·international opinion 
molders. · 

Geographical Emphases 

we· plan . to assess the impact and · work of AJC offices abroad and explore. the 
· · feasibility of · creating a network of corresponde~ts around the world to assist 

us in monitoring events ~nd cultivating relations -~ith .Jewish communal 
organizations and key world leaders. Our specific work in the various regions 
will fo1fow - the plans described in previous segments. 

.. ·-·-- ·-··· 

.· . 
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Western Europe 

We propose increasing our presence and activities in Western Europe, whereyre' 
already have substantial activities and contacts, particularly in cou.!Jt.fles 
with considerable political and economic power and influence. ~Special 
emphasis will be given to West Germany, france, Spain, England, Italy and the 
Vatican, as well as other members of the European Economic Community . 

We plan to continue our exchange progr·ams and leadership missions to Germany 
and attempt to develop similar programs with other countries in Western Europe. 

Eastern Europe 

This area will take on additional importance as opportunities to reestablish 
diplomatic relations between Israel and the Warsaw Pact nations (and Yugo
slavia) present themselves. To assist in this effort, AJC plans to maintain 
close contacts with the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the U. S. State 
Department. 

We plan to pursue further our existing contacts in Eastern European countries, 
and we will plan a mission to this region (East Germany, Poland, Hungary, 
Bulgaria & Yugoslavia) •. 

Africa 
., 

We plan to analyze the feasibility of greater involvement in this region in 
view of the improving relations between Israel and a number of African 
nations, the plight of Ethiopian Jewry and the situation in South Africa. 

Asia & the Pacific 

With the growing importance of the Asian community in the U.S., there is com
mensurate interest in programming possibilities relating to China and Japan. 
AJC chapters in the Western Region are particularly interested in pursuing 
this area. In addition, the Australian Jewish conununity has approached us to 
conduct some joint activities. During the coming year, we plan to conduct 
consultations to determine the feasibility of our involvement in this area • 

. Latin America 

We plan to continue our activities focusing on fostering interreligious under
standing, advocating human rights, countering anti-Semitism and working with 
political and religious leaders in this area, as well as our Spanish media 
campaign (aimed at .Latin America as well as Hispanic audiences in the U.S.) . 

Publications 

We plan to publish periodically a survey/ report on the condition of world 
Jewry, including an examination of the larger issues that have immediate 
bearing on Jewish interests. 

We plan to place articles prepared by AJC professionals and lay leaders in 
publications that deal with international issues, such as foreign Affairs. 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

AMERICAN & JEWISH PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES 

AJC has always been involved in societal issues facing both the Jewish and 
general communities, since we view the American Jewish community as an 
integral part of American society as a whole. 

The General Public 

We plan to enhance our participation in the American public arena by formu
lating coherent and enlightened policy positions on issues that are of concern 
to American society~ Our programs in this area will be motivated by the 
conviction that Jewish values and ethics can clarify our understanding of 
contemporary issues and augment our capacity to contribute to the advancement 
of general societal goals. 

Religious Pluralism & Values Educatio~ 

We plan to continue our efforts to protect religious pluralism and oppose 
attacks on the principle of separation of church and state. We will foster 
programs which focus on defining and teaching core American values, thus 
attempting to offer constructive alternatives to the political fundamentalist 
groups. 

We plan to convene a Task force on Values Education to develop a sharpened de
finition of core values and identify distinctive strategies and programs for 
AJC. The Skirball Institute of American Values will enable us to initiate 
research in this area. 

Nationally and in the communities, we plan to build coalitions to promote re
ligious pluralism. 

Through our legal activities, we plan to continue our opposition to school 
prayer amendments to the Constitution, including those permitting silent 
prayer. 

We plan to continue monitoring the implementation and impact of the Equal 
·Access law in public school districts. 

We plan to join with others, in the Christian community and elsewhere, in law
suits to challenge government efforts to abet sectarian religious practices. 

We plan to collaborate with others in state and local celebrations of the 
bicentennial of the Constitution in 1987. 

Immigration & Acculturation 

AJC has assumed a leading role in the field of immigration and refugee policy, 
and we have begun to direct our attention to the grow1ng issue of accultur
ation of newcomers to American society. We aim at building support for a fair 
and generous U.S. immigration and refugee policy and for acceptance of new 
immigrants in American communities. 

Our 1986/ 87 plans call for: 
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Working .on the natio~al and local scene to ~eek coalition partners. who share 
our concern for a ~ound immigration policy. 

Advocating higher- levels of · admission of refugees and . as~ lum seekers who 
desire to flee. persecution abro~d. 

Continuing the work of the·. Task for~e on .- Immig~ation and.- Aciculturatior1J 
which brings to.gether immigration experts and AJC leaders to ·evaluate· the' .. 
impact of American society on · newcomers, in terms of economic integration, 
intergroup relations, language policy and service provisions. The Task 
force fin!;hngs an~ recommendations · will guide our fu.t~re work in thl.s fi~ld. 

/ . Social .& EcononUc.:P.o:Licy 

In the past sever-al years, a major debate has emerged in the U.S. on how to re
spond to social and economic needs and the role of government and the public 
sector in insuring socio-economic · opportunities. While · AJC has played · an 
important role in a number of public policy areas, we have not 'dealt in a 
systematic manner with critical issues such as poverty, unemployment, the 
impact of tax ~nd budget initiatives ·and the socio-economic conditions of 
·various groups in American society. Our aim is to formulate policy positions 
for the agency which draw on the general and Jewish sources of our experience 
and promote an intelligent, humane and just. so~iety. 

In 1986/.81, our Task force on Sociai ·Policy will complete its series of nation
al cons:ultati:ons .':and will recommend compr.el).en~iv.e policy positions . ~nd 
directions for programming. These findings w~ll · be ~isseminated widely~ We 
also plan to evaluate legislati·ve, tax and b1,1dget initiatives . as they affect 
social policy issues. 

Women's Issues 

Wanen's issues are of major . importance to 'Amer.ican society in genera~ and to 
the Jewish conununity. in particular, and they should be pursued by AJC · vig
orously and visibly. In 1986/87, we intend to res~ructure our approach to 
women's issues and the promotion of sexual eq1,1ality by linking ·it more closely 
with our work on broader human rights and social justic~ issues. 

·Ot.t)er ·ar.eas we plan to focus qn ,wi~l i_nclu,de: 

Acti~g on tiie findings arid recomirie.nd°abons of the Task ror·ce on P~y Equity 
to determine whether AJC should take a policy position on this issue and, if 
so, to develop a con~ensus-oriented and constructive strategy. 

Continuing our legislative activity on the Economic Equity Act and the Equal 
Rights Amendment. 

- Pursuing social club discrimination cases :..which come to our attention and 
merit our involvement. 

- . Disseminating the findings of our survey on "Jewish Women on the Way ·up." 

- Devising .follow-up activities on the ·Nairobi ~omen's Conference, based on 
the . recommendations of our Task force on Nairobi. 

J· 
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- Continuing our Women of faith program, which brings together leaders from a 
yariety of religious denominations, including Moslems. 

- Convening a conference to assess the impact of societal changes resulting 
from the feminist movement on Jewish community institutions, organizational 
life and family life. 

Affirmative Action 

Over the past year, we have made considerable progress in developing support 
for our affirmative action position in the Black commmunity and among public 
officials. Our activities will be designed to continue the momentum we have 
gained and augment the comprehension of our pro-affirmative action and anti
quota position. 

Our future plans call for: 

- Entering several court cases that merit our involvement. 

- Assessing the impact of affirmative action programs on socio-economic 
mobility. 

- Advocating our position with members of Congress, the Administration and the 
media to build broader support for affirmative action programs. 

Energy 

AJC has long believed that the Jewish commlD'lity has a vital stake in helping 
the United States to reduce its dependence on imported oil, particularly from 
the Persian Gulf. Our energy program stemmed initially from concern about a 
possible backlash against American Jews and Israel as the result of the 1973 
oil embargo. It continues to respond directly to our concerns about Israel 
and Middle East tensions. While U.S. dependence on Persian Gulf oil has 
decreased significantly, the U.S. still has not put into place measures which 
would prevent another energy crisis in the future. AJC is the major Jewish 
source for information and guidance on matters of energy policy, and our 
pioneering energy education and advocacy programs are widely acknowledged. We 
plan to assess our continued activity in this area in light of global 
.developments and other emerging agency priorities. 

In 1986/87, we plan to disseminate analyses by experts on the continued need 
for. the U.S. to further reduce its dependence on imported oil, so as to ensure 
long-range American energy security. 

We plan to advocate the enactment of a tax on imported crude oil and oil pro
ducts, which will help to meet our vital energy goals as well as reduce the 
federal budget de fl.cit, and we hope to organize a Washiragton O.C. conference 
where energy experts and economists will advocate these goals. 

We plan to seek the establishment of national and local coalitions of 
individuals and organizations who support our energy policy. 

We plan to continue publishing AJC's Energy Information Service Bulletin. 

_J 
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The Jewish Public 

Our work on issues of concern to the .Jewish community is widely.. -acknowledged 
for its pioneering quality. Our gener_al objec.tiv.es r.emai'n to er.irich the·. 
quality of Jewish life and stre11gth~n the American Jew1sh commun-ity through 
research, piloting and infiuencing professional and lay ·community leaders, 
rather than through -deliv~r.y.. of. services.--- In the coming. _years, our program 
planning will be affected by our asses.sm~_nt of the ~threats p9:se<j by internal . 
polarization of the Jewish community, part.i cularly: the developing schis~ 
between Orthodox Sf1d · non-Orthodox Jews. To meet this threat, we plan to 

- introdµc~ · a major ne_w program aime~ . at cre~t .rng an- atmosphere of Jew1sh 
.commurial ha.qnony ,- .. wt)JJe maint.~in~_flg oy_r . ~Hv~er~~·He~. 111 d9~~g ~h.i ~ , ,.we : will 

. utiliz~ . :the ' stra~egies .. and expe~ ~ences·:.~~fiiel:f~•f.!'em ~l1r m.af'l{:·)'~ar.s'~of-~wor-k' " wl.th 
other religious' ad'd ethril.c groups. .. 

Intra-Jewish Relations. 

We · plan to continue our dialogues wi.th natior.ial . la.y leaders of the ~arious 
Jewish religious moveme~ts and expand this program into the local communities.,, 
We believe that these dialogues will decrease polarization and nurture a ~ 
climate of good will and understanding between the part~cipants. 

Future of the Jewish Community · 

We pi~n to publ.ish materi.al emanating from a 1985 conference, "The ruture of 
the Jewish Community: New Sociological .Perspecti.v.es and Implications," .. and 
encourage chapters in major metropolitan areas to sponsor local conferences on 
this theme·'\-· in connection· with our· 80th Anni·versary Celebra~ion. 

Jewish Identity 

AJC has been addressing the meaning of Jewish identity in the modern world for 
the last two decades, since a major study we conducted identified this issue. 
as one of central concern to American Jews. In the co11ing years our work will ·· 
highlight the psychodynamics of Jewish identity and the impact of Jew1sh 
culture on Jewish self-image. 

In 1986/87 we plan to: 

- .. Convene a · major conference to peruse tt"1e findings of a. pr~fessional task 
'force which explo·red the psychological factors in the formation of Jewish 
identity. 

Convene .. a series of colloquia to explore the relationships between Jewish . 
culture and art and the · formation of Jewish. identity. This pilot program, 
if successful, can be followed by further initiatives in this area. 

The Jewish Family · 

Host of our initiatives in this field are conducted through the William 
Pets~hek National Jewish Family Center, which has become the l~ading. _advocate · 
of and resource. for progrCi!J!s .and initiatives to sustain the Jewish family. 

. 
I . ~ 
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In 1986/87, we: p_lan to·: focus _on the fo.llowing: 

- Regional seminars to assess the work of: .. i:he Center and its· impact on pro
grams ·and policies of local agencies. Our findings will enable us to chart 
our future· needs and programs~ 

·-· --~ =..:, Intef<jenerational · progr·am·s' . based· .on · our work regarding ·gt:andparenting. · -We:- . 
will initiate a retreat . program to promote ·communicat.ions between different 
generations .in the family and stimulate discussion on the role of grand
parents in the general society and the Jewish community. We will also 

· . publish a "Jewish Grandp~~ents ·catalogue •11 

· - Convene me~tings of adult children of intermarr~eds, who were raised with a 
dual religious heritage or none at . all, to explore th.e . dynamics of such' 
families · and address the growing trend within the convnunity · to raise 
children without religious identification. 

- A. conference to evaluate · the effectiveness of programs designed to promote 
Jewish .. in-mar_r i~ge. . .. .. 

A -conference to assess the growth of Jewish day-care centers and their 
. impact on Jewish . family life. 

Research on reconstituted ·families assessing their demographics ·and social 
dynamics~ · -

- Conducting secondary research of a Jewish sub-sample as part of a national 
study on issues affecting the· family, including divorce, remarriage and 
grandparenting. 

- Developing a core curriculum ·on Jewish family life . for ·use in Jewish secon
dary schools and by social and reli.gous ·agencies· that conduct adult 
education programs. 

Jewish Education 

Jewish education for children and adults remains an ~mportant issue in the 
Jewish .. world and is considered to ·be the · key to. b~lding a committed ~nd know
ledgeable ·communfry • . In the coming years,· we· intend· t'o initiate programs for 
our ·AJC constituency ainied at augmenting their Jewish knowledge, thus enabling · 
us to conduct .our activities with other 'ethnic and religious groups in. a .more 
"sure-footed" manner·. 

Our. plans fo~ the c0ming year include: 

:· · - A study of successful Jewish . childhood education, . both formal and informal, 
creating an inventory of su~cessful models and e~ploring ·. the possibility of 
replicating ·_them. · 

- A conference of school personnel which will concentrate on ·school .accounta-
bility. . . ' . . ...... _,_ . 

. , 

... ·. 
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- Continuing the work of our Jewish education think tank and publicizing its 
deliberations and recommendations. 

- Production of two new videotapes for adult education a telecaurse in 
basic Judaism and a series on Jewish viewpoints on contemporary ethical 
issues. 

Conducting regional retreats for targeted professional groups to facilitate 
enhancement of Jewish knowledge. (for example, lawyers will be invited to 
learn about the relevance. of Jewish law to contemporary legal issues.) 

Continuation of our Academy for Jewish Studies summer program. 

Campus Programming 

Through our annual Academicians Seminar to Israel, AJC has developed a network 
of academics on many American college and university campuses. In recognition 
of the importance of the college milieu in shaping opinions and attitudes, we 
are considering direct involvement on the campuses utilizing this network to 
enhance the Jewish commitment of faculty members and students. 

In the coming years, we plan to : 

- Broaden our annual Academicians Seminar to include participants from other 
English-speaking countries. 

- Initiate research to assess the ·quality and quantity of Jewish studies 
programs, their effect on campus attitudes toward Jewish concerns, and the 
demographics of students involved in these programs. 

- Conduct activities on campus through the development of chapter speakers 
bureaus . 

--
• 
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. PROGRAM PLANS 

INTERRELGIOUS & INTERETHNIC AFFAIRS 

One of AJC~ s ha.Umarks is the development of relations with other re~igious 
and ethnic .· groups to achieve · ~u11111wn -societal . goals. This · netr:ork of 
coalitions is mobilized when ·Jewish security or issues of vital interest to 
the Jewish community are at stake. Our experience and recprd of accomplish
ment in forging and sustaining such ties with a wide range of leaders and 
groups gives us a major advantage over other o_rganiz~tions actiye in this 
field. for the rea·~ans indicated previously iri ' this ' document, ~he time has 

· come for us to mar shall · these resources :and direc.t them to more · comprehensive 
long-r.ange programs. Another. major objective for the coming year is the 
reassessment of the importance of various groups in American society in 
connection with issues .that concern us as Jews. · 

Black-Jewish Relations · [ 1\-~ .._\ ·).~I\., I~ <.6.-

We plan to continue pursuing positive relations with America's Black commun
ity, taking advantage of the fact that these relations are not currently 
affected by a crisis atmosphere . or intense media interest. As outlined in 
the section on anti-Semitism ·and extremism, the Black community will be a 
major focus of our activities in this area. 

We plan to reinforce our relationship with the National Urban League and oth~r 
Black organizat·ions and leaders to identify and advance common concerns . 

We plan to establish coalitions on beh~lf of our pro-affirmative action 
position; and will continue to develop support for this position among Blacks. 

We hope to continue to cultiv~te relatiqns with the Black Christian community 
through more vigorous activity of oµr Interreligious Task force on Black
Jewish Relations. 

Through our chapters, we pla~ to cultivate relations with emerging Blac~ polit
ical, business and professional leaders. 

We plan to encourage chapters to establish Black-Jewish coalitions and engage 
in local dialogues. 

We hope to inquence attitudes of Blacks through o~r semin~rians. progr'c'1m and 
the release of publications and videotapes aimed at sensitizing Black and Jews 
about our traditional bonds , common interests and differences. 

; ·Hispanic-Jewish & Asian-Jewish 

We ·· plan to give · major emphasis to outreach efforts . to America's fastest 
growing . ethnic groups, and we wi ll base our activities on existini;I relation- : 
ships with leaders of these groups. 

.. . .. . . ·. 

We plan to . continue O!Jr Spanish media project, . with the objective of facili
tating our outreach to Hispanic groups • 

. · 
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We plan to .en~purage ·. cormnunities with suitable·:.populations to ini.tiafe dia-· 
logues with local Hispanic and/or Asian groups," p~rticularly in the Western 
and Southwe~tern chapters. 

We plan · to utilize our relationships with Catholics to facilitate our outreach 
to the Hispanic community and· we hope· to "explore .. the .feasib_~lity of P.r::>grams 
relating to Eastern religions in order . to facilitate our outreach to non-
Christian Asian groups. · 

-·We pl·an Jo conduct a . comparative study .of the socio-econom..ic .mobility_ patt~rns 
·of· .. several . ethnic groups, including ··Asians. 

\lll:ljte Ethhjc Groups 

Many of AJC 's traditional allies in the White ethnic community have now 
achieved political maturity · and success, thus enabling · us to pursue new 
agen.das with themi. 

... 
Our plans call for: 

- Continuation of our Polish- Jewish dialogue, particularly in 
possible resumption of relations between Israel and Poland. 
will focus on human rights issues in Pol~nd, persecution 
criminals ~nd Hoiocaust commemorations. 

light of ' the 
The dialogue 

of Nazi war 

- Added stress on our Italian-Jewish relations; specifically on the issues of 
media portrayal and defamation. 

- Expansion of our Heritage News Service, which provides· the media with 
op-eds, feature stories and analysis on topics related to ethnicity in the 
U.S. 

laboratory work in Chicago with AJC 's Illinois Ethnic Consultation on ways 
to involve a broad · coalition of ethnic groups in pursuing common co(lcerns, 
such as the rise of extremism • 

. Ethnici.t.y (Researcf). &: Pilot Pr.oject) 

Our plans call for continuation of our ethnicity studies an~ pilot projects, 
focus~ng on issues of et!inic identity as they relate to self-image, the life 
cycle and the family. 

We plan : to step up" our work on the impact of ethnicity on the political pro
cess, social stability, the media·, as well as the relations between different 
ethnic groups. 

Evangelical Christians 

Ttie concern in the Jewish communHy regarding the "Christianization" of 
America will guide this year's e.mphasis· on ·our work with Evangelical' 
Christians • . A few of our chapters have been targeted as sites for Evangelical
Jewish .conferences focusing on religio~s plurali~ and proselytizing. 

We also plan to work with the leadership of the · Natio.nal Association of 
Evangelicals and the Natiortal Council of Churches, ·focusing on . counteracting 
~ttP.mnt~ to Christianize America. _J 
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We expect the publication of two book.s on. Christian-Jewish relatiOns·, dealing 
with the relationship between Evangelicals and Jews. We also plan to release · 
our stuay analyzing Jewish perceptions of ·Evangelicals, Evangelical · teaching 
about Jews and Israel, .and the activities of the. Christian right on the 
politic al and . social · scene. · 

Catholic-Jewish Rcl~ticns 

We . plan to follow up on the tremendous success of our Vatican II Commemora
tions by sponsoring programs with the U.S. Catholic Conference of Bishops and 
other Catholic organizations. 

We plan to evaluate the impac~ . of the '·Vatican ·11mite·s"' ·and ~he ··1'985 ·vatican 
Synod and will seek appropriate occasions for dialogue with Catholic clergy 

- and laity as part of our ongoing efforts to advance Jewish-Catho1ic under
standing. 

~ We also plan to initiate a Holocaust education prog~am with tlie Catholic 
Bishops · Secretariat on Catholic-Jewish Relations, in which we will jointly 
develop effective Holocaust teaching materials for use in Roman Catholic 
elementary and secondary schools, universities and seminaries. A systematic 
and comprehensive program is currently being developed, which ·will include the 
appointment of joint Catholic-Jewish academic task forces and, possibly, the 
establishment of a Center on Holocaust Education. , This project can break 
important .. new ground, and it promises to ·have an enormous impact an. the entire 

· Catholic education system. · 

Hainline Protestants & Others 

Our chapters and the national office .will cooperate on cultiv.ating relations 
with a targeted group of top Protestant clergy and significant clerics in 
other Christian den·ominations. 

We also plan to· conduct consultations aimed at developing programs with Mos
lems and members of Eastern religions. 

Religious leadership Education 
~ . 

We plan to continue our examination of what . Christian religious institutions 
teach about Jews and Judaism, focusing on clerical education through our 
seminarian.s program. In 1986/87, ~e plan to add · the Interdenominatlonal 
Theological Center i n Atlanta, the nation's largest Black seminary·, · to this 
program. We also plan to augment the impact of the program by developing a 
network of graduates of our conferences and disseminating material emanating 
from them. 

Training of AJC leaders 

We plan to seek the involvement of more of our lay leaders in our interre
ligious activities by conducting seminars throughout . the country . aimed at 
expanding their knowledge of ·and familiarlity with J ewish and Christian 
history, relig~ous thought and attitudes toward contemporary issues. 

· ... . ~ ~ .. ·. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS 

RESEARCH & STRATEGIC PLANNING 

We plan to Ei'nhance the research and strategic planning capabilities or the 
organization through the centralization of research and information activitie~ 
and concentration on long-range issues and phenomena that must be studie~ in 
order to formulate appropriate policies and strategies for the future. A 
number of specific research projects were described in previous sections of 
this document, some of which are planned as part of a proposed major research 
program in the coming years -- Project 2000. 

In 1986/87, we plan to inaugurate this comprehensive endeavor to study the 
anticipated and emerging needs and problems which will affect world Jewry in 
the year 2000 and beyond. This research program calls for an investigation or 
ten major areas, among which are socio-demographic trends, patterns of Jewish 
identity, the Jewish community as a polity, and economic issues (including 
occupational pa~terns, philanthropy and the financing of Jewish institutions). 
Our efforts ·on this project will be guided by a special commission, including " 
distinguished scholars and leaders. 

We are also in the process of forming an Academic Advisory Committee to con
sult with us on ongoing research. 

PUBLICATIONS 

. ...... .. ~,.Each of the AJC 's major publications -- the American Jewish Year Book, 
-,._·~- - · ·· Commentary, Present Tense and the AJC Journal -- has made a mark for the 

agency and is contributing to public discourse, as well as to informing our 
own constituency on our thinking and activities. 

Our plans call for a major· effort in the comii:ig ye·ars to diminish our 
publications deficits through a variety of fundraising . approaches, including 
~pecial annual events for supporters of Commentary and Present Tense and 
packaging other publications for major gift opportunities. 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

Our · aim is to expand the Appeal for Human Relations and broaden tne structure 
of our campaign to sustain and augment ·our programs in a conservative and 
evolutionary way and to prevent future recurrences of our current fiscal 
problems . 

.. 
Our 1986/87 campaign plans call for the following: 

- Increasing the number and volume of institutionalized and special events 
(including plate dinners), particularly in growth areas such as Orange Coun
ty and cities such as Chicago, Los Angeles, etc. 

Involving AJC leaders systematically and directly in identifying, soliciting 
and securing major contributors and honorees for these events. 

Expanding our major gift campaign an~ creating a compatible leadership struc
ture offering major givers special access to the organization. 

...... .. 

. · ... 
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Targeting AJC members, as well as Jews not associated with AJC, for a direct 
mail campaign. (Recent efforts have yielded promising results and suggest 
that this approach, 1 f conducted systematically, can tap new sources of 
finanical support.) .. 

I . 

- Developing proposals to seek· foundatior:i grants for · AJC ·programs, research 
and publications. 

. .. ............ ·-- .. -....... - .. ..: .. ·-- -:. . .. -- ... ~ - .. .. . ... .' . ...: ........ '• • •, '":-";;·~=~----.... - .. ·. r ... :..--.·-

- .Devising annuity and .planned-giving programs. 

Developing oµr endowment fund and gift opportunities to allow ·for major 
contributors ($100 ,000 and· over) to have name association with a full range 
of AJC publications, research funds and/or fellowships. . 

I . • 

Reinforcing AJC's campaign in the communities by setting · specific goals for 
each chapter. 

Creating exciting and effective campaign literature, including case pr.esen
tations, institutional pieces·, gift . opportunity packages and newsletters 
r~porting on ~ampagin events, honorees and major· contributors. 

FIELD OPE°RATION & CHAPTER-NATIONAL RELATIONS 

AJC'~ chapters fulfill several interrelated functions. They constitute impor
tant . arenas in .wh,ich agency p<;>l i .cies .. an~ programs ar-e .. articulated and 
implemented, thus · influencing local levels of gov.ernments ·and .shaping publ~c 
opinion. They assist in securing broad-based support for· the agency, both in 
terms of fundrai.sing and the recruitment of members. They· are a principal 
arena for the public education functions of' -the agency ",- - ·communicating views 
and · concerns to the national office and functioning as ·~m instrument for 
channeling agency· views to the larger conununity. 

In order to achieve our goars, it is necessary for the ·chapters to be active1y 
involved both · in · the institutional wor~ of membership recruitment and 
fundraising and in formulating active, innovative programming. 

National and the chapters must aim to reinforce a se·nse of unity and . commit
ment tp the total organization and enhance understanding of AJC as an · organi-

. "zation wi~h c<;>re tenets am;i progr~s. · · · 

In 1986/87, we plan to: 

- Institute a systematic review and assessment of AJC 's potential in 
communities around the coun~ry, including locations where we currently have 
no presencE'.· 

Continue to improve printed communications through ·the AJC Journal, the 
newly-formatted chapter newsletters, and conununications. with chapt~r presi
dents and other chapter leaders. 

- Enhance the program development fun~tion of the field operation by improving 
. quality contra~ . of national and chapter programs . and. their .relevance to . 

AJC's · overall objectives thr.ough effective program packaging for chapter 
implementation, as well as reinforcing relations between national depart
ments and chapters through improved planning, reporting, evaluating·, and 
service systems. · 
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- Study and recommend changes, · suggested ~y the CSC Task force on Chapter 
Structure, that will enable the chapters to fulfill their various functions 
and ensure their participation and .input in agency decisio~-maki~g • . 

Assess the professional support system ;in . the communities · in view of the· 
multiple functions · of the chapters, and also evaluate the support systems o.f 
similar organizations. 

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION 

AJC must improve its ability· to communicate t9 the , public (both Jewish and gen
eral) the nature of. our agenda and our pioneering ·;work in ar.eas of primary 

. concern to the Jewish community -- " anti-Semitism; ~ Israel;/· and threats to 
religious pluralism here and abroad. .s·.....-.:r n 
We plan to devise a long-range marketing strategy designed to demonstrate our 
activities more clearly in these key areas, interpret the ideas, values and 
approaches that guide our work, and ensure the development of · additional 
fiscal resources . 

We plan to create ~echniques for . maximizing the public relations value of our 
major programs, campaign events and personalities • 

. We hope to initiate a communications prog~am with a variety · of important tar
geted mark~ts: 

- Insiders - A ·personalized comm·un ication to members of the Board of 
Governors, chapter ·presidents and key chapter leaders (with whom we already 
share reflections on our thinking and activities) on a bi-weekly basis, thus 
providing them ·with a sense of involvement. 

- Contributors and Supporters of AJC's Campaign - People of importance and 
influence who as~ist AJC in its fundraising efforts , yet· ar~ not otherwise 
involved with the organization, will · be ·kept informed of major AJC 
undertakings and accomplishments on a monthly basis. 

Jewish leaders in ·the U.S. and Abroad - Presidents and directors of ·Jewish 
organizations and other: personalities closely identified with the Jewish 
community will be kept advised of AJC '.s unique contribution to Jewish life 
and interests on a bi-monthly basis. 

Influentials in American Society - Business, political and civic leaders 
will be informed of AJC positions and activities on major issues affecting 
the American public and .of concern to the American people, also on a bi
monthly basis • 

LEADERSHIP 

Meeting · the challenge of identifying, training, cultivating and utilizing lay 
leaders effectively is crucial to AJC 's survival and growth. We plan to re
assess the agency 1 s needs in this critical area . and design a co~prehensive . and 
organic prograr!! for every phase of AJC's leadership development cycle. 

In 1986/87 we plan to: 
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,-~ ~~~iew AJC national structures and meetings, with an eye toward making these 
gather'ings more cost-effective and conducive to decision-making. 

- Create a computerized leadership resource file to improve utilization of .AJC 
leaders. 

- facilitate the establishment, . when deemed effec.tive, of task forces with 
specific objectives and limited activity periods, thus creating new, meaning
ful . national leadership positions, increasing participation and input of 
chapter leaders in national activities, and providing training for national 
leadership positions. · 

Encourage and assist chapters in conducting leadership retreats aimed at en
hancing commitment .and understanding of the total agency . 

Focus on leadership training through the H.ilda Katz Blaustein Leadership 
Development Program. These .sessiORs will strive to sustain commitment and 
suppport for the total organization; develop effective lay teams; reinforce 
understanding of leadership responsibilities; enhance knowledge ·of AJC's 
unique philosophical and operational principles; impart new leadership 
skills; develop more effective collabo·ration between volunteers and 
professional staff; and deepen pei:sonal insights about Jewish identity and 
AJC's perception of American Jewish life. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Our goals and objectives can best be achieved· through a membership broadly re
presentative of the diverse elements that make up the American Jewish 
comnunity. Continuous membership growth is necessary if the agency is to 
sustain itself in the future. 

In the coming year we plan to: 

- Promote membership as an institutional priority for AJC. 

- Urge chapters to GOnduct systematic membership campaigns during a speci fie 
month, which will be chosen locally so as not to conflict with agency 
fundraising efforts. 

- Devise strategies for broadening our membership base to include groups not 
adequately represented in AJC, particularly younger people in their 30's and 
40's. 

- As part of our 80th Anniversary Celebration, encourage chapters to form "The 
Successors" young adult groups to facilitate recruitment and retention of 
young~r people as AJC members and leaders. 

Develop a productive national direct mail campaign. 

STAff DEVELOPMENT 

Some of the plans previously outlined in this document may require changes in 
staff assignments. While our staff is capable of adapting to a wide 
repertoire of program roles and duties, the agency may have to augment its 
staff development program. We are in the process of developing a plan aimed 
at enhancing staff superv1s1on and managerial .skills; improving facilitating 
skills; increasing fundraising abilities; ir:nproving lay-staff collaboration; 
and enhancing media relations. In addition, we plan to offer training for in
dividual staff members on a more systematic basis. 

86-.1 or T . 
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Notes for Chairpersons 

Attached you will find the· schedule ' of your Task Group on the day you will act 
as its chairperson, as well as suggested questions for each session. Please 
make sure that sessions begin and end according to the schedule. ·vou will be 
joined by the staff resource assigned to the session. 

Please make sure that each session focuses on the program area devoted to it. 
In order not to pre-empt -other sessions, please do not let the discussion 
wander off to issues which are going to be discussed in a major way in other 
sessions. 

· Officers in the group can clarify, when necessary, the recommendations of the 
Officers group. 

Staff resour~e ca~ be called upon for clarification of issues and programs. 

Please be sure that those who wish to participate have a fair chance and that 
nobody makes long speeches.· 

Please ask the group to refer to the relevant section of the Program and 
Organizational Plans document as background material for the session. Partici
pants may want to glance over it quickly prior to the discussion. 

General Guidelines 

The purpose of the task group is to -carefully examine our present and future 
directions in each of the program areas in light of the Officers recommen
dations and the information included in the document. 

Please solicit general reactions from the group regarding the recommendations 
of the Officers in the area under consideration. Ask participants to identify 
new or additional program areas. · 

General Questions 

1. Are the assumptions and rationale upon which the plans are based 
acceptable to t~e group? What should be our assumptions? 

2. In which areas is it essential for us to be involved? 

3. Are there _any unique programmatic contributions the AJC can make in this 
area? 

4. Are there any new programs we should consider? What specific programs 
should we be involved in in the coming year or two? 



5. Are there any areas of program in this field that we should be prepared 
to curtail and phase out? 

6. Can our work in this area enhance our work in other areas? How? 

7. How can chapters be involved in this area? 

8. How are we affected by the progranvnatic involvement of other Jewish 
organizations in this area? 

9. How can we involve our leadership? 

10. What organizational changes will be required to fulfill the role that we 
have to outline or to accomplish the activities we have in mind? 

11. Will the directions that the group outlined distinguish us from other 
Jewish organizations? 

12. Are the recanmendations consistent with AJC's mission, philosophical 
premises and strategic principles? 

bg 13 
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THE N-iERICAN JEWISH CCJ.1M.ITTEE 

WORLD ANO CCJ4MUNAL CHALLENGES ANO TRENDS 

Concerned as it is with contemporary issues, AJC has always demonstrated t.he 
capac·ity ·· to respond to new and emerging needs of Pmerican and world Jewry 
while sostaining its fundamental values and character. . A series of new and 
changing ·realities . now exists which may have . major impact on our program 
directions. 

Several changes in the Pmerican anq intern.at:ional ·socio-political : iandscape 
merit our attention as they may portend serious threats to world Jewry. Re
surgent fundamentalism and fanaticism have become a world-wide phenomenon. In 
the United States, pluralism is being threatened by the suggestion that 
Christian values are the solution to a moral spiritual vacuum, and by the in
jection . of: sectarian views into the political process, thus threatening the 
separation of church and state, a fundamental principle .. . qf the Pmeric~n . 
society. 

Internationally, .no. adequate response has evolved to terrorism and extremism 
which a·re put forth as legitimate forms of political behavior. This dimin
ishes the prospects for peace in the Middle East and strengthens totalitarian 
regimes, and is therefore a matter of vital conc~rn for the security of Jewish 
com~unfties in various parts of the world. · 

Powerful personalities have emerged in the Black community of Pmerica, trying 
to move its agenda from civil rights issues to a total world view encompassing 
both the national and international scene. Nationally, their separatist and 
pol'arizing agenda is based on a real disappointment with the failure of the 
"Great Society" . programs to solve the problems of t .he most needy elements in 
the Black community. Internationally, they identify with Third World ideology 
and · countries while advocating anti-Israel and anti-Pmerican attitudes. These 
attempts, laced as they are with anti-Jewish rhetoric and exploiting some real 
and some perceived differences of opinion on issues such as South Africa and 
affirmative action, jeopardize the historic alliance between Blacks an'd Jews 
and, in the eyes of some, legitimize anti-Semi tic behavior. Economic 
pressures have made many vulnerable to the appeals of bigots and racists . 

. 
In add it ion, the growing number of groups in American society seeking 
political power and vying with one another for a "piece of the pie" may breed 
antagonism between the diverse communities that m.ake up Pmerica's pluralistic 
society. 

These and other daunting problems challenge us to reaffirm our vision of 
America and our conviction that Americanness and Jewishness are compatible and 
mutually enhancing. 
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Internal threats to the Jewish community also concern us. We must explore and 
respond to the impact of changing family patterns on the quality of Jewish 
life. We are committed to be helpful in improving the quality of Jewish 
education. We are anxious to use our human relations and intergroup skills to 
mitigate· the increasingly strident intra-Jewish relationships, both in the 
U.s: and in Israel. W.e are very concerned about the schisms between the 
Orthodox right and other parts of the community; between the universalists and 
particularists, between the assimilationists who have opted out and the 
loyalists who maintain their involvement through diverse forms of · activity, 
and bet~ee~ Diaspora Jews. generally and their brothers and sisters in Israel •. 

lasf, but not least, we are perturbed about the ominous ·economic and social 
problems in Israel and the intergroup, ideological and religious .tensions 
afflicting Is·raeli society. 

This litany is not meant to invoke a sense of despair. We are . a strong and 
resolute ·organization wise i_n the ways of democratic pluralistic policies, 
willing and able to forge coalitions which serve our objectives while accommo
dating the legitimate interests of other political, ethnic and religious 
groups. But in· order to maintain our continued effectiveness, we must respond 
to these new · reali ties. These trends challenge our world view and social ide
ology. It 'is critical that we continue to be a ·major presence· to counter 
these forces vigorously, marshalling our resources effectively and refining 
and reforming our programs and strategies as needed. And we have begun to do 
this. Recently, for example, we initiated a response to anxiety in the Jewish 
cominuhity concerning anti-Semitism among fringe groups and individuals 
affected by the farm crisis. We drew upon our long-standing intergroup 
relationships and upon experts in several departments and from different parts 
of· · the country. It becomes increasingly clear that we must enhance our 
capacity · to manage anti-Semitism, to use our influence to advance Jewish 
inte·rests ~nd serve as a catalyst to deter adversaries and to bring about 
understanding between groups in the Jewish · and general community. The 
improvement of our capacity to deal with the issues faced by our community is 
a ma~or purpose of our planning process. 

' .. 

86-100 



WORLD Aff AIRS 

Suggested Questions: 

1. Shouid AJC augment its outreach activit-ies vis a vis foreign government 
officials, international opinion molders, etc.? 

2. What real benefits can we expect to gain from such relations? 

3. How can we best position ourselves · in the international arena; . through 
enhanced presence abroad? Maintaining.contacts from the U.S.? 

International Terrorism 

1. What special role can we ~!an in ra1s1ng consciousness among the American 
· people as to the nature of international terrorism and in mobilizing 

citizens to support our govern11ent in its activ~ties? 

2. How can we mount a significant anti-terrorism campaign? Who could be our 
most effective coalition partners? 

Soviet Jewry the USSR 

1. Do the "new atmospherics" in the US-USSR relations require any fundamental 
rethinking of our work on behalf of ·Soviet Jewry? 

2. What are t he new considerations? 

Jewish Cormnunities Abroad 

1. What should be the nature of our relations with Jewish communities abroad 
(Big Brother providing resource, sharing intergroup expertise, assistance 
in setting up communal institutions). 

2. On which communities should our program focus? 

Latin America 

1. In light of our extensive contacts with government officials and Jewish 
communities in Central and South America, does AJC have a particular · role 
to play in supporting movemer)ts for democracy and human rights in these 
countries? How? 

Asia 

1. In view of the growing imP<>rtance of Asian countries (notably· China & 
Japan) in the international arena specifically vis a vis American foreign 
policy and Israel, should we respond to a recent request for AJC pro
gramming in this area? 

bg 23 
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AGENDA 

Officers Dinner & Meeting · 

Continuation of Officers Meeting 

Lunch 

Cocktail Reception 

Dinner & Evening Session 

Chair: · ·Theodore Ellenoff 
. . 

"AJC's Philosophical & Operational Principles 
& Long Range Goals" 

Remarks: Or. Davi~ Gor~is 

Discussion 

"AJC's Program . ~riorities f.or the Coming 
Year - Recommendations of the Officers" 

. Remarks: Howard friedman 

. .. 

Madera 

· Oraci~ 

Hopi 

Topaz 

Topaz 

Breakfast Victorias 

Task Groups (Governors only) 

Group 1 - Anti-Semitism & Extremism 

Group 2 - World Affairs 

Group 3 - American & J.ewish Public 
Policy Issues 

Group 4 inter- ethnic/Inter religious 

Alamo 

Madera 

Pima 

Sabino 



10:30 AM 

10:45 AM 

· 12: 15 PM 

1:15 PM 

6:00 PM 

6:30 PM 

Saturday, February 1 

8:00 AM 

9:00 AM 
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Coffee Break 

Task Groups 

Group 1 - World Affairs 

Group 2 - American & Jewish Public 
Policy Issues 

Group 3 Interethnic/ Interreligious 

Group 4 - Israel & the Middle East 

Lunch on your own 

Task Groups 

Group 1 - American & Jewish Public 
Policy Issues 

Group 2 ":: 
• •J, 1.,( U -i if...,• 
Iriter·et:hnic/Interreligious 

Group 3 - Israel & the Middle East 

Group 4 - Anti-Semitism & Extremism 

Cocktail Reception 

Shabbat Celebration, Dinner 
& Evening Session 

"War ld & Communal Challenges -
AJC's Unique Role" 

Chair: Robert Jacobs 

Panelists: Mimi Alperin, Sholom Canay , 
Robert Rifkind 

Discussion 

Breakfast 

Task Groups 

Group 1 - Inter-ethnic/Interreligious 

Group 2 - Israel & the Middle East 

Group 3 - Anti-Semitism & Extremism 

Group 4 - World Affairs 

..-:·- - -·· ··' 

Alamo 

Madera 

Pima 

Sabino 

Alamo 

Madera 

Pima 

Sabino 

Topaz 

Topaz 

Victories 

Alamo 

Madera 

Pima 

Sabino 
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10:30 AM 

10:45 AM 

12:15 PM 

5 ~00 PM 

7:00 PM 

Sunday, february 2 

B: 'oo AM 

11:30 AM 
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Coffee Break 

Task Groups 

Group 1 - Israel & the Middle East 

·Group 2 - Anti-Semitism & Extremism 

Group 3 - World Affairs 

·Group 4 American & Jewish Public 
Policy Is sues . · . 

Plenary Session - Rating Programs 

Lunch on your own 

Cocktail Reception on behalf of 
The Appeal for Human Relations 

Havdalah, Qinn~r, Evening Session .... ,. ,,. . ..... - : 

"AJC's Key Areas of Activities 
for the Coming Years" 
(Reports of .Task Groups) 

Chair: Charlotte Holstein 

Reporters: Rob.ert Goodkind, Robert Hexter 
Ann Kaufman, Bruce Ramer 

Discussion 

Alamo 

Madera 

Pima 

Sabino 

Coronado 

Coronado 

Topaz 

Breakfast Plenary Session Topaz/Coronado 

Chair: Leo Nevas 

"Summary of Institute Recommendations" 

Remarks: Theodore Ellenoff 

Discussion 

"AJC's Organizational & Institutional 
Objectives & Imp~ratives" 

Remarks: Dr. David Gordis 

Adjournment 
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THE AMERICAN JEWISH COMMITTEE 

Program Rating Questionnaire 

Instructions 

The enclosed sheets identify the significant areas which are projected as AJC 
activities for the coming years as described in ~he Program & Organizational 
Plans document; 

In order to gauge the relative emphasis you wish to give to these areas, 
please rate them in ear;h of the specified criteria from 1-5. (1 being the 
lowest and 5 being the highest). Please record a numerical answer for every 
program area and each criterion. · 

Please use the back side of each sheet for any comments and suggestions you 
wish to make. 

If you think AJC should be involved in program areas not outlined in the 
questionnaire, please list and rate them in the assigned space. 

Many thanks for your cooperation. 

Criteria for Rating Program Areas 

Rating scale for Questions 1-16 

1 
(.lowest) 

2 

1. Relevance to current mission 

3 4 5 . 
(highest) 

ls this program area central to AJC's overall mission and goals? 

2. Consistency with strategies 

Is this program area consistent with AJC strategies, modes of operation 
and skills? 

3. Concern to the Jewish c011U11unity 

How important is this program area to the Jewish community? 

4. Achievement of program area objectives 

How likel.Y are we to achieve the desired and stated objectives of this 
program ·ar~~? · 

' ' .. 
5 • . f~draising .appeal 

How well d9es th~s program area add to AJC fundraising appeal? 

6. Cost .effectiv.eness 

· 1~ _ the program area cost-effective for the agency? What do you estimate 
is the iev.el of ·return for dollars spent on this program area? 

.. 
7. Quality_ 

If the . prbgra~ area exists, how would you rate the current quality of our 
work_·. in · this area? If the program area does not exist, how would you 
rate .the pote~tial quality of our work in this area? 
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8. Uniqueness 

How distinct is AJC Is involvement in this area? Do . we make a unique 
contribution? How does our · work in this area compare with that of other 
organizations? 

9. Visibility 

How much visibility in the general and Jewish community will this program 
area provide for AJC? 

10. Implementable in chapters 

Can the program area be implemented in the ·chapters in an efficient and 
effective fashion? 

11. Leadership and membership support 

How well does this progrBll area help attract or retain memb~rs and 
leaders for AJC? 

12. Impact on Jewish c011111unity 

To what extent does (or will) our work in this area have an impact on the 
Jewish community? 

13. Concern to general cormnunity 

How important is this program area in the general community? 

14. Concern to our allies 

How important is this program area to our current or potential coalition 
partners? 

15. Impact on general community 

To what extent does (or will) our work in this area have an impact on the · 
general community? 

16. Evaluation potential 

Does our work i n this area lend itself to evaluation and assessment of 
accomplishments? 

1 
(No resources) 

Rating Scale for Question 17 

2 3 
(Lower· than (Continue at 
present level) ·present level) 

4 
(Moderate 
expansion) 

17. Level of resources 

5 
(Major 
expansion) 

Please rate what you think should be the adequate · level of resources 
allocated to our work in this area. 

86-100 
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AJC'S KEY AREAS Of ACTIVITY 

AJC ' s key areas of activity can be divided into two major categories. The 
first group of activities are those mandated by the overriding priority 
concerns of world Jewry and require attention from every Jewish "defense" 
organization. These include Israel & the Middle East . anti-Semitism and 
extremism, and wor Id affairs. Our approach is to offer unique strategies 
and competencies, and we make significant contributions in each of these 
areas; yet we are one player among many others. The second category of 
.activities comprises those emanating directly from our unique organizational 
history, our beliefs and distinctive values and particularly our skills and 
traditional modes of operation. These areas are interrelig1ous and inter.
ethnic affairs. American and Jewish pubhc policy issues, and research and 
strategic planning. Our distinct objectives, programs and strategies in these 
areas set us apart from other Jewish or general organizations. In each of 
these areas we are or can be the leading force and have a decisive impact. 
While it is useful to ref er to these two broad programmatic categories, it 
must be noted that in reallty they are constantly and inextricably inter
related. 

The description of our departmental program plans within the context of these 
key areas of activity represents our integrated program approach and our 
comprehensive conception of agency objectives and activities. 

The agency's objectives in each of these six areas of activity are implemented 
by the nationa~ program departments, our field and our Washington off ice . 
through various strategies and modes of operation: studies, surveys and 
publications; coalition building; public education; political activity; legal 
action; monitoring developments; cultivating relations with key influentials; 
and staff and leadership training. 

Many of our activities are shaped by unforseeable events Our ability to 
sustain our ongoing programs, even as we react responsibly to crisis 
situations, reflects the organic nature of the agency's strength . maturity, 
effectiveness and creative powers. The plans outlined in this document 
demonstrate the interrelationship of the elements of· our work and their 
foundation in· our organiza.tion' s philosophical premises, objectives and 
operating principles, 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

ANTI SEMITISM & EXTREMISM 

While the status and security of Jews in the U.S. continues to be strong and 
there has been a substantial decline of anti-Semitism in the past few decades, 
there is a perception of vulnerability in the grass roots of the Jewish 
community. .In the last few years, this concern with anti-Semitism has become 
intense and ·central due to the activ1t1es of extremist groups in the nation's 
farm belt, demonstrations of anti-Semitism among Blacks, concerted assaults on 
the principle of separation of church and state, and the emergence of small 
extremist groups engaged in violent activity. 

The status and security of Jewish communities in various parts of the world 
notably Eastern Europe and the Middle East~ is fragile, and even in Western 
countries there have been numerous anti-Semitic incidents involving indiv"idual 
Jews and Jewish institutions .. 

Because of our traditional role i n combatting and analyzing anti-Semitism of 
ideological and political significance and other forms of bigotry and the 
credibility of our distinctive point of view, AJC has a special responsibility 
and opportunity to become more visible and active in this area. 

General Objectives 

Our aim is to sensitize the general public to the danger that anti-Semitism 
poses to society at large. We plan to systematically monitor and assess anti 
Semitic tre·nds and occurrences , focusing in 1986/87 on problems emerging in 
the farming and Black communities. When the situation calls for it, we will 
mobilize and/or organize Jewish and general groups to combat these occurrences 
effectively . We plan to improve our capacity to respond rapidly to evel"!ts 
that arise in the communities through tightening staff responsibilities and 
through the creation of regional lay-staff teams and networks (modelled after 
the Midwest pattern) • . 

Research & Information 

Our plans call for increasing our research and analysis activities to focus on: 

- New worldwide trends and sources of pot~ntial anti-Semitism and extremism. 

Jewish attitudes toward anti-Semitism -- the nature of Jewish v~lnerability 
and the intense concern with anti-Semitism. 

- The impact of Israel as well as anti ·Zionism, on the security of . Jewish 
convnunities. 

- The origin, ideology , political organization and membership profile of 
extremist groups and individuals, both nationally and internationally. 

- The impact of the media on anti-Semitism and extremism. 

We plan to continue monitoring and collecting data on individuals and groups 
through the use of more sophisticated computer technology and available 
information systems. 
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Media (Print and Electronic) 

We plan to initiate a major media campaign . -- using interviews, articles, 
press conferences and editorial meetings -- aimed at delegitimizing anti
semitism and related attitudes, sensitizing the public about the dangers they 
pose to the fabric of democratic societies, and preventing them from being 
used for political purposes, particular 1 y in the f armbelt and among Black 
Americans. 

Coalition Building & Cultivation of Relations 

We plan to enhance ~ur outreach efforts to targeted religious and ethnic 
groups and others opposing such trends, and encourage them to publicly condemn 
them. 

We plan to convene statewide interreligious conferences on antl-·Semitism and 
extremism in Kansas, Colorado, Iowa and, possibly, Georgia and Texas. 

Political Activity 

We plan to cultivate our new relations with the fBI for the purpose of voicing 
our concerns and exchanging information. In the area of legislation and law 
enforcement, we will identify and advocate legislation attempting to limit the 
activity of criminal hate groups and individuals and continue to encourage law 
enforcement agencies to vigorously prosecute anti-Semitic extremists who 
commit violent crimes. 

We plan to continue monitoring the impact of possible friction between the 
U.S. and Israel resulting fran the Pollard affair and its aftermath. and to 
evaluate its effect on the public image of American Jews 

Long-Range Strategy & Program formulation 

Our plans call for formulating a long-range strategy and program for . the 
agency based on the recommendations of the Task force on Anti-Semitism and 
Extremism. This may entail phasing out or curtailing programs dealing with 
anti-Semitic· attitudes directed at individuals, which are currently of lesser 
concern. 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

ISRAEL & THE MIDDLE EAST 

The Geopolitical Arena (The Middle East Conflict) 

The relationship between Israel and the U.S. continues to be characterized by 
a growing degree of collaboration and trust and a deeper understanding of the 
compatibility of our strategic interests, even in the wake of the Pollard 
affair. There is also a greater recognition in the U.S. of Israel's concerns 
and needs , as well as an appreciation for its advocacy of the peace process. 
We plan to continue our assessment of new developments and players in the 
Middle East, as we also monitor possible ramifications of legislation on U.S. 
foreign aid to Israel and other Middle Eastern countries. 

Research & Information Gathering 

We plan to increase our research and focus on: 

Changes in the Arab world and the Palestinian movement in terms of 
ideologies, groups and individuals and their impact on the peace process. 

- The impact of Islamic fundamentalism on the Middle East conflict. 

- American Christian attitudes toward Israel and the Middle East and how they 
are affected by recent events and trends. 

The status and condition of small, endangered Jewish communities in the Arab 
world. 

Based on the conclusions of these studies, we will review AJC's policy on the 
Middle East. 

Public Education & Interpretation 

We pian to initiate a media campaign aimed at highlighting the shared 
strategic interests anq common democratic values of the United States and 
Israel and interpreting Israel ' s concerns and needs in light of the 
deterioration of pro-American and democratic forces in the Middle East. This 
campaign will include increasing our volume of op-ed p1eces, letters to the 
editor and articles, as well as providing briefings for columnists, editorial 
boards and other media influentials. 

We plan to continue 9ur work with CAMERA ·(Committee for Accuracy in M.iddle 
East Reporting in America). 

We plan to interpret and advocate Israel's concerns in our work with religious 
and ethnic leaders, including encouraging visits to Israel by key ethnic and 
rel i gious influentials and groups . 

Political Activity 

Our plans call for reinforcing our ties with foreign diplomats and leaders 
stationed in the U.S. and abroad on behalf of Israel. We will also make a 
concerted effort to advocate Israel's interests with diplomats and represen
tatives of international organizations in the local communities. 
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We plan to continue our work with Congress and the Administration by exchang
ing background information and advocating policies that strengthen U.5.-Israel 
ties. 

Israel-Diaspora & American Jewish-Israeli Relations 

As the principal architect of the relationship between Diaspora and Israeli 
Jews, we plan to continue to reinforce these relationships and to enhance un
derstanding and appreciation in Israel for the vitality of Jewish life abroad. 
The main conduit for our work in this area is the Institute on American 
Jewish-Israeli Relations, and we hope that professional leadership changes in 
our Israel office will facilitate better integration of the lnstitute~s work. 

We plan to increase the involvement of the chapters in the seminal work of the 
IAJIR through the Institute' s Community A~sociates network, members of which 
will encourage local American Jewish-Israeli dialogues and distribution of 
IAJIR materials. 

We plan to pursue studies and dialogues probing the attitudes of American Jews 
and Israelis and identifying the perceptions and misperceptions of each. 

We plan to reach out to emerging Israeli leaders in all segments of society by 
sponsor:ing an annual delegation to the . U.S. (the Matthew & Edna Brown Young 
.Israeli Leadership Program). 

We plan to continue offering mission programs in Israel to selected groups 
among our leadership and membership . 

We plan to merge our two Hebrew-English publications in Israel into a major 
magazine which will highlight our convnon social, ideological and political 
concepts and ideas . 

Israel's Domestic Life 

Our plans call for contributing more vigorously to the domestic quality of 
life in Israel, particularly in intergroup and intragroup relations (between 
Arabs and Jews, Eastern and Western Jews, Jews and Christians, Orthodox and 
non-Orthodox Jews), through the inauguration of AJC's Israel Institute for 
Human Relations. The professional ch~nges in our Israel office will also 
enable us to as~ume a more visible role and perform a political funct ion. 

We plan to study and encourage programs to promote re11gious pluralism as well 
as to counter extremist and anti-democratic forces in Israel and speak 
forcefully and publicly against them. We are also considering a major 
publication on the emergence of the radical right in Israel. · 

We plan to interpret the efforts being undertaken in Israel to maintain its 
pluralistic and democratic nature to the media and public in the U.S. 

We plan to continue exploring ways to assist Israel with its economic develop
ment. 

We will continue publishing Israel Press Highlights, while exploring special 
funding for and increasing subscriptions to this publication. 
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PROGRAM PLANS. 

WORLD Aff AIRS 

Our work in the international arena will focus on the enhancement of human 
rights the world over, the protection of civil and religious rights of .Jews 
and others, the development and cultivation of relation~hips with world 
leaders to help assure the future of all Jewish communities. and the enrichment 
of the quality of Jewish life abroad. 

The main issues we plan to concentrate on are international terrorism, human 
rights, Soviet Jewry and endangered Jewish communities. (Of course, virtually 
every international activity AJC is involved in bears directly or indirectly 
on Israel.) 

We plan to pursue our international concerns with foreign diplomats, govern
ment officials and international organizations, and we will conduct our 
programs in the U.S. and abroad t~rough AJC · offices and a network of 
correspondents. 

Overriding Concerns & Issues 

International Terrorism 

As the scourge of international terrorism . continues, it is vital that we 
assume a major role in the area of public education, as well as take the 
following steps: 

v · 
- focus our r~search on the connection between international terrori•m, 

Islamic fundamentalism and Palestinian groups. 

Publish backgrounders to reinforce understanding among key op1n1on molders 
and the general public of the threat that terrorism poses to all democratic 
Western societies. · 

- Continue to work closely with the U.S. Administration's Task Force on 
Countering Terroris~, and press the Administration and Congress to pursue an 
active, comprehensive anti-terrorism policy with our Western allies and the 
entire community of na.tions. 

- Form a National Citizens Coalition Against International Terroris~. Recog
nizing the constraints affecting the policies and actions of world govern
ments, we will seek to mobilize citizens of goodwill and significant leaders 
from all walks of life against terrorism and extremism. The coalition will 
act as a conduit of pub~ic education through a major media campaign. 
Chapters will b.e encouraged ~o foi;m comparable local coalitions with other 
ethnic and religious leaders and groups. 

Human Rights 

We plan to continue promoting international human rights standards and 
adherence, including religious tolerance, human rights education, the right to 
leave and respect for civil and political rights. . 
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Through the work of the Jacob Blaustein Institute for the Advancement of Human 
Rights, we plan to sponsor research, publications and educational programs 
which focus the attention of governments and human rights advocates on human 
rights abuses and international efforts to foment anti-Semitism. We also plan 
to develop a human rights public education program. 

We plan to focus special attention on the human rights struggle in South 
Africa, and we will continue to monitor the situation through our contacts in 
the Jewish community there and, possibly, through special factfinding mis
sions. We also plan to participate in community ethnic and religious 
coalitions which are pressing to abolish apartheid. 

6~~Genocide Convention 

~ We plan to work with the Administration and the Senate leadership, in concert 
with other national and international organizations, to ensure that support 
and momentum for the ratification of the United Nations Genocide Convention 
are sustained. 

World Jewry 

We hope to continue to engage in activities which strengthen the security of 
Jews the world over and to protect endangered and otherwise vulnerable Jewish 
communities, including those in the Soviet Union, Ethiopia, South Africa, 
North Africa and the Middle East. 

We plan to assist in the enhancement and enrichment of the quality of Jewish 
life, particularly in the smaller Jewish commun~ties of Latin America and 
Europe, by conducting training workshops for Jewish leaders and distributing 
educational materials and videotapes. 

Soviet Jewry 

As one of the most critical issues facing us, programs related to Soviet Jewry 
should receive major attention. Our planned objectives include: 

- Reinforcing efforts to ease restrictions on Soviet Jewish emigration and 
ameliorate the denial of cultural and religious freedom for Soviet Jews. 

- Increasing the visibility of AJC's efforts in this area by intensifying our 
political activities and seeking to interpret the issue to the Administra
tion and foreign governments, thus enhancing the perception in the U.S.S.R. 
of an American Jewish community with real political power and leverage. 

Our efforts in this area will include the following: 

Monitoring and analyzing political changes and emerging trends in the 
U.S.S.R. for their impact on Soviet Jewry, and consulting with Soviet 
affairs specialists to assess trends, policy alternatives and strategies 
which might influence the Soviet government. · 

- Encouraging officials of the U.S. · and foreign governments to continue to 
press the Soviet Jewry issue in all contacts with Soviet officials, and 
consulting with them on possible courses of action. 

- Seeking to develop relations with Soviet officials and diplomats. 
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Encouraging chapters to stress Soviet Jewry and religious liberty in 
consular visits, during contacts with the media, through life-line letters, 
and by planning visits to the U.S.S.R. (In connection with the 80th 
Anniversary Celebration, we will begin coordinating . monthly visits of Jewish 
and Christian leaders to the U.S.S.R.) 

- Pressing the cause of Soviet Jewry with our ethnic and religious allies and 
stepping up the activities of the Interreligious Task force on Soviet Jewry, 
three of whose key leaders recently visited the U.S.S.R. We also plan to 
encourage chapters to create local task forces based on this model and 
continue our "Action Day" programs in New York City and other communities. 

Twinning 

As a reaffirmation of our commitment to the well-being of Jewish communities 
around the world, we plan to encourage chapters to initiate a pilot project 
(to be co-sponsored by their local Jewish community) of twinning with a declin
ing or threatened Jewish community overseas. (To a limited extent, some ties 
have already developed between Southern and Southwestern chapters and Jewish 
communities in Mexico and Central America.) 

Ethiopian Jewry 

Although radically altered political conditions in the region have deeply 
diminished the future rescue of Ethiopian Jews, we plan to persist in our 
concerted effort to keep lines of communication open with this community and 
to explore with others effective ways to facilitate their emigration. 

International & Diplomatic Relationships 

We plan to give additional attention to. the development and cultivation of r.e
lations with foreign diplomats stationed in the U.S., building these relations 
on a variety of levels, including offering diplomats a platform to address 
American Jews as well as other religious and ethnic groups. 

We plan to continue developing a· core of lay leaders in key cities who will 
cultivate organizational and social relations with foreign diplomats in 
embassies, consulates and U.N. missions. 

To facilitate the advancement of our objectives, we plan to make concerted ef
forts to develop relationships with top officials of foreign governments, 
international organizations, religious leaders ~nd other international opinion 
molders. 

Geographical Emphases 

We plan to assess the impact and work of AJC of fices abroad and explore the 
feasibility of creating a network of correspondents around the world to assist 
us in monitoring events and cultivating relations with Jewish communal 
organizations and key world leaders. Our speci fie work in the vario.us regions 
will follow the plans described in previous segments. 
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We propose increasing our presence and activities in Western Europe, where we 
already have substantial activities and contacts, particularly in countries 
with considerable pc;>litical and economic power and influence. Special 
emphasis will be given to West GermanyL France, Spain, England, Italy and the 
Vatican, as well ~s other members of the European Economic Community. 

We plan to continue our exchange programs and leadership missions to Germany 
and attempt to develop similar programs with other countries in Western Europe. 

Eastern Europe 

This area will take on additional importance as opportunities to reestablish 
diplomatic relations between Israel and the Warsaw Pact nations (and Yugo
slavia) present themselves. To assist in this effort, AJC plans to maintain 
close contacts with the Israeli Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the U.S. State 
Department. 

We plan to pursue further our existing contacts in Eastern European countries, 
and we will plan a mission to this region (East Germany, Poland, Hungary ·, 
Bulgaria & Yugoslavia). 

Africa 

We plan to analyze the feasibility of greater involvement in this region in 
view of the improving relations between Israel and a number of African 
nations, the plight of Ethiopian Jewry and the situation in South Africa. 

Asia & the Pacific 

With the growing importance of the Asian commlBlity in the U.S., there is com
mensurate interest in programming possibilities relating to China and Japan. 
AJC chapters in the Western Region are particularly interested in pursuing 
this area. In addition, the Australian Jewish convnunity has approached us to 
conduct some joint activities. During the coming year, we plan to conduct 
consultations to determine the feasibility of our involvement in this area. 

Latin America 

We plan to continue our activities focusing on fostering interreligious under
standing, advocating human rights, countering anti-Semitism and working with 
political and religious leaders in this area, as well as our Spanish media 
campaign (aimed at Latin America as well as Hispanic audiences in the U.S.). 

Publications 

We plan to publish periodically a survey/report on the condition of world 
Jewry, including an examination of the larger issues that have immediate 
bearing on Jewish interests. 

We plan to place articles prepared by AJC professionals and lay leaders in 
publications that deal with international issues, such as Foreign Affairs. 
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PROGRAM PLANS 

AMERICAN & JEWISH PUBLIC POLICY ISSUES 

AJC has al ways been involved in societal issues f aci11g both the Jewish and 
general communities, since we view the American Jewish community as an 
integral part of American so.ciety as a whole·. 

The General Public 

We plan to enhance our participation in the American public arena by formu
lating coherent and enlightened policy positions on issues that are of concern 
to American society. Our programs in this area will be motivated by the 
conviction that Jewish values and ethics can clarify our understanding of 
contemporary issues and augment our capacity to contribute to the advancement 
of general societal goais. 

Religious Pluralism & Values Education 

We plan to continue our efforts to protect religious pluralism and oppose 
attacks · on the principle of separation of church and state. We will foster 
programs which focus on defining and teaching core American values, thus 
attempting to offer constructive alternatives to the political fundamentalist 
groups. 

We plan to ·convene a Task rorce on Values Education to develop a sharpened de
finition of core values and identify distinctive strategies and programs for 
AJC. The Skirball Institute of American Values will enable us to initiate 
research in this area. 

Nationally and in the communities, w~ plan to build coalitions to promote ~e
ligious pluralism. 

Through our 'legal activities, we plan to continue our opposition to school 
prayer amendments to the Constitution, including those permitting silent 
prayer. 

We plan to continue monitoring the implementation and impact of the Equal 
Access law in public school districts. 

We plan to join with others, in the Christian community and elsewhere, in law
suits to challenge government efforts to abet sectarian religious practices. 

We plan to collaborate with others in state and local celebrations of the 
bicentennial of the Constitution in 1987. 

Immigration & Acculturation 

AJC. has assumed a leading role in the field of immigration and refugee policy, 
and we have begun to direct our attention to the growing issue of accultur
ation of newcomers to American society. We aim at building support for a fair 
and generous U.S. immigration and refugee policy and for acceptance of new 
immigrants in American commlBlities. 

Our 1986/87 plans call for: 
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- Working on the national and local scene to seek coalition partners who share 
our concern for a sound immigration policy . 

- Advocating higher levels of admission of refugees and asylum seekers who 
desire to flee persecution abroad. 

- Continuing the work of the Task force on Immigration and Acculturation, 
which brings together immigration experts and AJC leaders to evaluate the 
impact of American society on newcomers, in terms of economic integration, 
intergroup relations, language policy and service provisions. The ·Task 
force findings and recommendations will guide our future work in this field. 

Social & Economic Policy 

In the past several years, a major debate has emerged in the U.S. on how to re
spond to social and economic needs and the role of government and the public 
seGtor in insuring socio-economic opportunities. While AJC has played an 
important role in a number of public policy areas, we have not dealt in a 
systematic manner with critical issues such as poverty, unemployment, the 
impact · of tax and budget initiatives and the socio-economic conditions of 
various groups in American society. Our aim is to formulate policy positions 
for the agency which draw on the general and Jewish sources of our experience 
and promote an intelligent, humane and just society. 

In 1986/87, our Task force on Social Policy will complete its series of nation
al consultations and will recommend comprehensive policy positions and 
directions for programming. These findings will be disseminated widely. We 
also plan to evaluate legislative, tax and budget initiatives as they affect 
social policy issues. 

Women's Issues 

Women's issues are of major importance to American society in general and to 
the Jewish community in particular, and they should be pursued by AJC vig
orously and visibly. In 1986/87, we intend to restructure our approach to 
women ' s issues and the promotion of sexual equality by linking it more closely 
with our work on broader human rights and social justice issues. 

Other areas we plan to focus on will include: 

- Acting on the findings and recqmmendations of the Task force on Pay Equity 
to determine whether AJC should take a policy position on this issue and, if 
so, to develop a consensus-oriented and constructive strategy. 

- Continuing our legislative ~ctivity · on the Economic Equity Act and the Equal 
Rights Amendment. 

- Pursuing social club discrimination cases which come to our attention and 
merit our involvement. 

- Disseminating the findings of our survey on "Jewish Women on the Way Up." 

- Devising follow-up activities on the Nairobi Women's Conference, based on 
the recommendations of our Task force on Nairobi. 
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- Continuing our Women of faith program, which brings together leaders from a 
variety of religious denominations, including Moslems. 

- Convening a conference to assess the impact of societal changes resulting 
from the feminist movement on Jewish community institutions, organizational 
life and family life. 

Affirmative Action 

Over the past year, we have made considerable progress in developing support 
for our affirmative action position in the Black commmunity and among public 
officials. Our activities will be designed to continue the momentum we have 
gained and augment the . comprehension of our pro-affirmative action and anti
quota position. 

Our future plans call for: 

- Entering several court cases that merit our involvement. 

Assessing the impact of affirmative action programs on socio-economic 
mobility. 

- Advocating our position with members of Congress, the Administration and the 
media to build broader support for affirmative action programs. 

Energy 

AJC has long believed that the Jewish community has a vital stake in helping 
the United States to reduce its dependence on imported oil, particularly from 
the Persian Gulf. Our energy program stemmed initially from concern about a 
possible backlash against American Jews and Israel as the result of the 19.JJ 
oil embargo. It continues to respond directly to our concerns about Israel 
and Middle East tensions. While U. 5. dependence on Persian Gulf oil has 
decreased significantly, the U.S. still has not put into place measures which 
would prevent another energy .crisis in the future. AJC is the major Jewish 
source for information and .guidance on matters of energy policy, and our 
pioneering energy education and advocacy programs are widely acknowledged. We 
plan to assess our continued activity in . this area in light of global 
developments and other emerging agency priorities. 

In 1986/87, we plan to disseminate analyses by experts on the continued need 
for the U.S. to further reduce its dependence on imported oil, so as to ensure 
long-range American energy security. 

We plan to advocate the enactment of a tax on import.ed crude oil and oil pro
ducts, which will help to meet our vital energy goals as well as reduce the 
federal .budget deficit, and we hope to organize a Washington O.C . conference 
where energy experts and economists will advocate these goals . 

We plan to seek the establishment of national and local coalitions of 
individuals .and organizations who support our energy policy. 

We plan to continue publishing AJC's Energy Information Service Bulletin. 
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The Jewish Public 

Our work on issues of cqncern to the Jewish community is widely acknowledg,ed 
for its pioneering quality. Our general objectives remain to enrich the 
quality of Jewish life and strengthen the American Jewish community through 
research, piloting and influencing professional and lay community leaders, 
rather than through deli very of services. In the coming years, our program 
planning will be affected by our assessment of the threats posed by internal 
polarization of the Jewish community, particularly the developing schism 
between Orthodox and non-Orthodox Jews. To meet this threat, we plan to 
introduce a major new program aimed at creating an atmosphere of Jewish 
communal harmony, while maintaining our diversities. In doing this, we will 
utilize the strategies and experiences gained from our many years of work with 
other religious and ethnic groups. 

Intra-Jewish Relations 

We plan to continue our dialogues with national lay leaders of the various 
Jewish religious movements and expand this program into the local communities. 
We believe that these dialogues will decrease polarization and nurture a 
climate of good will and understanding between the participants. 

future of the Jewish Community 

We plan to publish material emanating from a 1985 conference, "The future of 
the Jewish Community: New Sociological Perspectives and Implications," and 
encourage chapters in major metropolitan areas to sponsor local conferences on 
this theme in connection with our BOth Anniversary Celebration. 

Jewish Identity 

AJC has been addressing the meaning of Jewish identity in the modern world for 
the last two decades, ·since a major study we conducted identified this· issue 
as one of central concern to American Jews. In the coming years our work will 
highlight the psychodynamics of Jewish identity and the impact of Jewish 
culture on Jewish self-image. 

In 1986/87 we plan to: 

- Convene a major conference to peruse the findings of a professional task 
force which explored the psychological factors in the formation of Jewish 
identity. 

Convene a series of colloquia to explore the relationships between Jewish 
culture and art and the formation of Jewish identity. This pilot program , 
if successful , can be followed by further initiatives in this area. 

The Jewish family 

Most of our initiatives in this field are conducted through the William 
Petschek National Jewish family Center, which has become the leading advocate 
of and resource for programs and initiatives to sustain the Jewish family. 
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In 1986/87, we plan to focus on the following: 

- Regio_nal seminars to assess the work 
grams and poiicies of local agencies. 
our future needs and programs. 

of the Center and its impact on pro
Our findings will enable us to chart 

- Intergenerational programs based on our work regarding grandparenting. We 
will initiate a retreat program to promote communications between different 
generations in the family and stimulate discussion on the role of grand
parents in the · general society and the Jewish community. We will also 
publish a "Jewish Grandparents Catalogue." 

- Convene meetings of adult children of inlermarrieds, who were raised with a 
dual religious heritage or none at all, to explore the dynamics of such 
families and address the growing trend within the community to raise 
children without religious identification. 

- A conference to evaluate the effectiveness of programs designed to promote 
Jewish in-marriage. 

- A conference to assess the growth of Jewish day-care centers and their 
impact on Jewish family life. 

Research on reconstituted families assessing their demographics and social 
dynamics. 

- Conducting secondary research of a Jewish sub-sample .as part of a national 
study on issues· affecting · the family, inclu~ing divorce, remarriage and 
grandparenting. 

Developing a core curriculum on Jewish family life for use in Jewish secon
dary schools and by social and religous agencies that conduct adult 
education programs. 

Jewish Education 

Jewish education for children and adults remains an important issue in the 
Jewish world and is considered to be the key to building a committed and know
ledgeable community. In the coming years, we intend to initiate programs for 
o~r AJC constituency aimed at augmenting their Jewish knowledge, thus enabling 
us to conduct our activities with other ethnic and religious groups in a more 
"sure-footed" manner. 

Our plans for the coming year include: 

- A study of successful Jewish childhood education, both formal and informal, 
creating an inventory of successful models and exploring the possibility of 
replicating them. 

A conference of school personnel which will concentrate on school accounte
bilit y. 
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- Continuing the work of our Jewish education think tank and publicizing its 
deliberations and recommendations. 

- Production of two new videotapes for adult education a telecourse in 
basic Judaism and a series on Jewish viewpoints on contemporary ethical 
issues. 

Conducting regional retreats for targeted professional groups to facilitate 
enhancement of Jewish knowledge. (for example, lawyers will be invited to 
learn about the relevance of Jewish law to contemporary legal issues.) 

- Continuation of our Academy for Jewish Studies summer program. 

Campus Programming 

Through our annual Academicians Seminar to Israel, AJC has developed a network 
of academics on many American college and university campuses. In recognition 
of the importance of the college milieu in shaping opinions and attitudes, we 
are considering direct involvement on the campuses utilizing this network to 
enhance the Jewish commitment of faculty members and students. 

In the coming years, we plan to : 

- Broaden our annual Academicians Seminar to include participants from other 
English-speaking countries. 

- Initiate research to assess the quality and quantity of Jewish studies 
programs, their effect on campus attitudes toward Jewish concerns, and the 
demographics of students involved in these programs. 

- Conduct activities on campus through the development of chapter speake.rs 
bureaus. 
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. PROGRAM PLANS 

INTERRELGIOUS & INTERETHNIC Aff AIRS 

One of AJC' s hallmarks is the development of relations with other religious 
and ethnic groups to achieve common societal goals. This network of 
coalitions is mobilized when Jewish security or issues of vital interest to 
the Jewish community are at stake. Our experience and record of accomplish
ment in forging and . sustaining such ties with a wide range of leaders and 
groups gives us a major advantage over· other organizations active in this 
field. for the reasons indicated previously in this document, the time has 
come for us to marshal! these resources and direct them to more comprehensive 
long-range programs. Another major objective for the coming year is the 
reassessment of the importance of various groups in American society in 
connection with issues that concern us as Jews. 

Black-Jewish Relations 

We plan to continue pursuing positive relations with America's Black commun
ity, taking advantage of the fact that these relations are not currently 
affected by a crisis atmosphere or intense media interest. As outlined in 
the section on anti-Semitism and extremism, the Black community will be a 
major focus of our activities in this area. 

We plan to reinforce our relationship with the National Urban League and other 
Black organizations and leaders to identify and advance common concerns. 

We plan to establish coalitions on behalf of our pro-affirmative action 
position, and will continue to develop support for this position among Blacks. 

We hope to continue to cultivate relations with the Black Christian community 
through more vigorous activity of our Interreligious Task force on Black
Jewish Relations. 

Through our chapters, we plan to cultivate relations with emerging Black polit
ical, business and professional leaders. 

We plan to encourage chapters to establish Black-Jewish coalitions and engage 
in local dialogues. 

We hope to influence attitudes of Blacks through our seminarians program and 
the release of publications and videotapes aimed at sensitizing Black and Jews 
about our traditional bonds, common interests and differences. 

Hispanic-Jewish & Asian-Jewish 

We plan to give major emphasis to outreach efforts to America's fastest 
growing ethnic groups, and we will base our activities on existing relation
ships with leaders of these groups. 

We plan to continue our Spanish media project, with the objective of facili
tating our outreach to Hispanic groups. 
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We plan to encourage communities with suitable populations to initiate dia
logues with local Hispanic and/or Asian groups, particularly in the Western 
and Southwestern chapters. 

We plan to utilize our relationships with Catholics to facilitate our outreach 
to the Hispanic community and we hope to explore the feasibility of programs 
relating to Eastern religions in order to facilitate our outreach to non
Christ1an Asian groups. 

We plan to conduct a comparative study of the socio-economic mobility patterns 
of several ethnic groups, including Asians. 

White Ethnic .Groups 

Many of AJC 's traditional allies in the white ethnic community have now 
achieved political maturity and success, thus enabling us to pursue new 
agendas with t hem. · 

Our plans =call for: 

- Continuati.on of our Polish-Jewish dialogue, particularly in light of the 
.. possible resumption of relations between Israel and Poland. The dialogue 
will focus on human rights issues in Poland, persecution of Nazi war 

. criminals ·and Holocaust commemorations. 

Added stress on oµr Italian-Jewish relations, specifically on the issues of 
media portrayal and defamation. 

- Expansion of our Heritage News Service, which ·provides the media with 
op-eds, feature stories and analysis on topics related to ethnicity in t.he 
U.S. 

laboratory . work in Chicago with AJC 's Illinois Ethnic Consul tat ion on ways 
to involve a broad coalition of ethnic groups in pursuing common concerns, 
such as the rise of extremism. 

Ethnicity (Resear~h & Pilot Project) 

Our plans call far continuation of our ethnicity studies and pilot projects, 
focusing on issues of ethnic identity as they relate to self-image, the life 
cycle and the family. 

We plan to step up our work on the impact of ethnicity on the political pro
cess, social sta~ility, the media, as well as the relations between different 
ethnic groups. 

Evangelical Christians 

The concern in the Jewish commmity regarding the "Christianization" of 
America will guide this year's emphasis on our work with Evangelical 
Christians. A few of our chapters have been targeted as sites for Evangelical
Jewish conferences focusing on religious pluralism and proselytizing. · 

We also plan to work with the leadership of the National Association of 
Evangelicals and the National Council of Churches, focusing on counteracting 
attempts to Christianize America. 
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We expect the publication of two books on Christian-Jewish relations, dealing 
with the relationship between Evangelicals and Jews. We also plan to release 
our study analyzing Jewish perceptions of Evangelicals, Evangelical teaching 
about Jews and Israel, and the activities of the Christian r.ight on the 
political and social scene. 

Catholic-Jewish Relations 

We plan to follow up on the tremendous success of our Vatican II Commemora
tions by sponsoring programs with the U.S. Catholic Conference of Bishops and 
other Catholic organizations. 

We plan to evaluate the impact of the Vatican "notes" and the 1985 Vatican 
Synod and will seek appropriate occasions for dialogue with Catholic clergy 
and laity as part of our ongoing efforts to advance Jewish-Catholic under
standing. 

We also plan to initiate a Holocaust education program with the Catholic 
Bishops Secretariat on Catholic-Jewish Relations, in. which we will jointl.Y 
develop effective Holocaust teaching materials for use in Roman Catholic 
elementary and secondary schools, universities and seminaries. A systematic 
and comprehensive· program is currently being developed, which will include the 
appointment of joint Catholic-Jewish academic task forces and, possibly, the 
establishment of a Center on Holocaust Educ at ion. This project can break 
important new ground, and it promises to have an enormous impact on the entire 
Catholic education system. 

Mainline Protestants & Others 

Our chapters and the national office will cooperate on cultivating relations 
with a targeted group of top Protestant clergy and significant clerics in 
other Christian denominations. 

We also plan to conduct consultations aimed at developing programs with Mos
lems and members of Eastern religions . 

Religious Leadership Education 

We plan to continue our examination of what Christian religious institutions 
teach about Jews and Judaism, focusing on clerical education through our 
seminarians program. In 1986/87, we plan to add the Interdenominational 
Theological Center in Atlanta, the nation's largest Black seminary, to this 
program. · We also plan to augment the impact of the program by developing a 
network of graduates of our conferences and disseminating material emanating 
from them . 

Training of AJC Leaders 

We plan to seek the involvement of more of our lay leaders in our interre
ligious activities by conducting seminars throughout the country aimed at 
expanding their knowledge of and familiarlity with Jewish and Christian 
history, religious thought and attitudes toward contemporary issues. 
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ORGANIZATIONAL PLANS 

RESEARCH & STRATEGIC PLANNING 

We plan to enhance the research and strategic planning capabilities of the 
organization through the centralization of research and information activities 
and concentration on long-range issues and phenomena that must be studied in 
order to formulate appropriate policies and strategies for the future. A 
number of specific research projects were described in previous sections of 
this document, some of which are planned as part of a proposed major research 
program in the coming years -- Project 2000. 

In 1986/87, we plan t~ inaugurate this comprehensive endeavor to study the 
anticipated and emerging needs and problems which will affect war ld Jewry in 
the year 2000 and beyond. This research program calls for an investigation of 
ten major areas, among which are socio-demographic trends, patterns of Jewish 
identity, the Jewish convnunity as a polity, and economic issues (including 
occupational patterns, philanthropy ·and the financing ·of Jewish institutions). 
Our efforts on this project will be guided by a special commission, incl~ding 
distinguished scholars and leaders. 

We are also in the process of forming an Academic Advisory Committee ta con
sult with us on ongoing research. 

PUBLICATIONS 

Each of the AJC's major publications -- the American Jewish Year Book, 
Commentary, Present Tense and the AJC Journal -- has made a mark for the 
agency and is contributing to public .discourse, as well as to informing our 
own constituency on our thinking and activities: · 

Our plans call for a major effort in the coming years to diminish our 
publications deficits through a variety of fundraising approaches, including 
special annual events for . supporters of Conunentary and Present Tense and 
packaging other publications for major gift opportunities. 

RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 

Our aim is to expand the Appeal for Human Relations and broaden the structure 
of our campaign to sustain and augment our programs in a conservative and 
evolutionary way and to prevent future recurrences of our current fiscal 

· problems. 

Our .1986/87 campaign plans call for the following: 

- Increasing the number and volume of institutionalized · and special · events 
(including plate dinners), particularly in growth areas such as Orange Coun
ty and cities such as Chicago, Los Angeles, etc. 

- Involving AJC ieaders systematically and directly in identifying, soliciting 
and securing major contributors and ·honorees for these events. 

Expanding our major gift campaign and . creating a compatible leadership struc
ture offering major givers special access to the organization. 
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- Targeting AJC members, as well as Jews not associated with AJC, for a direct 
mail campaign. (Recent efforts have yielded promising results and suggest 
that this approach, if conducted systematically, can tap new sources of 
finanical support.) 

- Developing proposals to seek foundation grants for AJC programs, research 
and publications. 

- Devising annuity and planned-giving programs. 

Developing our endowment fund and gift opportunities to allow for major 
contributors ($100,000 and over) to have name association with a full range 
of AJC publications, research funds and/or fellowships. 

- Reinforcing AJC's campaign in the communities by setting specific goals for 
each chapter. 

Creating exciting and effective campaign literature, including case presen
tations, institutional pieces, gift opportunity packages and newsletters 
reporting on campagin events, honorees and major contributors. 

f IELD OPERATION & CHAPTER-NATIONAL RELATIONS 

AJC's chapters fulfill several interrelated functions. They constitute impor
tant arenas in which agency policies and programs are articulated and 
implemented, thus influencing local levels of governments and shaping public 
opinion. They assist in securing broad-based support for the agency, both in 
terms of fundraising and the recruitment of members. They are a principal 
arena for the public education functions of the agency, communicating views 
and concerns to the national off ice and functioning as an instrument for 
channeling agency views to the larger conrnuni.ty. 

In order to achieve our goals; it is necessary for the chapters to be actively 
involved both in the institutional work of membership recruitment and 
fundraising and in formulating active, innovative programming. 

National and the chapters must aim to reinforce a sense of unity and commit
ment to the total organization and enhance understanding of AJC as an organi
zation with core tenets and programs. 

In 1986/87, we plan to: 

Institute a systematic review and assessment of AJC 's potential in 
communities around the country, including locations where we currently have 
no presence. 

Continue to improve printed communications through the AJC Journal, the 
newly-formatted chapter newsletters, and communications with chapter presi
dents and other chapter leaders. 

- Enhance the program development function of the field operation by improving 
quality control of national and chapter programs and their relevance to 
AJC 's overall objectives through effective program packaging for chapter 
implementation, as well as reinforcing relations between national depart
ments and chapters through improved planning, reporting, evaluating, and 
service systems. 

.. ~ . 
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- Study and recommend changes, suggested by the CSC Task force on Chapter 
Structure, that will enable the chapters to fulfill their various functions 
and ensure their participation and input in agency decision-making. 

- Assess the professional support system in the communities in view of the 
multiple functions of the chapters, and also evaluate the support systems of 
similar organizations. 

MARKETING & COMMUNICATION 

AJC must improve its ability to communicate to the public (both Jewish and gen
eral) the nature of our agenda and our pioneering work in areas of primary 
concern to the Jewish community -- anti-Semitism, Israel, and threats to 
religious pluralism here and abroad. 

We plan to devise a long-range marketing strategy designed to demonstrate our 
activities more clearly in these key areas, interpret the ideas, values and 
approaches that guide our work, and ensure the development of additional 
fiscal resources. 

We plan to create techniques for max1m1z1ng the public relations value of our 
major programs, campaign events and personalities. 

We hope to initiate a communications program with a variety of important tar
geted markets: 

- Insiders - A personalized communication to members of the Board of 
Governors, chapter presidents and key chapter leaders (with ·whom we already 
share reflections on our thinking and activities) on a bi-weekly basis, thus 
providing them with a sense of involvement. 

- Contributors and Supporters· of AJC's Campaign - People of importance and 
influence who assist AJC in its fundraising efforts, yet are not otherwise 
involved with the organization, will be kept informed of major AJC 
undertakings and accomplishments on a monthly basis. 

- Jewish Leaders in the U.S . and Abroad - Presidents and directors of Jewish 
organizations and other personalities closely identified with the Jewish 
community will be kept advised of AJC 's unique contribution to Jewish life 
and interests on a bi-monthly basis . 

Influentials in American Society - Business, political and civic leaders 
will be informed of AJC positions and activities on major issues affecting 
the American public and of concern to the American people, also on a bi
monthly basis. 

LEADERSHIP 

Meeting the challenge of identifying, training, cultivating and utilizing lay 
leaders effectively is crucial to AJC's survival and growth. We plan to re
assess the agency's needs in this critical area and design a comprehensive and 
organic program for every phase of AJC's leadership development cycle. 

In 1986/87 we plan to: 
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- Review AJC national structures and meetings, with an eye toward making these 
gatherings more cost-effective and conducive to decision-making. 

- Create a computerized leadership resource file to improve utilization of AJC 
leaders. 

- facilitate the establishment, when deemed effective, of task forces with 
specific objectives and limited activity periods, thus creating new, meaning
ful national leadership positions, increasing participation and input of 
chapter leaders in national activities, and providing training for national 
leadership positions. 

Encourage and assist chapters in conducting leadership retreats aimed at en
hancing commitment and understanding of the total agency. 

- Focus on leadership training through the Hilda Katz Blaustein leadership 
Development Program. These sessions will strive to sustain commitment and 
suppport for the total organization; develop effective lay teams; reinforce 
understanding of leadership responsibilities; enhance knowledge of AJC's 
unique philosophical and operational princigles; impart new leadership 
skills; develop more effective collaboration between volunteers and 
professional staff; and deepen personal insights about Jewish identity and 
AJC's perception of American Jewish life. 

MEMBERSHIP 

Our goals and objectives can best be achieved through a membership broadly re
presentative of the diverse elements that make up the American Jewish 
community. Continuous membership growth is necessary if the agency is to 
sustain itself in the future. 

In the coming year we plan to: 

- Promote membership as an institutional priority for AJC. 

- Urge chapters to conduct systematic membership campaigns during a speci fie 
month, which will be chosen locally so as not to conflict with agency 
fundraising efforts. 

- Devise strategies for broadening our m~bership base to include groups not 
adequately represented in AJC, particularly younger people in their 30's and 
40's. 

- As part of our 80th Anniversary Celebration, encourage chapters to form "The 
Successors" young adult groups to facilitate recruitment and retention of 
younger people as AJC members and leaders. 

Develop a productive national direct mail campaign. 

· STAff DEVELOPMENT 

Some of the plans previously outlined in this document may require changes in 
staff assignments. While our staff is capable of adapting to a wide 
repertoire of program roles and duties, the agency may have to augment its 
staff development program. We are in the process of developing a plan a1me~ 
at enhancing staff supervision and managerial skills; improving facilitating 
skills; increasing fundraising abilities; improving lay-staff collaboration; 
and enhancing media relations. In addition, we plan to offer tr~ining for in
dividual staff members on a more systematic basis. 
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Dear Friend , 

It gives us much pleasure to Invite· you.to .a reception in honor of 
His Excellency ~bassador Moshe Vegar, Consul General of Israel in 
New York, on Wednesday, February 12, 4 p.m., at the American Jewish 
Committee headquarters. 

Ambassador Vegar has had a long and distingui .shed career as a 
scholar and career foreign service officer. He served . as an Israeli 
diplomat in Malaysia andwr.o.tehis .. Ph.D. thesis on "Islam in .Ma l a_ysia. 11 

He also served as Consul General in Philadelphia and Los Angeles. 

In his last post,. Ambassador Vegar was· Director of the Ministry of 
Information of the Israeli Foreig~ Ministry in Jerusal em , and played 
a key role in interpreting Israel's foreign policy to the world 
media. 

We are invit ing a select group of ·leaders from the major pol itical, 
foreign policy,. religious, racial, and ethnic groups in this area 
in order to afford an opportunity for establishing personal commun ;
cation with Ambassador Vegar. 

Kind ly let Rita Reznik know that you will be able to jo in us. 
Please telephone her at 212-751-4000, Ext . 314. 

With warm good wishes, we are, 

Sincerely yours, 

Leo Nevas, Chairman 
· International Relations Commission 

LN/MHT:RPR 

Rabbi Marc H. Tanenbaum, Director 
International Relations Department 
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